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In response to the high school dropout crisis, which comes with great economic and
social costs, early warning systems (EWSs) have been developed to systematically predict and
improve student outcomes. The purpose of this study is to evaluate different statistical and
machine learning methods to predict high school student performance and improve EWSs. By
improving education EWSs, this study aims to better identify those students in need of targeted
support and inform on-the-ground practitioners who may intervene long before students may be
dropping out.
The current study explores the aforementioned methods in the context of a cohort of
40,008 Connecticut students. The study utilized more than 100 predictors and developed models
to predict each student’s probability of being on-track to graduate within four years using data
collected prior to a student’s entry into 9th grade. Random forests, classification and regression
tree (CART, or decision tree), and regularized logistic regression—ridge, lasso, and elastic net—
models were developed, and performance of the models was evaluated on a validation dataset by
comparing classification accuracy measures.
The study revealed that random forests models developed using a training set balanced by
oversampling did the best job of identifying which students are at risk. These models captured
complex interactions among covariates and performed best when thresholds were optimized
using Youden’s index rather than defaulted at a 0.5 cut-off. The variable importance rankings
showed that standardized test scores, attendance, and course performance were the top-ranking
predictors of being on-track. Coefficients from elastic net models provided nuanced information
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to complement random forests results. In addition, incorporating detailed special educationrelated predictors served to improve classification accuracy, especially for students with
disabilities.
This study is filling a practical void in education to support the development of more
sophisticated predictive models. This will be usable by researchers as an approach to ensure
future EWSs work optimally. It is also an opportunity for practitioners to leverage new
knowledge about students who are at-risk, and to test interventions at many levels in an attempt
to improve graduation outcomes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For decades, educational researchers have studied high school dropout in efforts to
improve student outcomes, especially for students from low-income families, students of color,
English learners (ELs), and students with disabilities (SWD) (e.g., DePaoli, Balfanz, Atwell, &
Bridgeland, 2018; Ekstrom, Goertz, Pollack, & Rock, 1986; Rumberger, 2011). Although
dropout rates have improved over that span, the national high school graduation rate is still
below 85 percent, and researchers and policymakers have called the college and career readiness
(CCR) of America’s high school students into question (DePaoli et al., 2018). While this issue
has been at the center of educational research and reform efforts (e.g., Belfield, 2007; Belfield &
Levin, 2007; Ferguson, 2007; Rebell, 2007; Rumberger, 2011), the relative lack of public
awareness of staggering dropout rates has prompted some experts to deem this problem a “silent
epidemic” (Bridgeland, DiIulio, & Morison, 2006, p. 1). This study seeks to help policymakers
target interventions in order to increase the number of students that are on-track to graduate from
high school. Specifically, the purpose of this study is to evaluate different statistical and machine
learning methods when used for predicting high school “on-track” status, and to improve early
warning systems (EWSs) that use education data to systematically predict and improve student
outcomes. Additionally, variable importance measures are presented to highlight which
predictors are most important in forecasting which students will be on-track to graduate high
school in four years.
High school dropout is a complex issue. Rumberger (2011) describes dropout as a
process and problem with four dimensions: nature, consequences, causes, and solutions. With
more than 7,000 American students dropping out of high school each day (Rumberger, 2011),
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the dropout crisis comes with great economic and social costs (Belfield & Levin, 2007). DePaoli,
Balfanz, and Bridgeland (2016) declared:
Graduating high school is a critical life step…To reverse the downward trajectory that so
many students who drop out find themselves on, we must…do whatever it takes to ensure
students are earning a high-quality diploma…The health of our democracy depends on it.
(p. 49)
Due to the gravity of the high school dropout issue, several studies have explored
predictive factors from elementary school through early high school to identify students who are
at-risk of dropping out (e.g., Allensworth & Easton, 2005, 2007; DePaoli et al., 2016; Ekstrom et
al., 1986). Researchers have found that the ABCs (attendance, behavior, and course
performance/credit accrual) are most predictive of high school dropout (Allensworth, 2013; Mac
Iver & Messel, 2013). Studies have also shown that standardized test scores are predictive of
other student outcomes of interest, but there is an on-going debate about the merits and
drawbacks of large-scale testing (Phelps, 2017). Furthermore, researchers have concluded that
stressful life events trigger dropout, and these stressors include housing, money, criminal or legal
issues, accidents or health problems, suspensions, pregnancy, and personal relationships (Dupéré
et al., 2018). Armed with these findings, educators and policymakers have looked to target
student interventions and support via EWSs.
Schools and districts have implemented many interventions to raise the high school
graduation rate. Levin and Belfield (2007) have concluded that improvements can result from
fine-tuning factors from kindergarten through 12th grade, including academic expectations,
school and class sizes, personalization, counseling, parental engagement, instructional time, and
personnel. Additionally, researchers have found that there is a correlation between school climate
and graduation rates (e.g., Boyd, 2016; Freeman et al., 2015). Navigating the vast array of
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intervention options is challenging, since a one-size-fits-all solution to the dropout problem does
not exist.
Legislative and executive branch policy action aims to improve graduation outcomes.
However, developers of early warning systems related to student outcomes use only a fraction of
the sophistication available in the form of analytic forecasting models. This study is filling a
practical void in the education marketplace to support the development of more sophisticated
predictive models. This will be usable by researchers as an approach to ensure future EWSs work
optimally. It is also an opportunity for practitioners to leverage new knowledge about students
who are at-risk, and to test interventions at many levels (e.g., student, teacher, class, school, and
district) in an attempt to improve graduation outcomes.
The University of Chicago Consortium on School Research (CCSR) made considerable
efforts to study the transition into high school and its relationship with high school success (e.g.,
Allensworth & Easton, 2005, 2007). The CCSR concluded that a 9th grade on-track indicator
combining information on credits and grades earned during freshman year is a stronger predictor
of high school graduation than standardized tests. Following the CCSR’s lead, the Connecticut
State Department of Education (CSDE) adopted the On-track in 9th grade indicator as a central
component of its “Next Generation” Accountability System (CSDE, 2016, 2017, 2018). Table 1
summarizes the criteria for the On-track in 9th grade indicator.
Table 1
Criteria for On-track in 9th grade indicator
Number of credits accumulated
during freshman year
Number of semester F’s in core courses (1 full-year course = 1 credit)
(1 semester course = 0.5 credit)
Less than 5.0
5.0 or more
2 or more
Off-track
Off-track
0 to 1
Off-track
On-track
Note. Students who fail one full year (i.e., two semesters) of a core course and/or earn less
than five total credits during 9th grade are deemed off-track. English, mathematics, science,
and social studies are core courses for the purposes of the on-track indicator.
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Predictive modeling is a core component of EWS development. Educational researchers
have used student data to develop predictive models to identify students at risk of a host of
troublesome outcomes, including dropping out (e.g., Allensworth, 2013). The current study used
random forests, classification and regression tree (CART, or decision tree), and regularized (also
known as penalized) logistic regression models to estimate predicted probabilities of being ontrack to graduate; the students with the lowest probabilities were deemed most at-risk.
Previous studies have compared logistic regression with various machine learning
techniques to solve prediction problems. The current study takes a novel approach by also
applying regularized logistic regression techniques including ridge, lasso, and elastic net. These
techniques provide protection against overfitting and are noteworthy for their ability to choose
the best subset of predictors. Additionally, special education-related predictors including primary
disability, hours of special education services, and percentage of school time with non-disabled
peers (TWNDP) were incorporated into this study’s models; this extended the typical approach
of using one binary special education flag (i.e., a 0-1 field that indicates whether a student
receives special education services) as a predictor. Using longitudinal data for a state-wide
cohort of students, this study evaluated these methods and presents findings to improve early
warning systems by better identifying those students in need of targeted support and informing
on-the-ground practitioners who may intervene long before students may be dropping out.
Recent changes in graduation requirements (Connecticut General Assembly, 2017), as
well as Connecticut’s adoption of Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), Smarter Balanced
Assessment Consortium (SBAC) mathematics and English language arts (ELA) assessments, and
the “Next Generation” Accountability System (CSDE, 2016, 2017, 2018), have created unique
opportunities to develop and compare prediction models that incorporate new and relevant data.
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Consequently, the sample in this study was drawn from the cohort of Connecticut public school
students who were in grade 9 in 2016-17. This is the first student cohort for which the CSDE
data warehouse contains the requisite data to train a prediction model that integrates course-,
school- and district-level data and standardized assessments with other student-level variables to
predict a high school outcome. Specifically, the data warehouse contains values for the On-Track
in 9th Grade indicator and the following middle school data: course performance in grades 7 and
8; SBAC test scores in mathematics and English language arts (ELA) in grades 7 and 8; and
school and district indices such as enrollment, percentage of minority students, percentage of
students with high needs, percentage of students from low-income families, percentage of highly
qualified teachers (HQT), chronic absence rate, promotion rate, and graduation rate. Integrating
this predictive information with attendance, behavior, mobility, special education, and
demographic data dating back to grade 5 created a pool of over 100 predictors for each model to
consider in predicting probabilities of being on-track to graduate.1
In Part 1 of the current study, ridge logistic regression, lasso logistic regression, elastic
net logistic regression, classification and regression tree (CART), and random forests models
were developed and tested for students entering 8th grade. Grade-level-specific predictors were
limited to those from previous grades (i.e., data through the end of 7th grade was used to predict
whether students entering 8th grade would make sufficient progress by the end of 9th grade to be
on-track to graduate high school within four years). Additionally, the missingness of SBAC scale
scores was treated as a predictor: Missing SBAC score values were imputed, a flag was retained
to indicate whether each SBAC scale score was actual or imputed, and all of these SBAC

1

The On-Track in 9th Grade indicator was used as the outcome variable in this study; no grade 9 fields were used as
predictors. In future studies, the author will examine graduation outcomes (e.g., four-year graduation, five-year
graduation) as additional years of data become available.
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variables were included as covariates when training the models. This approach increased the
number of student records on which the models were trained; more important, it has the potential
to increase the number of students for whom the prediction models can be applied. Since
students with disabilities, students of color, and English learners are disproportionately
represented among those with missing scores, imputing SBAC values was a critically important
technique to ensure the maximum possible number of records were retained for these important
student groups.
To address class imbalance in the outcome variable (i.e., more than 85 percent of students
are on-track), models were developed using imbalanced and balanced training samples and the
classification accuracy of prediction models was tested at different thresholds (also known as
cut-offs or cut-points). Balanced training sets were created using undersampling and
oversampling techniques. In the undersampled training sets, all off-track records were retained
and a random sample of cases was selected without replacement from the on-track (i.e., majority)
class to perfectly balance the number of on-track and off-track records. In the oversampled
training sets, all on-track records were retained and a bootstrap sample of cases was created with
replacement from the off-track (i.e., minority) class to balance the number of on-track and offtrack records.
In the social sciences, classification algorithms are often used with a single, default
threshold to determine class membership. In contrast, this study examined classification accuracy
across the full range of cut-offs to optimize results. Details regarding the data sample, model
development and variable selection are presented in Chapter 3. Classification accuracy measures
and associated data visualization techniques were used to compare and evaluate models. The
random forests models developed with a training set balanced via oversampling produced the
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best results. In addition, variable importance (also known as feature importance) was determined
and a ranked list of features was created to compare variable importance across models and
modeling approaches. All results pertaining to these topics are presented in Chapter 4.
Once the optimal data-handling and modeling approach was determined in Part 1, these
methods were used in Part 2 to develop additional models so that further comparisons could be
made. First, eighth grade data was added in the longitudinal training dataset to assess the impact
of including an extra year of data (i.e., 5th through 8th grade instead of 5th through 7th grade) in
predicting the On-track in 9th grade indicator. Since earlier predictions are more useful (i.e., they
give the educational system more time to intervene to alter student outcomes), comparing the
accuracy of predictions made after 7th grade to those made after 8th grade is of great policy
relevance. Next, “snapshot” models were developed to assess the impact of different studentlevel variable combinations and training datasets using only one time point. Since students of
color, students with disabilities, and English learners are the student groups that most often have
incomplete records, a model fit to a single-year dataset invites a more equitable sampling of
student records and requires fewer imputed values. In all cases, classification accuracy measures
and variable importance results are presented to allow for a contextual analysis and comparison
with models developed with different data constraints.
The purpose of developing a model with 5th through 8th grade data to predict the On-track
in 9th grade indicator is to assess the impact of including an additional year of data in the
longitudinal dataset. Most important, this allows for the comparison of classification accuracy
and variable importance measures when making predictions at the start of 8th grade versus the
start of 9th grade.
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The main purpose behind developing the snapshot models is to be more inclusive:
Limiting time-related predictors to include only one year of data reduces the number of
covariates but allows these models to be trained using a larger sample of records and applied for
more students (especially students of color, students with disabilities, and English learners),
since many students do not have data in earlier grades for a variety of reasons (e.g., they recently
moved to Connecticut and/or the charter school they attended is relatively new and
school/district indices are not yet available). While the longitudinal model handles missing
SBAC scores through imputation, students without multiple years of attendance data and records
without detailed school and/or district data are excluded from the analysis. The snapshot models
reduce this restriction by only requiring 7th grade attendance. In place of school and district
indices, which proved to be further restrictive, the snapshot models include a flag to indicate
whether the student was enrolled in an Alliance District (i.e., one of Connecticut’s lowestperforming districts) in 7th grade. Regarding the Alliance District designation,
the education commissioner measures school districts’ performance using their score on
the state’s accountability index which [uses a broad set of 12 indicators of district and
school performance that incorporates student growth over time and allows for
comparison using] a single score….[Connecticut law] requires the commissioner to
designate the 30 districts with the lowest index scores, plus keep on the list the three
districts that were among the 30 lowest when the program started. (Moran, 2017, p. 1)
This is of great practical importance, since students with disabilities and students from
low-performing districts—the student groups who are central to the comparisons involved in the
second and third purposes of the snapshot models—are disproportionately excluded from the
longitudinal models.
The second purpose of the snapshot models is to compare models using different variable
combinations and assess the impact of including detailed special education data instead of a
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binary flag as the lone special education-related covariate. To achieve this, models were
developed using two different combinations of predictor variables from the snapshot:
1. All predictors including detailed special education data;
2. All predictors excluding detailed special education data (i.e., including only a special
education flag to indicate whether a student received special education services)
The third purpose of the snapshot models is to run separate models using training data
from distinct student groups and answer the question: What is the impact on variable importance
and classification accuracy when models are trained using records from only one student group?
To answer that question, two training sets were created using a student-level variable to separate
records, and two additional training sets were created using a district-level variable to separate
records. The special education flag (i.e., the binary field that indicates whether a student received
special education services) was selected as the student-level variable; one training dataset was
created with only records for students with disabilities (SWD), and a second training dataset was
created with records for students without identified disabilities. The variable comparisons
mentioned in the second purpose were done across both datasets created based on the SWD flag.
This comparison helped to determine whether, for students with disabilities, having more
detailed special education information helps predict being on-track.
For the district-level variable, the flag that indicates whether a school district is an
Alliance District was selected; one training dataset contained records for only those students
enrolled in Alliance Districts in 7th grade, and a second training dataset was created with records
from students who were not enrolled in one of Connecticut’s lowest-performing districts.
The findings related to the snapshot models could be of particular interest to districts and
states as they consider including detailed special education fields in their EWSs. In addition, the
snapshot models could be especially helpful for deciding where to allocate resources and target
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services. Lastly, the findings from the single-group models could provide additional guidance to
those developing EWSs for populations involving disparate student groups. The study presents
details regarding the data sample, model development and variable selection for the snapshot
models in Chapter 3.
The five research questions this study sought to answer are:
1.

Which methodology does the best job of identifying which students are at risk for not
being on-track to graduate?

2.

Which variables predict being on-track to graduate?

3.

What are the missing data and classification accuracy impacts of including multiple years
of covariate data versus a single year?

4.

What is the impact on classification accuracy of including detailed special educationrelated predictors?

5.

What is the impact on variable importance and classification accuracy when models are
trained using records from only one student group?
Additional details regarding the research questions are presented in Chapter 3. The results

are presented in Chapter 4 and the major findings, implications, limitations and future research
are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The current study seeks to evaluate different statistical and machine learning methods to
improve early warnings systems by better identifying those students in need of targeted support.
In this chapter, previous studies that have particular relevance to high school dropout and/or
early warning systems are highlighted, as well as the data-handling and modeling approaches
applied therein.
2.1

High School Graduation Rates in the United States
Since 2009, researchers from Civic Enterprises and the Everyone Graduates Center at the

School of Education at Johns Hopkins University have co-authored an annual report on the
progress made and challenges faced in meeting a lofty national goal: 90 percent high school
graduation rate by 2020 (Balfanz, Bridgeland, Bruce, & Fox, 2012a, 2012b, 2013; Balfanz,
Bridgeland, Fox, & Moore, 2011; Balfanz, Bridgeland, et al., 2014; Balfanz, Bridgeland, Moore,
& Fox, 2010; Balfanz, Fox, Bridgeland, & McNaught, 2009; DePaoli et al., 2016; DePaoli,
Balfanz, Atwell, & Bridgeland, 2018; DePaoli, Balfanz, Bridgeland, Atwell, & Ingram, 2017;
DePaoli et al., 2015). In their initial report, the authors reported troubling findings: the national
graduation rate was between 68 and 75 percent, one-third of all public high school students and
one-half of minority students did not graduate with their class, and “only 16 states [were]
reporting graduation rates using accurate methods” (Balfanz et al., 2009, p. 18). The authors
maintained an optimistic outlook by presenting their report as a research-based guidance tool:
They encouraged readers to understand the issues, rally their communities, develop an effective
plan, build partnerships, and take action.
Graduation rates across the country have improved since Balfanz and his colleagues
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published their initial report. By 2013, nearly all states reported a four-year adjusted cohort
graduation rate (ACGR, a measure which uses detailed student-level data to determine the
percentage of students who graduate within four years of beginning 9th grade) and the national
high school graduation rate increased to 81.4 percent (DePaoli et al., 2015). In 2016, all states
reported ACGRs, two states reached the 90 percent graduation rate goal, 25 other states reported
a rate above 85 percent, and the national high school graduation rate reached a record high of
84.1 percent (DePaoli et al., 2018). Unfortunately, projecting this growth through end of the
decade indicates that the United States is not likely to meet the 90 percent goal by 2020.
2.1.1 Graduation rates for special populations. Although some states and districts have
shown incredible progress, there are still low-performing schools and disparities in graduation
rates for students of color (76.4% for Black students and 79.3% for Hispanic students, compared
with 88.3% for white students in 2016) and special populations, including students with
disabilities (65.5%), students from low-income families (77.6%), and students with limited
English proficiency (66.9%) (DePaoli et al., 2018).
In Chicago, researchers examined the graduation rates for students with disabilities and
English learners (Gwynne, Lesnick, Hart, & Allensworth, 2009; Gwynne, Pareja, Ehrlich, &
Allensworth, 2012). The authors not only found that there was a graduation rate disparity
between the major categories (i.e., SWD and non-SWD, ELs and non-ELs), but graduation rates
also varied greatly across SWD categories. The 2009 study followed the cohort of students who
were freshmen in 2001. Among all Chicago Public Schools (CPS) ninth graders at the time, 19.9
percent received special education services, and 67.8 percent of SWD were identified as having
learning disabilities (Gwynne et al., 2009). The three other SWD categories with the largest
representation were students with mild cognitive disabilities, students with emotional
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disturbances, and students with speech/language disabilities. The authors specified two
additional groups: (1) students who did not receive special education services but were two or
more years below grade level when they entered high school; and (2) students with
physical/sensory disabilities, including students who have hearing, visual or other health
impairments (Gwynne et al., 2009, p. 8). Table 2 summarizes the four-year and five-year
graduation rates for these student groups, and shows that four-year graduation rates were below
50 percent for four of the six student groups: students two or more years below grade level in
grade 9, students with learning disabilities, students with mild cognitive disabilities, and students
with emotional disturbances.
Table 2
Graduation rates in Chicago Public Schools for students with disabilities
Four-Year
Five-Year
Graduation Rate Graduation Rate
Student group
(%)
(%)
Students without Identified Disabilities
67.1
69.6
Two+ Years below Grade Level
45.5
49.0
Learning Disability
47.8
52.7
Mild Cognitive Disability
41.7
47.2
Emotional Disturbance
18.7
23.5
Speech/Language Disabilities
58.1
63.5
Physical/Sensory Disabilities
75.0
77.5
Note. Adapted from Table 2 (Gwynne et al., 2009, p. 13).

Malin, Bragg, and Hackmann (2017) expressed concern that if graduating from high
school and college and career readiness are “not recognized as important for all students, the
nation risks perpetuating inequities among student groups that may have a lasting detrimental
impact on society” (p. 813). Wilkins and Bost (2016) acknowledged that implementing early
warning systems and other interventions has increased graduation rates of SWD, but cautioned
educational leaders to review data regularly, and revise and review school policies accordingly.
Balfanz and Legters (2004) asserted the importance of targeting a relatively small number of
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failing high schools:
High schools with weak promoting power are the engines driving the low national
graduation rate for minority students…These high schools must be specifically targeted
for reform…Transforming the nation’s dropout factories into high schools that prepare all
their students for post-secondary schooling or training and successful adulthood should
thus be an urgent national priority. (p. 23)
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) has marshalled in a “new environment of
accountability” in which federal funding to states requires evidence of improved outcomes for all
students (Hanover Research, 2018, p. 6).
2.2

Costs of Dropping Out
The economic and social costs of dropping out of high school include higher

unemployment, lower wages, reduced tax contributions, increased demand for social services,
increased crime, reduced political participation, reduced intergenerational mobility, and poorer
levels of health (Belfield & Levin, 2007; Levin, 1972; Rouse, 2007). Bailey (2007) noted that
“current gaps in educational attainment based on income, race, and ethnicity” (p. 92) make it
difficult for the United States to compete in the global economy and meet the increasing need for
highly skilled workers. Muennig (2007) concluded, “Each additional high school graduate
represents a health-related gain to the government of at least $39,000 in discounted lifetime
medical expenditures. Monetized gains in health and longevity amount to an additional
$183,000” (p. 125). Regarding a reduction in criminal activity, Moretti (2007) asserts, “A onepercent increase in the high school completion rate of all men ages 20–60 would save the United
States as much as $1.4 billion per year in reduced costs from crime incurred by victims and by
society at large” (p. 158). Waldfogel, Garfinkel, and Kelly (2007) explain the connection
between lack of education and reliance on the “three major programs of the safety-net portion of
the welfare state—cash assistance, food assistance, and housing assistance” (p. 160). The authors
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estimate that “the potential savings in public assistance costs that might be produced through
improved education…ranges from $7.9 billion to $10.8 billion” (p. 173).
2.3

Early Warning Systems
Early warning systems employ models that depend on available data to predict everything

from bioterrorism (Berkowitz, 2013) to landslides (Battistini et al., 2017). The key to any EWS
is the intervention and/or support that follows the prediction. Early and accurate predictions have
helped across a range of societal and medical problems, including: recidivism (Duwe & Kim,
2017); child maltreatment (Atabaki et al., 2013); Alzheimer’s disease (Casanova, Hsu, &
Espeland, 2012); breast cancer (Edeki, 2012; Edeki & Pandya, 2012); intracranial pressure
episodes in traumatic brain injury (Güiza et al., 2017); West Nile Virus (Eidson, Kramer,
Hagiwara, Schmit, & Stone, 2001); and other disease outbreaks (Chen et al., 2005). In industry,
business EWS models have led to improvements in semiconductor manufacturing (Hsu, Chien,
& Chen, 2012). In communities worldwide, life-saving measures have been taken as the result of
EWSs predicting coastal earthquakes (Cervone, Kafatos, Napoletani, & Singh, 2006) and global
drought (Heim & Brewer, 2012). Support is at the heart of every early warning system.
Balfanz (2009, 2011, 2014, 2016) is a leader in the development and dissemination of
EWS research in education. “Early warning and intervention systems provide the necessary
means to unify, focus, and target efforts to improve attendance, behavior, and course
performance. Their fundamental purpose is to get the right intervention to the right student at the
right time” (Balfanz, 2009, p. 10). Balfanz and his colleagues have written extensively about
their findings, and they have highlighted the importance of students being engaged and being at
school (e.g., Balfanz & Byrnes, 2012; Balfanz, Byrnes, & Fox, 2014; Balfanz, Herzog, & Mac
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Iver, 2007; Bridgeland, DiIulio, & Balfanz, 2009; Bruce, Bridgeland, Fox, & Balfanz, 2011;
Legters & Balfanz, 2010).
While she does not dispute that interventions must be on-time and on-target, Scala (2015)
cautions educators and policymakers against making causal claims: “Early warning indicators
are used only for prediction—they do not cause students to drop out. Rather, they should be
treated as symptoms of the dropout process that is in progress” (p. 8, emphasis in original). Since
these symptoms exhibit themselves at different times, researchers have made efforts to study
indicators and outcomes from pre-kindergarten to the end of the student life cycle. Some studies,
such as Jenkins and O’Connor’s (2002) exploration of early identification and intervention for
young children with reading/learning disabilities, focus on a specific population during the early
years. Other studies and early warning systems, such as Alabama’s Graduation Tracking System
(GTS) (Alabama Department of Education, 2013), look at students across the span from
kindergarten through grade 12. Additionally, applied researchers have conducted studies using
smaller samples to predict post-secondary outcomes, including dropping out of nursing courses
(Moseley & Mead, 2008) and dropping out of university in Taiwan (Lin, 2015) and Tennessee
(Baghernejad, 2016).
Many researchers have conducted studies using large datasets at the city and state levels
to develop EWSs to improve student outcomes. Early warning indicators in Baltimore City
Schools (Baltimore Education Research Consortium [BERC], 2011), Denver Public Schools
(Dolan & Perez-Oquendo, 2009), Milwaukee Public Schools (Carl, Richardson, Cheng, Kim, &
Meyer, 2013; Meyer, Carl, & Cheng, 2010), and the School District of Philadelphia (SDP)
(Balfanz et al., 2007; Crofton & Neild, 2018) extended the strong foundation laid by the
University of Chicago Consortium on School Research (CCSR) (Allensworth, 2013;
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Allensworth & Easton, 2001a, 2001b, 2005, 2007; Allensworth, Gwynne, Moore, & de la Torre,
2014a, 2014b, 2014c; Bryk, Sebring, Allensworth, Luppescu, & Easton, 2010; Roderick, 1993).
There are on-going efforts to address high school dropout in high-poverty urban communities
(Corrin, Sepanik, Rosen, & Shane, 2016; Gewertz, 2009a, 2009b). As of 2013, more than 30
state departments of education had early warning systems (Data Quality Campaign, 2013). The
Every Student Succeeds Act (2015) expanded state responsibility over schools, and this
legislation is driving all states to develop EWSs and other accountability systems to support local
education agencies (Civic Impulse, 2017). Frazelle and Nagel (2015) produced a guide that
“summarizes what is known about early warning system implementation and describes how
states, districts, and schools can draw on the research to inform their work locally” (p. i).
2.4

Predictive Factors
Since dropping out is a process that results in negative consequences for individuals and

society (Rumberger & Lim, 2008), several studies have explored predictive factors from
elementary school through early high school to identify students who are at-risk of dropping out.
Rumberger and his colleagues identified a host of factors that are predictive of dropout,
including student (demographics, achievement, attitudes, behaviors); family (parental education,
family socioeconomic status [SES], family structure, parental employment, family size,
parenting practices, parenting expectations, sibling dropout); school (school composition, school
size, resources, academic climate, disciplinary climate, teaching quality); and community
(unemployment rates) variables (Rumberger, 1983, 1987, 1995, 2011; Rumberger & Larson,
1998; Rumberger & Lim, 2008; Rumberger & Palardy, 2005; Rumberger & Thomas, 2000).
In a longitudinal study, Alexander, Entwisle, and Horsey (1997) tracked the educational
progress of a sample of Baltimore students for nearly 14 years starting in first grade and
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identified predictors of dropout involving family context measures, children’s personal
resources, and school experiences beyond traditional sociodemographic variables. The authors
deemed dropout to be a “culmination of a long-term process of academic disengagement”
(Alexander et al., 1997, p. 87). Twenty-five years earlier, Stroup and Robins (1972) conducted a
study that focused on black males in St. Louis and determined that mobility, retention, truancy,
early drinking activity, and parental social status were the elementary school factors most clearly
associated with high school dropout. Other researchers have confirmed the relationship between
mobility and dropout, particularly for students from low SES backgrounds (Suh, Suh, &
Houston, 2007) and students with emotional and behavioral disorders (Osher, Morrison, &
Bailey, 2003).
Researchers have examined predictive factors beyond the ABCs (attendance, behavior,
and course performance/credit accrual) and mobility with an eye toward intervention. Ekstrom et
al. (1986) found that a student’s home environment has a “critical, although indirect, impact on
the decision to leave school” (p. 67). In an earlier study of post-secondary outcomes, Astin
(1975) concluded that strong family support is highly correlated with school persistence.
Analyses of the commitment and involvement of students, parents, and educators have shown
that there is a strong relationship between school engagement and student outcomes (Fredricks,
Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004). Fredricks and her colleagues reviewed current conceptualizations of
engagement, and concluded that additional research on behavioral, emotional, and cognitive
engagement could prove fruitful in developing refined interventions (Fredricks et al., 2004).
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2.4.1 The On-Track in 9th Grade Indicator. The CCSR made considerable efforts to
study the transition into high school and its relationship with high school success (Allensworth,
2013; Allensworth & Easton, 2005, 2007; Allensworth et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2014c). The CCSR
concluded that a 9th grade on-track indicator combining information on credits and grades earned
during freshman year is a stronger predictor of high school graduation than standardized tests.
Specifically, a student is on-track at the end of 9th grade if s/he earns at least five full-year credits
(10 semester credits) and no more than one semester failing grade in a core course (English,
mathematics, science, or social studies) during her/his freshman year.
Allensworth and Easton (2005) explained that this relatively simple checklist system
based on student grades and course-taking resulted from more than a decade of research.
Moreover, it captured critical elements of the all-important transition to high school “to gauge
whether students [have made] sufficient progress in their first year of high school to be on-track
to graduate within four years” (Allensworth & Easton, 2005, p. 1). The on-track indicator is
called a checklist or rule-based system because it sets the indicator value (i.e., on-track or offtrack) after checking its criteria.
Among checklist-based systems, the On-track in 9th grade indicator is the “most accurate
and most usable dropout indicator” (Bowers et al., 2013, p. 95). Consequently, several large
districts and states have added a CCSR-inspired 9th grade on-track indicator to their early
warning and accountability systems, including Philadelphia, Connecticut, Illinois, Ohio, and
Texas (Abbott & Fisher, 2012; Allensworth, 2013; Allensworth & Easton, 2005, 2007; CSDE,
2018; Crofton & Neild, 2018; Hartman, Wilkins, Gregory, Gould, & D’Souza, 2011; Norbury et
al., 2012; Stuit et al., 2016). Similarly, the Strategic Data Project (2012) introduced its own
Strategic Performance Indicators (SPIs) to “understand the extent to which students are able to
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recover from being off track” (p. 1) in Albuquerque, Boston, Fort Worth, Los Angeles, and
Philadelphia.
Early warning system development relies heavily on predictive modeling. Researchers
have developed models to identify students at risk of problematic outcomes, including poor
performance in reading (Koon & Petscher, 2015; Koon, Petscher, & Foorman, 2014), not
graduating on time (Aguiar, 2015; Aguiar et al., 2015, Lakkaraju et al., 2015; Pharris-Ciurej,
Hirschman, & Willhoft, 2012), and dropping out (Allensworth, 2013; Allensworth & Easton,
2005, 2007; BERC, 2011; Knowles, 2015; Knowles & White, 2015). Once EWSs identify at-risk
students, educators can initiate interventions.
2.5

Interventions
Schools and districts have implemented many interventions to raise high school

graduation rates. One key finding is that school climate matters. In fact, researchers have found
that there is a strong relationship between the implementation of school-wide positive behavior
interventions and supports (SWPBIS) and increased graduation rates (Boyd, 2016; Freeman &
Simonsen, 2015; Freeman et al., 2015). Moreover, “attending a high school with better
disciplinary order and stronger school attachment for the students is associated with a decreased
likelihood of dropping out, above and beyond individual characteristics” (Kotok, Ikoma, &
Bodovski, 2016, p. 569).
In Chicago, educational leaders have used the on-track indicator as the foundation for
high school interventions. In 2009, the on-track rate was 64 percent for ninth graders in Chicago.
That year, CPS started issuing monthly data reports for each high school to identify and assist
freshmen at-risk of going off-track (Roderick, Kelley-Kemple, Johnson, & Beechum, 2014). By
2013, the on-track rate had increased to 82 percent (Roderick et al., 2014). Moreover,
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“improvements in ninth grade on-track…were followed by a large increase in graduation rates”
(Roderick et al., 2014, p. 4). The implementation of systems around the on-track indicator has
improved outcomes throughout CPS.
Ekstrom et al. (1986) studied data from more than thirty thousand high school students to
analyze the characteristics of the dropout population. To meet the needs of potential dropouts,
the authors asserted:
Three major types of programs are needed [in secondary schools]: (1) programs to help
pregnant teenagers remain in schools; (2) programs to help youth with economic needs
combine work and education; and (3) programs directed toward students who perform
poorly because they are dissatisfied with the school environment. (p. 67)
Levin and Belfield (2007) conducted a systematic program evaluation and singled out
“the five interventions whose effectiveness is supported by research studies…two of the
interventions take place in preschool, one takes place in elementary school, one takes place in
high school, and one is implemented across the K–12 years” (p. 178). Table 3 summarizes these
interventions.
Table 3
Interventions that Demonstrably Raise the High School Graduation Rate
Intervention
Perry Preschool
Program (PPP)
First Things First
(FTF)

Chicago ChildParent Center
program (CPC)
Project STAR: class
size reduction (CSR)
Teacher salary
increase (TSI)

Details
1.8 years of a center-based program for 2.5 hours
per weekday, child:teacher ratio of 5:1; home
visits; group meetings of parents.
Comprehensive school reform based on small
learning communities with dedicated teachers,
family advocates, and instructional improvement
efforts.
Center-based preschool program: parental
involvement, outreach and health/nutrition
services. Based in public schools.
4 years of schooling (grades K–3) with class size
reduced from 25 to 15.
10 percent increase in teacher salaries for all years,
K–12.

Extra high school
graduates if intervention
is given to 100 students
19

16

11

11
5

Sources: Belfield and others (2006); Finn, Gerber, and Boyd-Zaharias (2005); Loeb and Page (2000);
Quint and others (2005); Reynolds and others (2001).
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Beyond the five interventions that they verified via systemic evaluations, Levin and
Belfield (2007) made a more general claim:
We see convergence of agreement on a common set of features that lead to increased
high school graduation rates and educational success. These features are (1) small school
size, (2) high levels of personalization, (3) high academic expectations, (4) strong
counseling, (5) parental engagement, (6) extended time school sessions, and (7)
competent and appropriate personnel. (p. 181)
Prevatt and Kelly (2003) concluded, “There is no one particular best practice or beneficial
treatment currently available to address the problem of school dropout even though a number of
intervention programs appear to hold promise” (p. 377). Given the importance of prediction
models for efforts to identify at-risk students via EWSs and inform practitioners who may
intervene, it is necessary to understand the approaches to statistical modeling that undergird these
models.
2.6

Modeling Cultures and Approaches
Breiman (2001b) and Veltri (2017) have written about two cultures that exist in

modeling: the data modeling culture, which “assumes that the data are generated by a given
stochastic data model” (Breiman, 2001b, p. 199); and the algorithmic modeling culture, which
seeks to “find an algorithm that operates on x to predict the responses y” (Veltri, 2017, p. 2).
Kuhn and Johnson (2013) suggest the following scheme for finalizing model type: “Start with
several models that are least interpretable and most flexible, [then] investigate simpler
models…[and] consider using the simplest model that reasonably approximates the performance
of the more complex methods” (p. 79). Hastie and his colleagues use the term statistical learning
to capture the process of extracting patterns and trends in the data and understanding the
underlying data story (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009; James, Witten, Hastie, &
Tibshirani, 2013).
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2.6.1 Logistic Regression. Early warning systems for high school dropout or being ontrack to graduate include the prediction of a binary outcome from quantitative and categorical
independent variables. When creating a model of this type, a logistic regression model is often
used (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999; Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013; Woods, 2013). In fact,
“the use of logistic regression has become the method of choice for studying many issues in the
social sciences with dichotomous outcomes” (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999, p. 239). This approach
is “very popular due to its simplicity and ability to make inferential statements about model
terms” (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013, p. 286).
The logistic regression model links the predictor variables to probabilities through the
equation
𝑒 ( 𝛽0+ 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2+⋯ +𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 )
𝑝 = 𝑓(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘 𝑥𝑘 ) =
1 + 𝑒 (𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1+ 𝛽2𝑥2 +⋯ +𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 )

(1)

With 𝑝 representing the probability of success (or P(y = 1)) and 1 – 𝑝 (sometimes
denoted as Q) representing the probability of failure, the quotient 𝑝 / (1 − 𝑝) is called the odds of
success. The quantity log [𝑝 / (1 − 𝑝)] is referred to as the logit (logistic unit) of 𝑝 and represents
the log odds of success. The equation for the logit of 𝑝 is
log (

𝑝
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘 𝑥𝑘
1−𝑝

(2)

“The logistic regression model specifies a linear model for the log odds of success…[and] is the
most popular model for a binary outcome variable” (Ledolter, 2013, p. 85).
2.6.1.1 Regularization methods. Unstable parameter estimates due to overfitting and
collinearity are concerns in logistic regression (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). Overfitting occurs when
the estimated model performs well with the original data, but poorly when applied to other
datasets. Collinearity (or multicollinearity) occurs when two (or more) predictors are highly
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correlated. Regularization methods address these concerns by adding a penalty to control
properties of the regression coefficients (Le Cessie & van Houwelingen, 1992; Tibshirani, 1996).
The most popular regularization techniques are ridge, lasso, and elastic net (James et al., 2013).
“Ridge regression is a continuous process that shrinks coefficients…[and] lasso, ‘for least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator’…shrinks some coefficients and sets others to 0”
(Tibshirani, 1996). Elastic net, developed by Zou and Hastie (2005) to improve on the ridge and
lasso techniques, “simultaneously does automatic variable selection and continuous shrinkage,
and it can select groups of correlated variables” (p. 302). Because these methods shrink
regression coefficients, they are also known as shrinkage methods (Hastie et al., 2009). Ridge,
lasso, and elastic net regression present “a proper way to get sparse models in those fields with
large datasets…[and] high correlations” (Garcia-Magariños, Antoniadis, Cao, & GonzálezManteiga, 2010, p. 1).
Ridge regression. Hoerl and Kennard (1970) conceived ridge regression to solve a
problem in linear regression solutions: estimates are sometimes too large in absolute value and
occasionally have the wrong sign. “It has been demonstrated that when X'X [the correlation
matrix of independent variables] has non-uniform eigenvalue spectrum, estimates of β in Y =
Xβ+ε depending on the minimum residual sum of squares criterion may have high potential for
being removed far from β” (Duzan & Shariff, 2015, p. 397). By adding a small ℓ2 penalty to each
diagonal element in the system, the authors improved the mean square error of estimation and
highlighted troublesome intercorrelations among the predictors. The ridge regression solution
has been extended to logistic regression models (e.g., Kibria, Månsson, & Shukur, 2012; Saleh &
Kibria, 2013; Schaefer, Roi, & Wolfe, 1984). Asar, Arashi and Wu (2017) presented alternate
notation to Equation (1) for the probability of success of 𝑦𝑖 in the logistic regression model
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′

𝜋𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑦𝑖 = 1) =

𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽
′
1+ 𝑒 𝑥𝑖 𝛽

(3)

, i = 1, 2, …, n

with β = (β0, β1, . . . , βp)′ showing the unknown (p + 1)-vector of regression coefficients, and xi =
(1, x1i, x2i, . . . , xpi)′ presenting the ith row of X, the n × (p + 1) data matrix. Equation (3) uses
notation consistent with Schaefer et al. (1984), who defined the ridge estimator in the logistic
regression model given by
̂𝑍
𝛽̂ (𝑘) = 𝐶𝑘 −1 𝑋′𝑊

(4)

̂𝑖
𝑦𝑖 −𝜋
̂ =
where k > 0 is the biasing parameter; Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn)' , with Zi = log(𝜋̂i) + 𝜋̂ (1−𝜋
;𝑊
̂ )
𝑖

𝑖

Diag(𝜋̂i(1− 𝜋̂i)); 𝜋̂ is an (n × 1) vector of 𝜋̂i = f(𝑥𝑖′ , 𝛽̂); Ck = C + kIp such that Ip is the identity
̂ 𝑍.
matrix of order p, and 𝐶 = 𝑋′𝑊
Lasso regression. Tibshirani (1996) drew on the work of Hoerl and Kennard (1970) and
Breiman (1995) to consider other regularization options. He developed the lasso method to
maintain the stability of ridge regression while producing more easily interpretable models by
placing a different constraint that reduces some coefficients to zero. Like Hoerl and
Kennard (1970), Tibshirani developed his solution for linear regression models. Lasso regression
applies an ℓ1 penalty to achieve a sparse solution. Researchers have demonstrated that the lasso
algorithm can be generalized to logistic regression models (e.g., Garcia-Magariños et al., 2010;
Roth, 2004). Garcia-Magariños et al. (2010) presented the following related equations:
Minus the log-linear likelihood function is
𝑛
′

𝐿(𝛽) = ∑ ln [1 + 𝑒 −𝑦𝑖 x𝑖 𝛽 ]

(5)

𝑖=1

The lasso like logistic estimator 𝛽̂ with specific penalizations for each covariate is then
given by the minimizer of the function
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𝑝

𝐿1 (𝛽) = 𝐿(𝛽) + λ ∑ 𝛾𝑘 |𝛽𝑗 |

(6)

𝑗=1

where λ is a common nonnegative penalty parameter and the vector Γ = (𝛾1 , … , 𝛾𝑝 ), with
nonnegative entries, penalizes each coefficient [which, Zou (2006) asserts, “enjoys oracle
properties…it performs as well as if the true underlying model were given in advance”
(p. 1418)]. (pp. 3–4)
In a 2011 retrospective, Tibshirani celebrated the fact that “newly developed
computational algorithms allow application of these models to large datasets, exploiting sparsity
for both statistical and computation gains” (p. 276). Unfortunately, the lasso does not outperform
ridge in all cases:
If there is a group of variables among which the pairwise correlations are very high, then
the lasso tends to select only one variable from the group and does not care which one is
selected…[In this case,] prediction performance of the lasso is dominated by ridge
regression. (Zou & Hastie, 2005, p. 302)
Elastic net regression. Zou and Hastie (2005) improved on the ridge and lasso
techniques by creating a technique that has the ability to select more than one variable from a
group of highly correlated variables and also to reduce some coefficients to zero. The authors
found that handling strongly correlated predictors together (i.e., either including them or
excluding them as a group) results in improved predictions over the ridge and lasso methods
particularly when the number of predictors (p) is much bigger than the number of observations
(n). Generalizing Equation (6) to
𝑝

1
𝐿1 (𝛽) = 𝐿(𝛽) + λ ∑ { 𝛼𝛽𝑗2 + (1 − 𝛼)|𝛽𝑗 |}
2

(7)

𝑗=1

with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and λ > 0 represents elastic net logistic regression. Park and Konishi explain how
Equation (7) elastic net regression contains ridge and lasso regression as special cases:
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When α = 1, the elastic net becomes the ridge regression, whereas when α = 0, it becomes
the lasso. For 0 < α < 1, the elastic net performs variable selection and estimation along
with the characteristics of both lasso and ridge regression. (p. 1453)
2.6.1.2 Applied logistic regression and regularization studies. Many education early
warning systems have used logistic regression to calculate predictions, including district-level
models on the East (Aguiar, 2015; Aguiar et al., 2015, Lakkaraju et al., 2015) and West Coasts
(Pharris-Ciurej et al., 2012), city-level models in Baltimore (BERC, 2011), Chicago
(Allensworth, 2013), Milwaukee (Carl et al., 2013; Meyer et al., 2010), and Philadelphia
(Balfanz et al., 2007; Crofton & Neild, 2018), and state-level models in Florida (Koon &
Petscher, 2015; Koon et al., 2014). Surprisingly, none of the aforementioned education studies
specified the use of regularization techniques, despite the widespread use of these methods in
other fields. In Wisconsin, an ensemble method to predict high school dropout incorporated
regularization in its weighted approach, but details (i.e., parameters, predictors, regression
coefficients) were not reported beyond a model name that referenced the glmnet R package and
its area under the curve (AUC, which is described in more detail in the Applied Research Using
Supervised Learning section of this chapter) (Knowles, 2015, p. 61).
Several peer reviewed studies in bioinformatics, which involves the analysis of
interpretation of biological data, detail penalized logistic regression models for gene selection
and cancer classification (Bielza, Robles, & Larrañaga, 2011; Huang, Liu, & Liang, 2016; Liang
et al., 2013; Liu, Gartenhaus, Tan, Jiang, & Jiao, 2008). In addition, regularized logistic
regression models have been developed to categorize text (Aseervatham, Antoniadis, Gaussier,
Burlet, & Denneulin, 2011), improve aircraft engine health prognostics (Yu, 2017), predict tree
species distributions (Gastón & García-Viñas, 2011), identify unknown compounds and their
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chemical structures (Yu et al., 2015), and predict rare events including tornadoes and oil spills
(King & Zeng, 2001; Maalouf & Siddiqi, 2014; Maalouf, Homouz, & Trafalis, 2017).
2.6.2 Machine Learning. Machine learning involves the use of data mining techniques
and computer algorithms to understand patterns in data to solve problems. Conway and White
(2012) place machine learning “at the intersection of traditional mathematics and statistics with
software engineering and computer science” (p. 1), and Ng describes it as “the science of getting
computers to act without being explicitly programmed” (2013, para. 1).
Data mining is distinct from classical statistical methods and covers “a variety of
exploratory data analysis techniques that were developed in statistics and computer sciences for
analyzing large amounts of data” (Strobl, 2013, p. 678). There are supervised and unsupervised
approaches to machine learning. Supervised learning occurs when outcomes are used in the
preprocessing of data, such as techniques to classify a set of observations into groups that are
directly observed. In unsupervised learning, the outcomes are not used in the preprocessing, as in
clustering techniques designed to sort a set of observations into latent groups (Kuhn & Johnson,
2013). This dissertation study will deal with supervised learning techniques.
Models created using supervised learning modeling techniques such as classification and
regression tree (CART) and random forests benefit from the flexibility of not being constrained
by assumptions about the functional form and distribution of the data, which is in stark contrast
to parametric models like logistic regression (Strobl, 2013). However, since the relationship
between the predictors and outcome is not explicitly reported, data mining is often called a
“black box” approach (Breiman, 2001b; Kuhn & Johnson, 2014; Veltri, 2017). Still, their
automated data processing and ability to handle and select large numbers of variables at a time
make CART and random forests ideal candidates for solving classification problems.
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2.6.2.1 Classification and Regression Trees. Classification and regression trees
(Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, 1984) comprise two distinct cases: classification trees that
predict categorical outcomes, and regression trees that predict continuous outcomes. While all
predictor variables are considered during model development, CART only uses those predictors
necessary to create the optimal decision tree from which to make predictions. Researchers can
report predicted class probabilities for CART models, which is consistent with logistic regression
models. Decision trees are built by finding variables and cut-points that can be used in
combination for yes-no questions to best predict classifications. The optimal classification tree
follows the principle of impurity reduction, by which “each split in the tree-building process
results in daughter nodes that are more ‘pure’ than the parent node in the sense that groups of
subjects with a majority for either response class are isolated” (Strobl, 2013, p. 684).
2.6.2.2 Random Forests. Random forests is called an ensemble method, since it
aggregates the predictions of several trees using a bootstrap approach (Breiman, 2001a; Strobl,
2013). This addresses a major disadvantage of CART: the structure (including splitting variables
and cut-points) and predictions of single trees are highly variable. With random forests, the forest
makes a prediction by tallying votes across all decision trees contained therein. Unfortunately,
this aggregation makes it no longer possible to easily interpret the model via a data visualization
of one decision tree. However, random forests preserve the ability to capture complex
interactions between predictors. Moreover, by drawing samples with replacement—random
samples of both data and predictor variables—and aggregating the results, smoother decision
boundaries are established, and the random variation that went into creating the forest of decision
trees results in a diverse grouping of splits and predictor variables.
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The random selection of splitting variables in random forests creates unique opportunities
for all variables. In some datasets, certain variables are clearly preferable for impurity reduction
when constructing decision trees. However, since random forests involve a random sampling of
records and variables, the strongest splitting variables are excluded from some decision trees in
the random forest. “If the stronger competitor cannot be selected then a new variable has a
chance to be included in the model and may reveal interaction effects with other variables that
otherwise would have been missed” (Strobl, 2013, p. 693). Although random forests do not
produce coefficients, variable importance measures allow for the ranking of which predictors
were most crucial in optimizing the model (Breiman, 2001a).
Other supervised learning techniques that can be used for classification include bagging
(bootstrap aggregating) (Breiman, 1996; Bühlmann & Yu, 2002), neural networks (Kriesel,
2007; Pitts & McCulloch, 1947), support vector machines (SVMs, or support vector networks)
(Cortes & Vapnik, 1995), and boosting (Freund & Schapire, 1997; Friedman, 2002). Like
random forests, these techniques are “black box” approaches that determine the best combination
of variables to predict an outcome. These techniques are not considered in this dissertation.
2.6.3 Applied Research Using Supervised Learning. Supervised learning techniques
have been applied in many fields. In a criminal justice study, researchers compared supervised
learning algorithms to predict recidivism (Duwe & Kim, 2017). In finance, researchers created a
random forests-based early warning system for bank failures (Tanaka, Kinkyo, & Hamori, 2016).
In public health, researchers “conducted a traditional logistic regression model and a CART
model to illustrate and discuss the added advantages of using CART in the setting of identifying
high-risk subgroups of alternative tobacco product users among cigarettes smokers” (Yang,
Nollen, Ahluwahlia, Qing, & Mayo, 2015, p. 1). Bakhshinategh, Zaiane, ElAtia, and Ipperciel
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(2017) published a ten-year review of educational data mining (EDM) that captures how the use
of data mining techniques has advanced in the field of education. Recent education studies have
used supervised learning techniques to compare results with and build on logistic regression
models (e.g., Koon et al., 2014). Since these findings laid the foundation for the current study,
the following paragraphs provide additional details on this important work.
In Florida, Koon and Petscher incorporated logistic regression and CART models into
their research. First, they compared CART models with logistic regression when screening for
reading difficulty (Koon & Petscher, 2015; Koon et al., 2014). To assess the predictive accuracy
of the models, the authors compared sensitivity (i.e., the proportion of correct predictions among
positive records; also known as recall or true-positive rate [TPR]) values. They “found CART
results to be consistent with those from logistic regression and easier for a nonstatistical audience
to understand because of CART’s graphic format” (Koon & Petscher, 2016, p. 3). Armed with
those results, they used CART models to classify students as at risk or not at risk of low
performance on the PSAT/NMSQT and ACT Plan college readiness measures based on an
interim reading assessment in grade 9, the Florida Assessments for Instruction in Reading–
Florida Standards (FAIR–FS) (Koon & Petscher, 2016).
Aguiar and his colleagues incorporated logistic regression models in a machine learning
framework to identify and prioritize for intervention at-risk students in a large Mid-Atlantic
district and a medium-sized East Coast district (Aguiar, 2015; Aguiar et al., 2015, Lakkaraju et
al., 2015). These studies looked to move beyond checklist and rule-based systems to improve
predictive accuracy by comparing results across models created using logistic regression, random
forests, AdaBoost, SVMs, and decision trees. All predictor fields were at the student level,
including demographics, attendance, behavior, mobility, grade point average (GPA),
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standardized test scores, SWD status, and retention data. The researchers used resulting
probabilities to estimate risk scores and evaluate accuracy. The authors reported accuracy by
examining the top 10 percent of at-risk predictions and calculating the percentage of students in
this group that did not graduate on time. The authors also followed a signal detection theory
approach in evaluating accuracy by comparing the area under the curve (AUC) for the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves across models (Hanley & McNeil, 1982; Swets, 2014).
Raju (2012) compared logistic regression, random forests, decision tree, and neural
network models to predict college graduation at the University of Alabama. The author trained
models using two datasets—one that contained pre-college variables, and a second that added
college (end of first semester) variables. While the author found that adding first-semester
information improved graduation predictions, both datasets indicated no difference in
misclassification rates between models. Ultimately, the author selected the decision tree model
“based on its advantages over the other data mining models due to ease of interpretation and
handling of missing data” (Raju, 2012, p. ii).
Researchers in Wisconsin took a similar approach in comparing logistic regression with
machine learning approaches (Knowles, 2015; Knowles & White, 2015). In this case, however,
comparison results were used to determine weights and integrate 35 ensemble methods in the
development of the state’s Dropout Early Warning System (DEWS). Using a single-year
snapshot of non-course data including attendance, behavior, mobility, achievement test scores,
and demographics, Knowles (2015) focused on accuracy and computational stability over
interpretability in designing a flexible series of modules to impute predictors and predict dropout.
Knowles evaluated accuracy by comparing AUC values for all models. In addition, the author
ran a method that “attempts to estimate and standardize the contribution of each predictor to the
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final outcome” (Knowles, 2015, p. 52). Knowles presented these variable importance results in a
list and bar chart sorted by influence in descending order. Since several of the components that
the aforementioned studies used for comparison and reporting were included in the current study,
additional details on these accuracy and variable importance measures are provided in the
Methods chapter of this dissertation.
2.6.4 Addressing Training Data Imbalance. Classification problems that involve
predicting high school graduation or being on-track to milestones such as graduation involve
class imbalance, since there is a large discrepancy between the size of the majority (e.g.,
graduate, on-track) and minority (e.g., non-graduate, off-track) classes. King and Zeng (2001)
define rare events data as “binary dependent variables with dozens to thousands of times fewer
ones (events, such as wars…or infections by uncommon diseases) than zeros (‘nonevents’)” (p.
138). While there is no universal cut-off to a rare event designation, rare event studies generally
examine outcome or dependent variables that happen less than five-to-fifteen percent of the time
(e.g., Calabrese, 2014; Maalouf et al., 2017). In rare event studies, researchers often refer to the
minority class as the positive class, since “the interest usually leans towards correct classification
of the ‘rare’ class” (Chen, Liaw, & Breiman, 2004, p. 1).
Classification methods tend to privilege the negative class by trying to maximize overall
classification accuracy. Unfortunately, this results in poor classification accuracy for cases in the
crucial rare class. For example, consider a dataset in which 95 of 100 records are graduates.
Simply classifying all records as graduates yields a 95 percent overall classification accuracy and
100 percent specificity (i.e., the proportion of on-track students who were correctly classified),
but it classifies all five non-graduates as graduates—a 0% sensitivity that misclassifies all rare
cases in the positive class. Optimized classification models would look to improve on this simple
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classification rule by improving accuracy measures. For instance, consider Model A: It classifies
97 records as graduates (including 94 correctly classified) and three records as non-graduates
(with two correctly classified), resulting in an increase in overall classification accuracy (96%)
and sensitivity (40%, with two of five actual non-graduates correctly classified in the prediction
model). A second model (Model B) classifies 92 records as graduates (91 of which are correctly
classified) and eight records as a non-graduate (four correct). Model B results in a decrease in
overall classification accuracy (95%) from Model A, but an increase in sensitivity (80%, since
four of five rare cases are correctly classified). If resources were limited such that an intervention
could only be administered to five students, Model B may be preferred, since it doubles the
sensitivity of Model A with minimal loss in specificity and overall classification accuracy (96%
and 95%, respectively, in Model B, down from 99% and 96% in Model A). These are the types
of choices researchers face when deciding among classification models. Additional information
regarding accuracy measures and model selection is provided in the Methods chapter of this
dissertation.
2.6.4.1 Data Preprocessing: Undersampling versus Oversampling. In imbalanced or
rare events data, class imbalance can be managed by either undersampling (also known as
downsampling) the majority class or oversampling (also known as upsampling) the minority
class before training the models (Chawla, 2010; Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). Both methods
generally improve classification accuracy for positive cases at the expense of decreased
classification accuracy for negative cases (Haixiang et al., 2017).
An additional advantage of undersampling is that it reduces the size of a large dataset to a
more manageable size, which results in shorter processing times when training models (King &
Zeng, 2001). Its major disadvantage is information loss, since cases are removed from the
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majority class to balance the dataset. Harrell (2015, 2016), a leading scholar in biostatistics and
modeling strategies, forewarns researchers to “NEVER use downsampling to make a method
work. If the method is any good it will work under imbalance. Removal of samples is not
scientific” (Harrell, 2016, para. 1, emphasis in original). Nevertheless, many researchers consider
undersampling a viable approach to tackle the issue of class imbalance (e.g., Anand, Pugalenthi,
Fogel, & Suganthan, 2010; King & Zeng, 2001; Tang, Zhang, Chawla, & Krasser, 2009).
Oversampling involves the creation of a bootstrap sample of cases with replacement from
the minority class to balance the dataset. In this case, data is not removed. However, information
is artificially introduced, which is this method’s major drawback. In fact, Anand et al. (2010)
argue that researchers should not use oversampling in certain life science studies: “Generating
artificial data in the context of real biological data is to be avoided as it has the potential to
introduce new error into the system that is being modeled” (p. 1386). Still, oversampling is
widely used in many studies involving imbalanced training data (e.g., Chawla, Bowyer, Hall, &
Kegelmeyer, 2002; Mellor, Boukir, Haywood, & Jones, 2015).
2.6.4.2 Threshold Criteria. Aside from data preprocessing, another approach in dealing
with data imbalance is to adjust the threshold criteria. Generally, binary classification models use
a 0.5 cut-off when assigning classes based on probabilistic predictions (i.e., cases with a
probability of 0.5 or higher of belonging to a particular class are assigned to that class; all others
are assigned to the alternate class). Unfortunately, as Freeman and Moisen (2008) point out, this
threshold “does not necessarily preserve the observed prevalence [i.e., the overall proportion of
cases in which a particular outcome is observed] or result in the highest prediction accuracy,
especially for [rare events] data sets with very high or very low observed prevalence” (p. 48).
Researchers have compared the performance of threshold criteria to improve binary
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classification models and have shown that adjusting the threshold criteria is a valuable method
for model selection and optimization (e.g., Freeman & Moisen, 2008).
2.7

Validating Early Warning Systems
One of the keys to developing and using EWSs is to “validate early warning system

measures and weights by conducting quality research” (Curtin et al., 2012, p. 4). Research is
thriving in this area. Bowers, Sprott, and Taff (2013) did a comprehensive review and
comparison of the precision (also known as positive predictive value [PPV]; the proportion of
positive identifications classified correctly), sensitivity (i.e., recall), and specificity (also known
as the true-negative proportion [TNP] or true-negative rate [TNR]) across 36 dropout studies.
Although the authors found that none of the studies adequately presented the full complement of
accuracy results, they asserted, “ROC [i.e., receiver operating characteristic curve] analysis
provides a means to compare the accuracy of different dropout indicators” (Bowers et al., 2013,
p. 97). Moreover, they concluded that some dropout indicators were more accurate than others
and that “longitudinal growth models provided the most accurate flags” (p. 77). Unfortunately,
longitudinal analysis requires a minimum of three waves of data to sufficiently study change, so
models of this type present additional challenges including missing data (Singer & Willett,
2003).
Johnson and Semmelroth (2010) explored the predictive validity of the EWS developed
by the National High School Center, “a non-profit organization that provides guidance and
information on high school improvement in the United States” (American Institutes for Research
[AIR], n.d., para. 1). The authors concluded that their findings using data from a suburban setting
were consistent with earlier results from large urban areas, and “highlight the need for
developing more consistent and accurate methods of measuring the dropout rate as well as other
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indicators such as attendance” (Johnson & Semmelroth, 2010, p. 133). Weber (2016) examined
the reliability of middle school progress indicators and their potential for supporting the goal of
college and career readiness. The author concluded that there is a significant relationship
between the following: middle school progress indicators and high school progress indicators;
middle school reading achievement and high school GPA; and middle school math achievement
and high school GPA (Weber, 2016).
2.8

The Impact and Potential of Early Warning Systems
Policymakers want to know if EWSs are helping reduce dropout, and if there are other

indicators to consider. Researchers have found that the system-wide coordination of
interventions around the on-track indicator has improved outcomes throughout Chicago Public
Schools (CPS), including graduation rates (Roderick et al., 2014). AIR assessed the impact of the
Early Warning Intervention and Monitoring System (EWIMS) across 73 high schools in three
Midwestern states, and found:
EWIMS reduced chronic absence and course failure but not the percentage of students
with low grade point averages or suspensions. EWIMS did not have a detectable impact
on student progress in school (credits earned) or on school data culture—the ways in
which schools use data to make decisions and identify students in need of additional
support. (Faria et al., 2017, p. 1)
Dynarski and Gleason (2002) looked at a large-scale evaluation of federally funded
dropout-prevention programs and concluded that there is promise in more intensive interventions
for middle school students and GED programs for older students. The adoption of ESSA has
triggered researchers to study pathways to new accountability (Darling-Hammond et al., 2016)
and to explore more opportunities for a well-rounded education (English, Cushing, Therriault, &
Rasmussen, 2017). Boyars (2016) looked into the role socioemotional skills play in student
success, and concluded that socioemotional skills were more related to literacy achievement for
ethnic minority students than for white students. Fall and Roberts (2012) studied the interactions
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between social context, self-perceptions, school engagement, and student dropout. They
highlighted the essential role that supportive teachers and parents play in promoting positive selfperceptions, and underscored “the importance of behavioral and academic engagement and
academic achievement in predicting dropping out of high school” (p. 796).
2.9

The Early Indication Tool (EIT): Connecticut’s Early Warning System
The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) created its EWS—the Early

Indication Tool (EIT)—as a kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12) system that identifies
students who are at-risk of missing milestones and/or dropping out, and facilitates timelier,
targeted interventions (Gopalakrishnan, 2018). Ultimately, the CSDE wants more students to
meet academic milestones and graduate from high school. The EIT is a critical support
component in Connecticut’s ESSA Plan (U.S. Department of Education, 2017).
The CSDE developed a unique model for each grade from first grade through the end of
high school. Connecticut’s early grade models use factors such as attendance, assessments,
disciplinary incidents, and student mobility to group students using mixture modeling (Martie &
Alexandro, 2017). As students advance to middle school and high school, Connecticut’s
predictive models used supervised learning approaches to incorporate additional course-level
variables including course enrollments and course performance. Attendance and other factors
including achievement are included as covariates, as they continue to play an important role
during middle school in staying on track for high school graduation (Kieffer, Marinell, &
Neugebauer, 2014; Kieffer, Marinell, & Stephenson, 2011). Additionally, school- and districtlevel predictors are included, since “in a statewide implementation of an early warning system, it
is important to identify an approach that is flexible to context” (Knowles, 2015, p. 21).
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Chapter 3
Methods
This dissertation study encompassed two distinct parts: Part 1 was designed to develop
and optimize models, and Part 2 was designed to use the optimized data-handling and modeling
approaches from Part 1 to assess the impact of different training data and variable combinations
on classification accuracy and variable importance. In Part 1, the models incorporated robust
longitudinal data from grades 5 through 7 to predict whether students entering 8th grade would
make sufficient progress by the end of 9th grade to be on-track to graduate high school within
four years. In Part 2, models were developed with different training sets—one which extended
the longitudinal data to include 8th grade data, and others which contained a single year of data
from 7th grade to look at distinct student groups and use expanded special education data. This
chapter presents a description of the data and each of the methods used for developing models,
selecting and ranking features, predicting probabilities of being on-track, and evaluating the
predictive accuracy of models.
3.1

Statistical software and hardware specifications
The statistical software used to conduct this study included SAS Enterprise Guide

Version 7.15 (SAS Institute Inc., 2018), SAS Data Integration Studio Version 4.903 (SAS
Institute Inc., 2018), R Version 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018), and RStudio Version 1.1.453
(RStudio Team, 2016). The SAS programs were used to acquire the data, and R programs were
executed for data cleaning, preparation, analysis, and modeling. The SAS software ran on a
computer with the following specifications: Windows 7 Enterprise; 64-bit Operating System; 8
GB of RAM; and Intel Core i5-4570T CPU @ 2.90GHz processor. The R and RStudio software
ran on a computer with the following specifications: Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter; 64-
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bit Operating System, x64-based processor; 128 GB of RAM; and Intel Xeon Gold 6128 CPU @
3.40GHz processor (2 processors).
3.2

Dataset
This study used data collected from the population of Connecticut public school students

who were in 9th grade in the 2016-17 academic year. This cohort was selected because it is the
first student cohort for which the Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) data
warehouse contains the requisite data to train a prediction model that integrates course-, schooland district-level data and standardized assessments with other variables to predict a high school
outcome. Specifically, the data warehouse contains values for the On-Track in 9th Grade
indicator (the outcome variable for this study) and over 100 predictors dating back to grade 5 for
each model to consider in predicting probabilities of being on-track to graduate. More than 85
percent of this cohort was on-track, so the dataset is imbalanced with respect to the outcome
variable.
Table 4 provides an overview of fields considered in this study’s models. As the table
shows, data was available for nearly all predictors in grades 5 through 8. Grade 9 course
performance data was used to determine the on-track indicator for model training and testing
purposes only; no grade 9 fields were used as predictors. The models developed and optimized in
the first part of the study did not include 8th grade data; these models used data from grades 5
through 7 to predict whether students entering 8th grade would make sufficient progress by the
end of 9th grade to be on-track to graduate high school within four years. As explained earlier,
the longitudinal dataset in Part 2 included 8th grade data, and the single-year datasets in Part 2
included only 7th grade data. Table 4 provides an overview of fields, and Table 23 (see Appendix
A) provides data definitions and additional details for the full list of fields.
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Table 4
Overview of Fields Considered in Creating Models to Predict Being On-Track in 9th Grade

a

Grade levels
for which collection
data is available
5
6
7
8
9
X X X X

Domain
Student
demographics

Elements
Race/ethnicity; gender; EL; SWD; free and reduced lunch (FRL)
eligibility; age in grade

Attendance

Percentage of school days attended; days missed

X

X

X

X

Behavior

In-school and out-of-school suspension days

X

X

X

X

Course
performance

Course enrollments, including subject area, rigor, and available
credits; credits earned and failed

X

X

Mobility

Schools and districts attended; number of school and district
moves outside of the natural progressiona

X

X

X

X

Special Education

Primary disability (if applicable); percentage of time with nondisabled peers (TWNDP); hours of special education services

X

X

X

X

Retention

Flag to indicate whether student repeated grade X

X

X

X

X

SBACs

Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) mathematics
and English language arts (ELA) scale scores

X

X

Performance Index

Performance index values for school and district

X

X

X

X

School and district
demographics

Enrollment; type; percent minority; percent high needs; percent
poverty; percent inexperienced teachers; percent highly qualified
teachers (HQT); chronic absence rate; promotion rate;
graduation rate

X

X

X

X

X

Cohort
Cohort aggregates of above
X X X X
A natural progression school move is one in which the student changes schools because of a district’s school
structure (e.g., a middle school enrollment when the elementary school does not provide the subsequent grade)

3.2.1 Study samples. The full dataset contained the 40,008 students who were in grade 9
in 2016-17 and met at least one of the following criteria: (1) failed one or more core credits in
grade 9; or (2) attempted five or more total credits. This inclusion criteria captured all students
who were off-track due to failed credit counts. More important, it addressed problems related to
records in which non-failing, non-retained students (i.e., students who were promoted to the next
grade) with full course schedules had unusually low attempted credit counts across all subjects;
since these students would be incorrectly deemed off-track, they were excluded from this
analysis. The dataset was in wide format, structured so that each row corresponded to one unique
student, and each column corresponded to a single variable. All continuous predictor
variables were standardized using student-level standard deviations prior to model development,
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and samples were created from the cohort described above.
To handle missing data, listwise deletion was used to extract complete records; a
complete record is any student record for which all corresponding non-assessment fields for a
particular sample have a value. Complete assessment data was not required; the mice
(Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equations) package in R (van Buuren & GroothuisOudshoorn, 2011) was used to impute missing Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium
(SBAC) mathematics and English language arts (ELA) score values, and a flag was retained to
indicate whether each SBAC scale score was actual or imputed. Loosening the restrictions
allowed for models to be trained using a larger sample and for the impact of including different
variable combinations as predictors to be evaluated. All of the fields in this study correspond
with information that CSDE stores in its secure data warehouse and mandates public school
districts to report, including demographics, attendance, behavior, mobility, and achievement
data.
3.2.1.1 Sample 1: Longitudinal dataset. The first sample contained the 30,924 students
who had complete data for all non-assessment predictors at all time points. This sample allowed
ridge logistic regression, lasso logistic regression, elastic net logistic regression, CART, and
random forests models to be developed and tested for students entering 8th grade. Moreover, the
same training and validation samples were retained across the models, which allowed for the
adjustment of threshold criteria and a true apples-to-apples comparison of predictive accuracy
measures. The training and validation samples are described in the Training and validation
datasets section of this chapter.
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3.2.1.2 Sample 2: Single-year snapshot dataset. The second sample contained the 36,798
students who had complete data for student-level, non-assessment predictors in 7th grade. This
sample allowed for the development and testing of snapshot models (i.e., models trained on one
time point) for students entering 8th grade who attended Connecticut public schools in 7th grade
regardless of whether they attended public school in Connecticut in 6th grade or earlier. Each
year the new student group disproportionately includes students of color, students with
disabilities, and English learners, so the inclusion criteria for Sample 2 helped to lessen the
impact of non-random missingness.
Table 5 details the proportion of records for several demographic student groups within
the full dataset and the two samples.
Table 5
Student group proportions within full dataset and study samples
Percent of records
Full dataset Sample 1 Sample 2
Student group
(n = 40,008) (30,924) (36,798)
Gender
Female
48.7
49.2
48.6
Male
51.3
50.8
51.4
Race/ethnicity
Black
12.9
12.0
12.7
Hispanic or Latino
22.5
21.2
21.7
White
56.9
59.3
58.1
Special populations
EL
4.5
2.2
3.0
SWD
14.7
13.8
15.0
FRL
35.9
34.0
35.4
On-time for grade progression
87.1
89.2
88.2
Outcome
On-track in 9th grade

86.0

87.4

86.5

The fact that the inclusion criteria for Sample 2 was less restrictive than Sample 1 led to student
group proportions in Sample 2 that were very similar to the full dataset. The sample size for
Sample 1 shows that restricting selection to only those records with complete non-assessment
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data at all time points excluded nearly 23 percent of the records from the full dataset. In Sample
1, the special population proportions decreased from those in the full dataset (including ELs to
less than half their original proportion) and the disparity in race/ethnicity percentages increased
between white and non-white student groups. The proportion of students in Sample 1 who were
on-time for grade progression (i.e., not overage due to late enrollment, grade repetition, and/or
retention; for instance, a student who is on-time for grade progression is one who is less than 15
years old on entering 9th grade) was 89.2 percent, compared with 87.1 percent and 88.2 percent
in the full dataset and Sample 2, respectively. Finally, the proportion of students in Sample 1
who were on-track in 9th grade was 87.4 percent, compared with 86.0 percent in the full dataset
and 86.5 percent in Sample 2.
3.2.1.3 Missing and imputed data. Table 24 (in Appendix B) presents missing data
information for the full dataset; the table identifies all variables with at least one missing value
and provides a missing count for each variable. In addition, each variable is identified as a
student-level, school-level, or district-level variable. The highest missing data counts were for 7th
grade SBAC scale scores. Table 6 below presents the number of imputed SBAC scores for
Samples 1 and 2. In Sample 2, more than one thousand additional Grade 7 SBAC ELA scores
were imputed than in Sample 1; since the inclusion criteria for Sample 2 was less restrictive,
more records were retained and more scores were imputed. Grade 8 scores were not imputed for
Sample 2, since Sample 2 was a single-year snapshot containing only 7th grade data.
Table 6
Number of imputed SBAC scores by grade
Sample 1
Sample 2
Variable
Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 7
SBAC ELA
2,056
1,010
3,072
SBAC Math
2,055
1,102
2,925
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3.2.1.4 Summary Statistics. Table 25 (in Appendix B) presents the descriptive statistics
for the full dataset. On average, students who were on-track in 9th grade had higher attendance,
fewer suspensions, and higher SBAC scale scores than off-track students. The special education
hours and percentage of time with non-disabled peers (TWNDP) are nearly the same across
groups. Regarding student group proportions, the on-track versus off-track percentages were as
follows: 3% of on-track vs. 12% of off-track students were ELs; 30% of on-track vs. 70% of offtrack students were eligible for free or reduced lunch; 38% of on-track vs. 80% of off-track
students were high needs; 92% of on-track vs. 57% of off-track students were on-time for grade
progression; 50% of on-track vs. 61% of off-track students were male; and 13% of on-track vs.
26% of off-track students were SWD.
3.2.2 Training and validation datasets. In order to obtain accurate forecasts, all models
were developed using holdout sample validation, a process in which part of the sample is
designated to model training, and the remaining part of the sample is dedicated exclusively to
model testing (also known as validation) (Cooil, Winer, & Rados, 1987; Mosier, 1951). In this
study, the large sample size allowed for data splitting to obtain independent training and
validation datasets. Stratified random sampling was used to partition the data and preserve the
overall class distribution. Since more than 85 percent of students were in the On-Track in 9th
Grade class, the rare class of off-track students was identified as the positive class. The training
sample contained 80 percent of the records and was used to derive the models. The remaining 20
percent of records comprised the validation dataset that was used to evaluate the classification
accuracy of the models.
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3.2.2.1 Training and validation datasets for Sample 1. Since Training Sample 1 was
created by stratified random sampling to preserve the overall class distribution of the data in
Sample 1, the training sample was imbalanced (i.e., 87.4 percent of records were on-track). This
imbalanced training sample was used to create two additional training samples that were
balanced via undersampling and oversampling, respectively. The undersampled training set was
created by merging all 3,118 off-track records from the minority class with an equal number of
records randomly sampled from the majority class without replacement; on-track records were
sampled until the on-track and off-track classes were perfectly balanced. The oversampled
training set was created by merging all 21,622 on-track records from the majority class with
records resampled from the minority class with replacement; off-track records were resampled
until the on-track and off-track classes were perfectly balanced. Sample sizes are included in
Table 7.
The use of multiple training samples allowed for the comparison and evaluation of
models developed with different versions of the same training data to determine if balancing the
training set improved classification accuracy. Figure 1 shows how the training and validation
samples were created. In each two-colored cylinder, the top portion (in green) represents ontrack records, and the bottom section (in red) represents off-track records. The imbalanced
training and validation sets maintain the same class imbalance as the sample. The balanced
training datasets contain an equal number of records from the positive and negative classes.
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IMBALANCED

BALANCED

IMBALANCED

Undersampled

Oversampled

Figure 1. Flowchart to explain how training and validation samples were created
3.2.2.2 Training and validation datasets for Sample 2. Since Sample 2 was partitioned
into training and validation samples using the same approach as in Sample 1 (i.e., stratified
random sampling with 80 percent in training and 20 percent in validation), Training Sample 2
was initially imbalanced, with 86.5 percent of records in the negative class. The first part of the
current study (i.e., model training, testing, comparison, and evaluation involving Sample 1) was
completed prior to training models using Training Sample 2. Consequently, findings from Part 1
were used to determine that a Training Sample 2 balanced by oversampling would be sufficient
for training the models in the second part of this study. The oversampled training set was created
by merging all records from the majority class with records resampled from the minority class
with replacement; off-track records were resampled until the classes were balanced (i.e., the
balanced dataset had equal numbers of on-track and off-track records).
Table 7 shows the student group proportions within the full dataset and training samples.
The proportions in the three balanced samples are higher than those in the imbalanced sample for
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all student groups aside from female, white, and on-time for grade progression. In addition to
being balanced on the outcome variable, the balanced training samples are well-balanced on
white/non-white and free and reduced lunch (FRL)/non-FRL records.
Table 7
Student group proportions within full dataset and training samples

Student group
Gender
Female
Male
Race/ethnicity
Black
Hispanic or Latino
White
Special populations
EL
SWD
FRL
On-time for grade progression
Outcome
On-track in 9th grade

Full
Dataset
(n = 40,008)

Percent of records
Training sample
Sample 1
Sample 1
Sample 1
Imbalanced Undersampled Oversampled
(24,740)
(6,236)
(43,244)

Sample 2
Oversampled
(50,940)

48.7
51.3

49.4
50.6

45.2
54.8

45.5
54.5

44.2
55.8

12.9
22.5
56.9

12.0
21.2
59.2

17.4
29.6
47.1

17.2
30.0
46.8

18.0
30.3
45.7

4.5
14.7
35.9
87.1

2.2
13.8
34.0
89.1

3.8
18.3
49.1
77.4

4.0
18.4
49.6
77.3

5.4
20.0
50.2
76.1

86.0

87.4

50.0

50.0

50.0

3.2.2.3 Validation datasets. Balanced datasets were not used for testing. It is important to
test models using an imbalanced dataset, since any future application of the models will make
predictions using imbalanced data. For each sample, the validation dataset contained a random
sample of 20 percent of the records from the imbalanced original sample. Validation samples
were used to evaluate the classification accuracy of the models: Any model trained with a
Sample 1 training sample (imbalanced, undersampled, or oversampled) was tested using the
imbalanced Sample 1 validation sample, and any model trained with oversampled Training
Sample 2 was tested using the imbalanced Sample 2 validation sample.
Table 8 details the proportion of records for several demographic student groups within
the full dataset and validation samples. Since stratification preserved the overall class
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distribution of the data, the proportion of on-track students in each validation sample matched
the on-track proportion in its corresponding pre-split imbalanced sample. The student group
proportions in Sample 2 are closer to the corresponding values in the full dataset than those of
Sample 1 for nearly all student groups.
Table 8
Student group proportions within full dataset and validation samples

Student group
Gender
Female
Male
Race/ethnicity
Black
Hispanic or Latino
White
Special populations
EL
SWD
FRL
On-time for grade progression
Outcome
On-track in 9th grade

3.3

Percent of records
Validation sample
Full Dataset
Sample 1
Sample 2
(n = 40,008)
(6,184)
(7,359)
48.7
51.3

48.6
51.4

48.5
51.5

12.9
22.5
56.9

11.8
21.0
59.7

12.5
21.8
58.3

4.5
14.7
35.9
87.1

2.2
13.7
34.0
89.6

2.8
14.9
35.6
88.0

86.0

87.4

86.5

Analysis
This study blends the data modeling culture (Breiman, 2001b) and the algorithmic

modeling culture (Veltri, 2017) by employing statistical and machine learning methods to predict
being on-track to graduate.
3.3.1 Model development. In order to provide a baseline for comparisons, a logistic
regression model was fit using the imbalanced training data. Next, penalized logistic regression
models were developed using the most popular regularization techniques: ridge, lasso, and elastic
net (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). Since this study involves the classification of student records, two
additional supervised learning modeling techniques—CART and random forests—were used to
recursively partition student records to predict being on-track to graduate. In this study, CART
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decision tree methodology was used to create a classification tree that used the predictor
variables to split students into two groups: on-track to graduate and not on-track to graduate (i.e.,
off-track). While all predictor variables were available, CART only used those predictors
necessary to create the optimal decision tree from which to make predictions. All models were
developed in R.
Table 9 summarizes the R functions and parameters used in model development. Since
“standard errors are not very meaningful for strongly biased estimates such as [those that] arise
from penalized estimation methods” (Goeman, Meijer, & Chaturvedi, p. 18), estimated
coefficients for the ridge, lasso, and elastic net models are shown in the study results. Tibshirani
acknowledged that challenges remain to “develop tools and theory that allow these methods to be
used in statistical practice: standard errors, p-values and confidence intervals that account for the
adaptive nature of the estimation” (p. 43).
Table 9
R functions and parameters used in model development
Model
Functions and parameters
Logistic
glm with family = "binomial"; prediction using predict.glm with type =
regression
"response"
Ridge
k-fold cross-validation using cv.glmnet with alpha=0 and family =
"binomial"; prediction using predict with s=lambda.1se and type =
"response"
Lasso
k-fold cross-validation using cv.glmnet with alpha=1 and family =
"binomial"; prediction using predict with s=lambda.1se and type =
"response"
Elastic net
k-fold cross-validation using cv.glmnet with family="binomial";
(ENET)
prediction using predict with s=lambda.1se and type="response"
CART
rpart with minsplit=2, minbucket=7, and cp=0.005
Random Forest randomForest with ntree=500
The cv.glmnet function performs a 10-fold cross-validation to automatically select a model, and
the penalty parameter λ (“s” in the predict function) “gives the most regularized model such that
error is within one standard error of the minimum” (Hastie & Qian, 2014, p. 7). Since the CART
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model was being considered for its interpretability, the requirements were such that the minimum
number of observations in a node be two before attempting a split (with a minimum of seven
observations per terminal node), and that a split must decrease the overall lack of fit by a factor
of 0.005 (complexity parameter [cp]) before being attempted. The improvement in performance
of random forests models was negligible above 500 trees.
3.3.2 Classification accuracy measures. The validation dataset was used to test the
models, and a table was created to report the true-positives (TP), false-positives (FP), falsenegatives (FN), and true-negatives (TN) for predicted and true conditions for all models. In those
four designations, the true/false indicator identifies whether the predicted classification was
correct/incorrect, and the positive/negative indicator denotes the predicted class as off-track/ontrack. In addition, following the recommendation of Bowers et al. (2013), the precision,
sensitivity, specificity, and false-positive rate (FPR; also known as the false-positive proportion
[FPP] or 1 – Specificity) are reported for all models. Lastly, AUC (i.e., area under the receiver
operating characteristic [ROC] curve), accuracy, balanced accuracy and negative predictive
value (NPV) are reported for all models. These measures are explained and the related equations
are presented in the Accuracy Equations section of this chapter.
The contingency table (also known as confusion matrix) shown in Figure 2 summarizes
how true and predicted conditions were compared to determine TP, FN, FP, and TN values for
all models.
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Predicted condition

Predicted condition
positive
(Off-track)
Predicted condition
negative
(On-track)

True condition
Condition positive
Condition negative
(Off-track)
(On-track)
a
b
True-positive (TP) False-positive (FP)
Correct
Type I Error
c
d
False-negative (FN) True-negative (TN)
Type II Error
Correct
a+c
b+d
(TP + FN)
(FP + TN)

a+b
(TP + FP)
c+d
(FN + TN)
a+b+c+d
(N)

Figure 2. Contingency table (Adapted from Bowers et al., 2013, p. 83)
3.3.2.1 Accuracy Equations. The equations for calculating classification accuracy
measures for each model are an essential component in evaluating and comparing models. All
components of the equations can be found in the contingency table in Figure 2. The
confusionMatrix function in the caret package (Kuhn, 2018) was used to calculate a crosstabulation of observed and predicted classes and all related statistics in R.
While the AUC is threshold-invariant (i.e., it covers the full range of classification
thresholds), all of the following metrics are threshold-dependent: accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, false positive rate, negative predictive value, and balanced accuracy. The rest of this
section is devoted to providing explanations and equations for these classification accuracy
measures.
Accuracy (also known as the overall accuracy rate) represents the proportion of correct
predictions among all cases in the validation sample. Kuhn explains:
The overall accuracy rate is computed along with a 95 percent confidence interval for this
rate (using…an exact test of a simple null hypothesis about the probability of success in a
Bernoulli experiment) and a one-sided test to see if the accuracy is better than the "no
information rate," which is taken to be the largest class percentage in the data. (2018,
para. 5 in Details section)
Accuracy = (TP + TN) / N
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(8)

Precision (also known as positive predictive value [PPV]) measures the proportion of correct
predictions among all positive predictions for the validation sample.
Precision = TP / (TP + FP)

(9)

Sensitivity (also known as recall or true-positive rate [TPR]) measures the proportion of correct
predictions among all observed positive cases in the validation sample.
Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN)

(10)

Specificity (also known as true-negative rate [TNR]) measures the proportion of correct
predictions among all observed negative cases in the validation sample.
Specificity = TN / (TN + FP)

(11)

The false-positive rate (FPR) (also known as 1 – Specificity) measures the proportion of
incorrect predictions among all observed negative cases in the validation sample.
1 – Specificity = FP / (TN + FP)

(12)

Negative predictive value (NPV) measures the proportion of correct predictions among all
negative predictions for the validation sample.
Negative Predictive Value (NPV) = TN / (TN + FN)

(13)

Balanced accuracy is an average of the sensitivity and specificity, and it measures the average
accuracy in classifying minority and majority class observations.
Balanced Accuracy = (Sensitivity + Specificity) / 2

(14)

The balanced accuracy measure is particularly helpful when evaluating rare event models, since
overall accuracy rates are weighted and often high due to the classifier favoring the majority
class when the validation data is imbalanced. In these cases, although the balanced accuracy will
be lower than the overall accuracy rate, the balanced measure helps researchers identify which
model does the best job of classifying both minority and majority class observations. While all
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accuracy measures were calculated using an imbalanced validation dataset, undersampling and
oversampling techniques to balance the training datasets helped improve balanced accuracy
results.
3.3.2.2 Thresholds. Since ridge logistic regression, lasso logistic regression, elastic net
logistic regression, CART, and random forests models result in a probabilistic prediction for the
binary outcome for each student record, it is straightforward to assess the predictive accuracy of
the models. While it is common to use a 0.5 threshold to assign binary classes based on
probabilistic predictions (i.e., cases with a probability of 0.5 or higher of belonging to a
particular class are assigned to that class; all others are assigned to the alternate class), the
classification accuracies of different threshold criteria were compared to select the best model
and optimize model performance. Optimal thresholds were determined using Youden’s index
(also known as Youden's J statistic), which is the difference between the TPR (i.e., sensitivity)
and FPR (i.e., 1 – Specificity) (Youden, 1950). For each model, the cut-point that maximized
Youden’s index was selected as the optimal threshold.
Youden’s index = Sensitivity – (1 – Specificity) = Sensitivity + Specificity – 1

(15)

3.3.2.3 Data visualizations. In addition to summary tables presenting the classification
accuracy measures, data visualizations are presented to help with model comparisons. These
visualizations include ROC curves—including composite ROC curves with AUC values for all
models, and individual ROC curves with optimal thresholds—and precision plots.
ROC curves. Plots of the ROC curves are presented for all models, with TPR on the
vertical axis and FPR on the horizontal axis. Since the ROC curve compares TPR and FPR at
different thresholds, it is sometimes referred to as a relative operating characteristic curve
(Swets, 2014). For each ROC curve, AUC is reported, since “the model with the largest area
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under the ROC curve would be most effective” (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013, p. 264). Curves that
approach closest to the coordinate (x = 0, y = 1) (i.e., FPR = 0 and TPR = 1) are more highly
predictive, since they are most sensitive and specific. ROC curves that are close to the 45-degree
line drawn through the origin are less accurate, since that line represents results obtained by
chance. Figure 3 is a sample ROC curve; in this example, the model corresponding to the curve
has an AUC of 0.840.

Expectation
for
random
guessing

Figure 3. Sample ROC curve
3.3.3 Research Questions. The research questions this study sought to answer are:
6.

Which methodology does the best job of identifying which students are at risk for not
being on-track to graduate?
To answer this question, the classification accuracy of the models was compared. First,

the AUC, accuracy, balanced accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity, and false-positive rate
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(FPR) for the best-fitting ridge, lasso, elastic net, CART, and random forests models were
reported and compared. Next, the ROC curves for these models were presented. Generally, the
model with the largest area under the ROC curve and highest balanced accuracy was selected as
doing the best job; sensitivity and precision were also given consideration during model
selection. Balanced accuracy—calculated as the average of sensitivity and specificity—was
favored over accuracy, since, in an imbalanced dataset, the accuracy measure is weighted toward
the majority class.
In the current study, a premium was placed on correctly classifying off-track records (i.e.,
records from the positive or minority class), which put precision (i.e., the proportion correct
among all off-track predictions) among the most important accuracy measures. Since schools and
districts have limited resources, it is not always feasible to provide additional support to every
student identified by the model. With that in mind, the approach to answer the first research
question also followed the example of Lakkaraju et al. (2015): The precision curves for the top K
students (as determined by the probabilities for that model) were plotted. The value K is on the
x-axis, and it represents a threshold positive count that allows for the comparison of the precision
of models across all K values up to a set number of predicted positives. The model with the
highest precision curve (i.e., the highest proportion of off-track identifications classified
correctly) for the top K students was selected as doing the best job for those students deemed to
be most at-risk.
7.

Which variables predict being on-track to graduate?
To answer the second research question, variable importance measures for random forests

models were reported using the Gini importance index, which is the averaged Gini decrease in
node impurities over all trees in the forest. In addition, a summary table with a ranked list of top
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features for the random forests models along with corresponding estimated coefficients for those
predictors in the elastic net models was presented to provide additional context for categorical
predictors. Detailed output for all models is included in the appendices. The regularized logistic
regression model results include estimated coefficient values for predictors. For the CART
model, variable importance followed the measure as spelled out by Breiman et al. (1984): the
sum of the decrease in impurity for each of the surrogate variables at each node.
8.

What are the missing data and classification accuracy impacts of including multiple
years of covariate data versus a single year?
To answer the third research question, single-year snapshot models and multi-year

longitudinal models were trained using random forests and elastic net approaches. To complete
the comparisons, missing value counts, a table of classification accuracy measures and plots of
the associated ROC curves are presented.
9.

What is the impact on classification accuracy of including detailed special educationrelated predictors?
Education researchers generally use a binary special education indicator (i.e., a

dichotomous flag to indicate whether a student receives special education services) in developing
EWSs. The current study takes a novel approach by including detailed special education-related
predictors, including hours of special education services received, percentage of time with nondisabled peers (TWNDP), and primary disability.
To answer the fourth research question, two different snapshot models were trained using
the random forests approach. These models were developed with and without detailed special
education-related predictors, and the accuracy of the models was compared. To complete the
comparisons, a table of classification accuracy measures and a plot of the associated ROC curves
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are presented. In addition, a comparison table is presented to show classification results to
determine whether, for students with disabilities, having more detailed special education
information helps predict being on-track.
10.

What is the impact on variable importance and classification accuracy when models are
trained using records from only one student group?
To answer the final research question, two training sets were created using a student-level

variable, and two additional training sets were created using a district-level variable. The flag
that indicates whether a student received special education services was selected as the
separating student-level variable; one training dataset was created with only SWD records, and a
second training dataset was created with records from students without identified disabilities. For
the separating district-level variable, the flag that indicates whether a school district was an
Alliance District (i.e., one of Connecticut’s lowest-performing districts) was selected; one
training dataset contained records for only those students enrolled in Alliance Districts, and a
second training dataset was created with records from students who were not enrolled in one of
Connecticut’s lowest-performing districts. To complete the comparisons, a table of classification
accuracy measures and a plot of the associated ROC curves are presented.
All research questions relate to the study’s ultimate goal of evaluating different statistical
and machine learning methods and improving education early warning systems to better identify
those students in need of targeted support and inform practitioners who may intervene long
before students may be dropping out.
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Chapter 4
Results
In this chapter, the study results are presented in two parts. First, the Part 1 results from
the comparison and evaluation of models trained and tested using longitudinal Sample 1 are
reported. Next, the Part 2 findings from the extended longitudinal model and snapshot models
are presented.
4.1

Part 1 Results
In Part 1, one logistic regression model was fit using the imbalanced training sample and

15 additional models were developed using training samples from Sample 1: Five modeling
approaches (ridge, lasso, and elastic net logistic regression; CART; and random forests) × 3
training samples (imbalanced, balanced via undersampling, and balanced via oversampling). All
models in Part 1 predicted the On-track in 9th Grade outcome for students who were entering 8th
grade, and the models were tested using the Sample 1 validation sample. The Part 1 results will
be reported in five sections: (1) accuracy comparisons; (2) ROC curve comparisons; (3)
precision plot comparisons; (4) variable importance rankings and values; and (5) processing time
comparisons.
4.1.1 Accuracy comparisons for Part 1. The accuracy metrics allow for a thresholddependent comparison of model performance. In this section, accuracy metrics will be presented
using two threshold levels: (1) the default threshold of 0.5 that is common in binary prediction
studies; and (2) thresholds optimized using Youden’s index.
4.1.1.1 Accuracy comparisons for 0.5 threshold. Figure 4 and Table 10 present the
AUC and classification accuracy results using the default threshold of 0.5 for all models
trained with Imbalanced Training Sample 1 for students entering Grade 8. Figure 4 shows the
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annotated classification accuracy results for the logistic regression model, and Table 10 includes
the classification accuracy results for all models.
The results in Figure 4 are annotated to further clarify the classification accuracy
measures along with the results for the grade 8 logistic regression model trained using the
imbalanced training sample. At the 0.5 threshold, the logistic regression model correctly
classified 91.4 percent of all records, but its balanced accuracy was only 0.707, which captures
that it correctly classified 98.4 percent of negative cases and only 43.0 percent of positive (i.e.,
off-track) cases. Its precision shows that 79.2 percent of the model’s off-track predictions were
correct.

Area under the curve
False negatives: The
number of incorrect ontrack predictions
True negatives: The
number of correct on-track
predictions
Balanced Accuracy:
(Sensitivity + Specificity)/ 2
Specificity: TN / (TN + FP)

Precision: TP / (TP + FP)

Measure
AUC

Value
0.886

TP
FN
FP
TN
Accuracy
Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
Precision (PPV)
NPV

335
444
88
5317
0.914
0.707
0.430
0.984
0.016
0.792
0.923

Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 (i.e., 0.126% of
students in the sample were off-track)

True positives: The
number of correct off-track
predictions
False positives: The
number of incorrect offtrack predictions
Accuracy: The proportion
correct among all
predictions
Sensitivity: TP / (TP + FN)
False-positive rate:
FP / (TN + FP)
Negative Predictive Value:
TN / (TN + FN)

Figure 4. Annotated table of classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 logistic regression
model for Imbalanced Training Sample 1 with 0.5 threshold
The results in Table 10 demonstrate that, at the 0.5 threshold, each grade 8 model trained
using the imbalanced training sample favored correct classification of the majority class: Each
column shows an overall accuracy of at least 0.911 and specificity of at least 0.984, but
sensitivity below 0.435 and a balanced accuracy below 0.715. The logistic regression model had
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the lowest precision and second-lowest AUC among the models. The CART model had the
lowest balanced accuracy and lowest AUC. The random forests model had the highest AUC,
accuracy, balanced accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, and NPV values.
Table 10
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 models for Imbalanced Training Sample 1 with
0.5 threshold
Measure
AUC
TP
FN
FP
TN
Accuracy
Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
Precision (PPV)
NPV

Logistic
0.886

Ridge
0.887

335
444
88
5317
0.914
0.707
0.430
0.984
0.016
0.792
0.923

305
474
53
5352
0.915
0.691
0.392
0.990
0.010
0.852
0.919

Value by model
Regularized
Machine Learning
Lasso
Elastic Net
CART
Random Forests
0.890
0.892
0.722
0.897
305
474
59
5346
0.914
0.690
0.392
0.989
0.011
0.838
0.919

318
461
66
5339
0.915
0.698
0.408
0.988
0.012
0.828
0.921

297
482
68
5337
0.911
0.684
0.381
0.987
0.013
0.814
0.917

337
442
56
5349
0.919
0.711
0.433
0.990
0.010
0.858
0.924

Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 0.126% of students in the sample were off-track)

The advantages of regularized logistic regression models were detailed in Chapter 2. In
light of these advantages and the fact that the regularized models outperformed the logistic
regression model in both AUC (albeit by a small margin) and precision, the remaining
comparisons in this chapter will focus on the performance of regularized logistic regression
models versus machine learning models.
After models were fit and tested using the imbalanced training sample, additional models
were developed and validated at the 0.5 threshold using training samples that were balanced via
undersampling and oversampling. The detailed results are included in the appendices. Using a
balanced training sample improved classification accuracy for the minority class considerably:
The undersampled models had balanced accuracies of at least 0.787. The balanced CART
models had sensitivities of at least 0.765. Since there are duplicate off-track records in the
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oversampled training set, the bootstrapping used in selecting records using the random forests
model resulted in a sensitivity of 0.504 for the oversampled training set at the default threshold.
This low sensitivity corresponding with a high AUC suggests that the 0.5 threshold is far from
optimized for the oversampled model. The AUC for the CART model increased from 0.722 to
0.855 when trained using the balanced training samples instead of the imbalanced training
sample. Among the machine learning models for grade 8, the random forests model scored ahead
of the CART model across all classification accuracy measures.
4.1.1.2 Accuracy comparisons for optimal thresholds. Table 11 presents the AUC and
classification accuracy results using optimal thresholds for all models trained with oversampled
Training Sample 1. Plots are also presented for each model, including the optimal threshold on
each ROC curve that maximized Youden’s index. All comparison results for models trained with
the imbalanced and undersampled Training Sample 1 are included in the appendices.
In nearly all cases, models trained using the oversampled training sample had higher
AUC, balanced accuracy, and sensitivity at the optimized thresholds than models fit using the
imbalanced or undersampled training sample. Table 11 presents the classification accuracy
measures at optimized thresholds for grade 8 models fit using oversampled Training Sample 1.
The balanced accuracy values for all models in Table 11 exceed the corresponding balanced
accuracy values in Table 10. Among the regularized logistic regression models for grade 8, the
elastic net model had the highest sensitivity values, and the ridge and lasso models (0.892) had a
slight edge in AUC over elastic net (0.891) when using the oversampled training sample. At
optimized thresholds, the AUC and balanced accuracy values for regularized logistic regression
models are very comparable using the oversampled training sample. The random forests model
had the highest AUC and balanced accuracy among the models, and the ridge model had the
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highest specificity and precision. The CART model had the lowest AUC, balanced accuracy, and
precision.
Table 11
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 models trained with oversampled Training Sample
1 with optimal thresholds
Measure
AUC

Value by model
Regularized
Machine Learning
Ridge Lasso Elastic Net CART Random Forests
0.892 0.892
0.891
0.855
0.898

TP
FN
FP
TN
Accuracy
Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
Precision (PPV)
NPV

580
199
778
4627
0.842
0.800
0.745
0.856
0.144
0.427
0.959

628
151
1066
4339
0.803
0.804
0.806
0.803
0.197
0.371
0.966

647
132
1213
4192
0.783
0.803
0.831
0.776
0.224
0.348
0.969

596
183
1098
4307
0.793
0.781
0.765
0.797
0.203
0.352
0.959

638
141
1055
4350
0.807
0.812
0.819
0.805
0.195
0.377
0.969

Threshold
0.471 0.559
0.599
0.514
0.809
Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 12.6% of students in the sample were off-track)

The random forests model is the only model whose optimal threshold for the
oversampled training sample was greater than 0.599. While this may seem surprising, the
random forests model was developed by taking bootstrap samples from a large number of
duplicate off-track records in the oversampled training set, so each decision tree in the forest was
optimized using off-track records having little variation.
Figures 5 through 9 show the optimized thresholds (along with corresponding specificity
and sensitivity values) and AUCs on ROC curve plots for all grade 8 models trained with
Oversampled Training Sample 1. Whereas ROC curves are often presented with an x-axis
labeled False Positive Rate (i.e., 1 – Specificity) and a y-axis labeled True Positive Rate (e.g.,
Figure 3 in Chapter 3), the ROC curves in this section have an x-axis labeled Specificity and a yaxis labeled Sensitivity (i.e., TPR). When presenting optimized thresholds on a ROC curve, it is
common to use this Specificity × Sensitivity layout that includes an alternate x-axis range with
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specificity values starting at 1 and decreasing to 0. The plots demonstrate that each optimized
threshold is different, corresponding with a unique specificity and sensitivity.
ROC Curve for Ridge Model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

ROC Curve for Lasso Model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

0.471 threshold
(0.745 specificity, 0.856 sensitivity)
0.892 AUC

Figure 5. Grade 8 ROC Curve (including AUC
and optimal threshold) for Ridge model using
Oversampled Training Sample 1

0.559 threshold
(0.806 specificity, 0.803 sensitivity)
0.892 AUC

Figure 6. Grade 8 ROC Curve (including AUC
and optimal threshold) for Lasso model using
Oversampled Training Sample 1

ROC Curve for Elastic Net Model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

ROC Curve for CART Model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

0.514 threshold
(0.765 specificity, 0.797 sensitivity)
0.855 AUC

0.599 threshold
(0.831 specificity, 0.776 sensitivity)
0.891 AUC

Figure 7. Grade 8 ROC Curve (including AUCs
and optimal thresholds) for Elastic Net model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

Figure 8. Grade 8 ROC Curve (including AUCs
and optimal thresholds) for CART model using
Oversampled Training Sample 1
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ROC Curve for Random Forests Model
using Oversampled Training Sample 1

0.809 threshold
(0.819 specificity, 0.805 sensitivity)
0.898 AUC

Figure 9. Grade 8 ROC Curves (including AUCs and
optimal thresholds) for Random Forest models
4.1.2 ROC curve comparisons for Part 1. The ROC curve plots allow for a thresholdinvariant comparison of model performance. All models predicted the On-track in 9th Grade
outcome for students who were entering 8th grade and were trained and tested using data for
predictors in grades 5 through 7.
4.1.2.1 ROC curve comparisons for Imbalanced Training Sample 1. Figure 10 shows
the ROC curves and AUCs for regularized logistic regression and machine learning models
trained using Imbalanced Training Sample 1. This plot confirms what was also shown in Table
10: The random forests model had the highest AUC. The random forests ROC curve is above
those of the other models for nearly all TPR values greater than 0.7. Among the regularized
logistic regression models, elastic net has the highest AUC and its ROC curve intersects with the
lasso ROC curve at multiple points. The CART model has the lowest AUC and its ROC curve is
well below those of the other models for all FPR values below 0.5.
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ROC Curves for Grade 8 Imbalanced Sample 1

Ridge (AUC 0.887)
Lasso (AUC 0.890)
Elastic Net (AUC 0.892)
CART (AUC 0.722)
Random Forests (AUC 0.897)

Figure 10. ROC Curve Comparison using Imbalanced Training Sample 1
4.1.2.2 ROC curve comparisons for Balanced Training Sample 1. Figure 11 shows the
ROC curves for all models trained using Oversampled Training Sample 1. Again, the random
forests model had the highest AUC. Balancing the training set via oversampling yielded
improved AUC results for all models except elastic net, which saw a slight dip from 0.892 (AUC
using imbalanced) to 0.891 (AUC using oversampled). The ROC curves for models trained using
Undersampled Training Sample 1 had slightly lower AUCs and are included in the appendices.
ROC Curves: Grade 8 Oversampled Sample 1

Ridge (AUC 0.892)
Lasso (AUC 0.892)
Elastic Net (AUC 0.891)
CART (AUC 0.855)
Random Forests (AUC 0.898)

Figure 11. ROC Curve Comparison using Oversampled Training Sample 1
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4.1.3 Precision plot comparisons for Top K for Sample 1. Figure 12 shows the
comparative plot of precision curves at optimized thresholds for all models trained using
Oversampled Training Sample 1. Since precision is the proportion of positive predictions
classified correctly, the precision plot allows for a comparison of how well the models are
classifying off-track students at different Top K values. Each modeling approach had a precision
above 0.9 when considering its Top 175 predictions for which students were most at-risk; in
other words, all models correctly classified more than 90% of these off-track predictions.
Overall, the random forests model had the highest precision across nearly all Top K values.

Models:
Ridge
Lasso
Elastic Net
CART
Random Forests

Figure 12. Precision comparison by Top K for Grade 8 models with Sample 1 at optimal
thresholds
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4.1.4 Variable importance rankings and values for Part 1. Table 12 displays the
variable importance rankings for the grade 8 random forests model trained with Oversampled
Training Sample 1. In addition to the Gini importance index (i.e., the mean Gini decrease in node
impurities over all trees in the forest), coefficient estimates for the elastic net model are included.
SBAC ELA and mathematics scale scores in 7th grade had the highest variable importance in
predicting being on-track at the end of 9th grade. Credits earned, attendance, and free-reduced
lunch type occupied the next tier of variables in terms of importance. The elastic net model
shrunk the coefficient for total basic credits (i.e., credits in basic or remedial courses) earned to
zero.
Table 12
Variable importance rankings and coefficient estimates for Grade 8 models trained with
Oversampled Training Sample 1
Random Forests
Elastic Net
Variable
Rank MeanDecreaseGini Estimate
Student Group
(for categorical only)
z.SBELA_SUM07
1
1686
0.408
z.SBMATH_SUM07
2
1587
0.443
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
3
826
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
4
768
0.234
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
5
751
0.152
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
6
739
0.147
FRL_TYPE
7
689
-0.542 Free
-0.465 Reduced
z.Pct_Attendance_g5
8
618
0.078
Note. All continuous variables were standardized prior to model fitting. So, aside from FRL_TYPE (which was
categorical), the variable type for all fields in this table was continuous and estimates are for the standardized fields.

Figure 13 shows the complete variable importance results for the grade 8 random forests
model trained with Oversampled Training Sample 1. Beyond the variables listed in Table 12, the
next tier of variables by importance includes many school- and district-level covariates,
including the school proportion of students from low-income families, and school and district
proportion of students with high needs.
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Figure 13. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests model trained with Oversampled
Training Sample 1
All programming output from model development and analysis is included in the
appendices. These results include summary statistics for all models, including coefficient
estimates for regularized logistic regression models.
4.1.5 Comparison of processing times for model training and testing using Sample 1.
The timing utilities in the tictoc package in R (Izrailev, 2016) were used to time how long it took
to train and test each model. Table 13 shows the processing times for model training and testing
in Part 1. The models that were fit using oversampled sets had the longest processing times. The
elastic net model took the longest time to train and test; in all cases, elastic net took longer than
the ridge, lasso, and CART models combined. The CART model had the shortest processing
times across all training samples.
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Table 13
Processing times for model training and testing using Sample 1
Seconds elapsed while training and testing model
Mean (and Standard Deviation)
Training Set
Ridge
Lasso
Elastic Net
CART
Random Forest
Imbalanced
108.32 (0.93) 93.13 (1.94) 229.03 (1.32) 8.04 (0.78)
165.35 (3.17)
Undersampled 16.63 (0.27) 23.58 (0.18) 57.28 (0.43) 1.59 (0.06)
23.53 (0.03)
Oversampled 180.16 (4.19) 190.91 (2.45) 490.16 (3.40) 12.74 (0.13)
326.65 (4.24)

4.2

Part 2 Longitudinal Results
Table 14 compares the AUC and classification accuracy results using optimal thresholds

for longitudinal models trained with oversampled Training Sample 1. The Part 2 model trained
using an additional year of data and predicted at the start of 9th grade had higher AUC, accuracy,
balanced accuracy, specificity, and precision at optimized thresholds than the Part 1 random
forests model fit at the start of 8th grade. The relative performance of Grade 8 versus Grade 9
models was similar for elastic net; elastic net results are included in the appendices.
Table 14
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 and Grade 9 random forests models trained with
Oversampled Sample 1 with optimal thresholds
Measure
AUC

Value by random forests model trained at the start of
Grade 8
Grade 9
0.898
0.912

TP
FN
FP
TN
Accuracy
Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
Precision (PPV)
NPV

638
141
1055
4350
0.807
0.812
0.819
0.805
0.195
0.377
0.969

632
147
841
4564
0.840
0.828
0.811
0.844
0.156
0.429
0.969

Threshold

0.809

0.795

Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 (i.e., 12.6% of students in the sample were off-track)

Table 15 displays the variable importance rankings and values for the grade 9 random
forests model trained with Oversampled Training Sample 1. For this model, SBAC ELA and
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mathematics scale scores in 7th and 8th grade had the highest variable importance in predicting
whether a student entering 9th grade would be on-track at the end of their freshman year.
Attendance, credits earned in 7th grade, free-reduced lunch type, and the school performance
index (SPI) in English language arts (for the school in which the student was enrolled during 8th
grade) occupied the next tier of variables in terms of importance.
Table 15
Variable importance rankings and coefficient estimates for Grade 9 models trained with
Oversampled Training Sample 1
Random Forests
Elastic Net
Variable
Rank MeanDecreaseGini Estimate
Student Group
(for categorical only)
z.SBMATH_SUM08
1
1257
0.425
z.SBELA_SUM08
2
1144
0.384
z.SBELA_SUM07
3
946
0.112
z.SBMATH_SUM07
4
943
0.065
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
5
618
0.177
z.Pct_Attendance_g8
6
584
0.268
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
7
557
z.elaSPISch_g8
8
492
0.761
FRL_TYPE
9
444
-0.405 Free
-0.343 Reduced
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
10
440
0.085
Note. All continuous variables were standardized prior to model fitting. So, aside from FRL_TYPE (which was
categorical), the variable type for all fields in this table was continuous and estimates are for the standardized fields.

Correlation tables (included in Appendix B and Appendix J) show that there is a strong
correlation between SBAC scores within and across years. In 7th grade, the correlation between
SBAC ELA and mathematics scale scores is 0.78; in 8th grade, the correlation between SBAC
ELA and mathematics scale scores is 0.79. The correlation between the 7th and 8th grade SBAC
ELA scale scores is 0.82, and the correlation between the 7th and 8th grade SBAC mathematics
scale scores is 0.86.
Figure 14 shows the complete variable importance results for the grade 9 random forests
model trained with Oversampled Training Sample 1. Beyond the variables listed in Table 15, the
next tier of variables includes additional years of attendance, credits failed in 8th grade, and
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school-level covariates related to the school the student attended in 8th grade including the school
performance index in mathematics.

Figure 14. Variable importance for random forests, Grade 9, Oversampled Sample 1
4.3

Part 2 Snapshot Results
Six random forests snapshot models were developed using oversampled training

subsamples from Sample 2 to predict whether students entering 8th grade would make sufficient
progress by the end of 9th grade to be on-track to graduate high school within four years. The
subsamples incorporated only 7th grade covariates using different combinations of special
education-related predictors and student groupings. The six training subsamples are summarized
in Table 16.
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Table 16
Training samples for the snapshot models
Subsample Student records included
Special education-related predictors
1
All students
Detailed
2
All students
Binary flag only
3
Students with disabilities
Detailed
4
Students without identified disabilities
None
5
Students enrolled in Alliance Districts
Detailed
6
Students enrolled in non-Alliance Districts
Detailed
The Part 2 results for the snapshot models will be reported in three sections: (1) accuracy
comparisons; (2) ROC curve comparisons; and (3) variable importance measures and rankings.
4.3.1 Accuracy comparisons for snapshot models. The tables in this section present the
AUC and classification accuracy results using optimal thresholds for all random forests snapshot
models trained with subsamples 1 through 6 of Oversampled Training Sample 2.
4.3.1.1 Accuracy comparisons related to special education. Table 17 presents the AUC
and classification accuracy results using optimal thresholds for all random forests snapshot
models trained with subsamples 1 through 4. The column headings identify which records and
special education-related predictors are included in the subsample. Among the models that
included detailed special education-related predictors, the model trained using only SWD records
had a higher precision (0.549) than the model trained using all student records (0.357). The
model trained using only records for students without identified disabilities had a higher
specificity and NPV (i.e., it did a better job classifying on-track records) than the model trained
using all records.
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Table 17
Classification accuracy measures for special education-related subsamples for Grade 8 random
forests snapshot models

Measure
AUC
TP
FN
FP
TN

1
All students
Detailed SpEd
0.890

Value by model for subsample
2
3
4
All students
SWD
Students without disabilities
Binary SpEd flag Detailed SpEd
(No SpEd predictors)
0.887
0.842
0.890

836
156
1508
4859

815
177
1369
4998

203
66
167
668

593
130
1137
4395

Accuracy
0.774
0.790
0.789
0.797
Balanced Accuracy
0.803
0.803
0.777
0.807
Sensitivity (TPR; Recall)
0.843
0.822
0.755
0.820
Specificity
0.763
0.785
0.800
0.794
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.237
0.215
0.200
0.206
Precision (PPV)
0.357
0.373
0.549
0.343
NPV
0.969
0.966
0.910
0.971
Note. The Prevalence values for the subsamples were 0.135 for all students (i.e., 13.5% of students in the All
Students subsample were off-track), 0.244 for SWD, and 0.116 for students without identified disabilities

While the model trained using subsample 2 (i.e., the subsample in which a binary special
education flag was used in place of detailed special education-related predictors) performed well
overall, including primary disability, hours of special education services, and percent of school
time with non-disabled peers (TWNDP) helped improve classification accuracy among students
with disabilities. Table 18 shows classification accuracy for only the students with disabilities
(SWD) records in subsamples 1 through 3. Despite having the lowest AUC in Table 17, when
considering only SWD records, the model trained using subsample 3 (i.e., detailed special
education-related predictors and only SWD records) had the highest AUC (0.842), accuracy
(0.789), balanced accuracy (0.777), specificity (0.800) and precision (0.549) of the three
subsamples shown in Table 18. Clearly, the model trained using subsample 3 did the best job of
classifying records for students with disabilities.
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Table 18
Classification accuracy measures for SWD records

Measure
AUC

Value by model for only SWD records in subsample
1
2
3
Trained using all records Trained using all records Trained using SWD only
Detailed SpEd predictors
Binary SpEd flag
Detailed SpEd predictors
0.832
0.819
0.842

TP
FN
FP
TN

228
38
333
496

236
30
376
453

Accuracy
0.661
0.629
Balanced Accuracy
0.728
0.717
Sensitivity (TPR; Recall)
0.857
0.887
Specificity
0.598
0.546
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.402
0.454
Precision (PPV)
0.406
0.386
NPV
0.929
0.938
Note. The Prevalence value was 0.244 for SWD (i.e., 24.4% of students with disabilities were off-track)

203
66
167
668
0.789
0.777
0.755
0.800
0.200
0.549
0.910

4.3.1.2 Accuracy comparisons related to Alliance Districts. Table 19 presents the AUC
and classification accuracy results using optimal thresholds for all random forests snapshot
models trained with subsamples 1, 5 and 6. All of the subsamples for these models included
detailed special education-related predictors.
Table 19
Classification accuracy measures for Alliance District-related subsamples for Grade 8 random
forests snapshot models
Measure
AUC
TP
FN
FP
TN

1
All students
0.890

Value by model for full subsample
5
6
Students in Alliance Districts Students in Non-Alliance Districts
0.855
0.865

836
156
1508
4859

502
181
394
1678

262
48
1225
3070

Accuracy
0.774
0.791
0.724
Balanced Accuracy
0.803
0.772
0.780
Sensitivity (TPR; Recall)
0.843
0.735
0.845
Specificity
0.763
0.810
0.715
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.237
0.190
0.285
Precision (PPV)
0.357
0.560
0.176
NPV
0.969
0.903
0.985
Note. The Prevalence values for the subsamples were 0.135 for all students (i.e., 13.5% of students in the All
Students subsample were off-track), 0.248 for students enrolled in Alliance Districts, and 0.067 for students
enrolled in non-Alliance Districts
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Despite having the lowest AUC in Table 19, when considering only Alliance District
records, the model trained using detailed special education-related predictors and only Alliance
District records (i.e., subsample 5) had a higher AUC, accuracy, balanced accuracy, specificity
and precision than the model trained using subsample 1. Clearly, the results in Table 20 show
that the model trained using subsample 5 did the best job of classifying Alliance District records.
Table 20
Classification accuracy measures for Alliance District records

Measure
AUC
TP
FN
FP
TN

Value by model for only Alliance District records in subsample
1
5
Trained using all records Trained using Alliance District records only
Detailed SpEd
Detailed SpEd
0.843
0.855
610
56
1062
1018

502
181
394
1678

Accuracy
0.593
0.791
Balanced Accuracy
0.703
0.772
Sensitivity (TPR; Recall)
0.916
0.735
Specificity
0.489
0.810
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.511
0.190
Precision (PPV)
0.365
0.560
NPV
0.948
0.903
Note. The Prevalence value was 0.248 for students enrolled in Alliance Districts (i.e., 24.8% of
students enrolled in Alliance Districts were off-track)

4.3.2 ROC curve comparisons for snapshot models. Figure 15 shows the ROC curves
for the random forests models trained using subsamples 1, 2, and 3 for students with disabilities.
The model with the highest AUC was trained using subsample 3 (i.e., detailed special educationrelated predictors and a dataset containing only SWD records). For all true positive rates from
0.6 to 0.9, the ROC curve for the model corresponding to subsample 3 is above the other ROC
curves (i.e., it has a higher TPR and lower FPR, which denotes improved model performance).
This is further support for the assertion that the model trained using subsample 3 did the best job
of classifying records for students with disabilities.
Figure 16 shows the ROC curves for the random forests models trained using subsamples
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1 and 5 for students enrolled in Alliance Districts. This plot supports the assertion that the model
trained using subsample 5 did the best job of classifying records for students enrolled in
Connecticut’s lowest-performing school districts.

Subsample 1 (AUC 0.832)
Subsample 2 (AUC 0.819)
Subsample 3 (AUC 0.842)

Figure 15. ROC curve comparison for grade 8 snapshot models using subsamples 1, 2, and 3:
SWD records only

Subsample 1 (AUC 0.843)
Subsample 5 (AUC 0.855)

Figure 16. ROC curve comparison for grade 8 snapshot models using subsamples 1, 2, and 3:
Alliance District records only
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4.3.3 Variable importance rankings to identify which variables predict being ontrack to graduate. Table 21 displays a ranked list of the top features by model to compare
variable importance across random forests models for subsamples 1 and 2. The SBAC
mathematics and ELA scale scores were the most important variables in both models; credits
earned and 7th grade attendance were also among the top predictors.
Table 21
Variable importance rankings and values for random forests models trained with subsamples 1
and 2
Variable
SBMATH_SUM07
SBELA_SUM07
Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
Pct_Attendance_g7

Subsample 1
With detailed special education-related predictors
Rank
Value
1
2113
2
1974
3
1416
4
1401
5
1367

Subsample 2
With binary SWD flag
Rank
Value
1
2715
2
2420
3
1983
4
1886
5
1772

Figures 17 through 22 show the complete variable importance results for the grade 8
random forests snapshot models trained with the six subsamples.
Snapshot Subsample 1

Figure 17. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 1: All students; Detailed
special education-related predictors
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Snapshot Subsample 2

Figure 18. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 2: All students; Binary
special education flag
Snapshot Subsample 3

Figure 19. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 3: SWD; Detailed special
education-related predictors
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Snapshot Subsample 4

Figure 20. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 4: Students without
identified disabilities; No special education-related predictors
Snapshot Subsample 5

Figure 21. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 5: Students enrolled in
Alliance Districts; Detailed special education-related predictors
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Snapshot Subsample 6

Figure 22. Variable importance for Grade 8 random forests subsample 6: Students enrolled in
non-Alliance Districts; Detailed special education-related predictors
4.3.3.1 Variable importance and elastic net coefficients for Primary Disability Code.
Primary disability is predictive of being on-track for students with disabilities. In Figure 19,
Primary Disability Code was shown to be the eighth most important variable in the snapshot
model trained using subsample 3. The random forests model does not require dummy coding, so
the variable importance of Primary Disability captures the importance of this entire grouping of
values in making classifications. On the other hand, regularized logistic regression models do
require dummy coding, so the elastic net model’s estimates can help provide additional
information on specific disability codes. Table 22 displays the elastic net model’s estimates for
all non-zero coefficients for the primary disability codes.
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Table 22
Elastic net model estimates for all non-zero coefficients for the primary disability codes for
subsample 3
Primary Disability Code
Estimate
05 Emotional Disturbances
-0.152
04 Visual Impairments
-0.072
12 TBI - Traumatic Brain Injury
-0.047
08 Learning Disabilities
0.111
01 Intellectually Disabled
0.542
11 Autism
0.748
10 Multiple disabilities
0.757
09 Deaf-Blindness
0.897
02 Hearing Impairments
1.729

While on-track cases have been called “negative” for classification purposes throughout this
study, it is important to note that negative coefficient estimates for regularized logistic regression
models are related to a student’s decreased odds of being on-track. Therefore, Table 22 shows
that after controlling for all other variables, students with emotional disturbances had the lowest
probability of being on-track among students with disabilities. This result is consistent with
findings from Chicago: In the University of Chicago Consortium on School Research (CCSR)
examination of graduation rates for students with disabilities (Gwynne et al., 2009), students
with emotional disturbances had the lowest four-year and five-year graduation rates.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
This chapter begins with a summary of the purpose and major findings of this study.
Next, unexpected results are highlighted and the overall implications of the results are explained.
Finally, limitations of this study are addressed, future directions for this research are suggested,
and conclusions are presented.
5.1

Purpose and Major Findings
5.1.1 Purpose. The purpose of this study was to evaluate different statistical and machine

learning methods to predict high school student performance and improve EWSs. By improving
education EWSs, the study aimed to better identify those students in need of targeted support and
inform on-the-ground practitioners who may intervene long before students may be dropping
out.
This study comprised two parts. In Part 1, regularized logistic regression and machine
learning models were developed and tested to predict whether students entering grades 8 would
be on-track for high school graduation. To address class imbalance in the outcome variable,
models were developed using imbalanced and balanced training samples and the classification
accuracy of prediction models was tested at different thresholds. Classification accuracy
measures and data visualizations were used to compare and evaluate models. In addition,
variable importance was compared across models. After the Part 1 models were compared and
evaluated, Part 2 extended the longitudinal model to include 8th grade covariates, and six
snapshot models were developed using only one year of predictors.
The main purpose behind developing the snapshot models was to be more inclusive:
Limiting time-related predictors to include only one year of data reduces the number of
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covariates but allows these models to be trained using a larger sample of records and applied for
more students (especially students of color, students with disabilities, and English learners),
since many students do not have data in earlier grades for a variety of reasons. The second
purpose was to assess the impact of including detailed special education data instead of a binary
flag as the lone special education-related covariate. The third purpose of the snapshot models
was to assess the impact on variable importance and classification accuracy when models were
trained using records from only one student group.
5.1.2 Major Findings. The major findings are presented below as answers to the five
research questions originally posed in Chapter 1.
1.

Which methodology does the best job of identifying which students are at risk for not
being on-track to graduate?
In light of the accuracy comparisons—particularly the area under the ROC curve (AUC)

and balanced accuracy for the best-fitting ridge, lasso, elastic net, CART, and random forests
models—the random forests model developed using a training set that was balanced via
oversampling does the best job of identifying which students are at risk for not being on-track to
graduate. The random forests model had the largest AUC and, at optimal thresholds determined
by Youden’s index, the highest balanced accuracy. In addition, the random forests model had the
edge in the precision plot comparisons, which demonstrated that it does the best job of
identifying which students are most at risk of being off-track.
This finding diverges from Raju (2012), who selected the decision tree model over
logistic regression, random forests, and neural network models in a similar study involving
model comparisons. Raju cited the ease of interpretation and handling of missing data as the top
two reasons for selecting the decision tree model. In the current study, however, the decision tree
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model’s performance (as seen in the CART model results) was lacking. In addition, although the
CART model can use surrogate variables when missing values are encountered (Breiman et al.,
1984), it is very dependent on training data and prone to overfitting. The current study used
powerful imputation techniques to address missing data concerns, and the random forests model
was superior to CART and all other models in terms of performance. Furthermore, the random
forests model decorrelates decision trees, handles large numbers of variables and complex
interactions, and is not constrained by assumptions. In light of these advantages and its superior
performance, the random forests methodology does the best job of identifying which students are
at risk for not being on-track to graduate.
2.

Which variables predict being on-track to graduate?
The ranked lists of variable importance showed that Smarter Balanced Assessment

Consortium (SBAC) mathematics and English language arts (ELA) scale scores had the highest
variable importance in predicting being on-track at the end of 9th grade. Attendance, course
performance, and free-and-reduced lunch type occupied the next tier of variables in terms of
importance. These findings are consistent with other studies that examined the on-track indicator
and graduation outcomes (e.g., Allensworth, 2013; Knowles, 2015; Mac Iver & Messel, 2013).
The current study included race/ethnicity as a predictor, and it was among the most
important predictors (after the variables listed above) for all models. Although race/ethnicity is
immutable, this predictor was intentionally incorporated to spur additional discussion and a
further look into the role race/ethnicity plays in educational structures. Within the framework of
education EWSs, a deeper look at the relationship between race/ethnicity and student outcomes
can help determine whether the intervention is about a student or whether structures need to be
changed at the school- or district-level to improve student outcomes. As Sen and Wasow (2016)
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explained, disaggregating this information can serve to “reconcile scholarship on race and
causation and offer a clear framework for future research” (p. 499).
3.

What are the missing data and classification accuracy impacts of including multiple
years of covariate data versus a single year?
The comparison of results from single-year snapshot models and longitudinal models

showed that including multiple years of covariate data improved classification accuracy at the
expense of sample size. In fact, the less restrictive inclusion criteria for the snapshot models
resulted in comparable classification accuracy scores (e.g., snapshot AUC of 0.890 versus
longitudinal AUC 0.898 for the random forests models that included all predictors) and an
increase of nearly six thousand records—from 30,924 in the longitudinal sample that required
complete data starting in 5th grade to 36,798 in the single-year sample that required only 7th grade
covariate data. Furthermore, the student group proportions in the single-year dataset were more
closely aligned with those in the full dataset.
Classification accuracy measures for longitudinal Grade 8 and Grade 9 random forests
models trained with Oversampled Sample 1 with optimal thresholds showed that accuracy,
balanced accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity exceeded 0.8 for both models. As expected,
making predictions at the start of 9th grade (i.e., with an extra year of covariate data and a year
closer to the outcome as compared with the 8th grade model) improved classification accuracy,
but the Grade 8 model performed impressively and had an AUC of 0.898.
4.

What is the impact on classification accuracy of including detailed special education
predictors?
Using an oversampled training dataset with primary disability, hours of special education

services, and percentage of school time with non-disabled peers (TWNDP) as covariates resulted
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in an improved performance versus fitting a model using only a binary flag as the only special
education-related predictor. This random forests snapshot model had a complement of balanced
accuracy (0.803) and sensitivity (0.843) above 0.8, and an AUC of 0.890. The random forests
snapshot model that retained a binary special education flag in place of detailed special education
covariates performed comparably by some measures (0.887 AUC, 0.803 balanced accuracy), and
trailed slightly in sensitivity. Since students with disabilities comprise less than 15 percent of the
student population, the benefits of including detailed special education predictors is somewhat
obscured when considering results in the aggregate. For this reason, focusing on students with
disabilities (SWD) records provides more insight regarding the impact on classification accuracy
of including detailed special education predictors.
The random forests snapshot model that was fit using detailed special education-related
predictors and only records for students with disabilities had an overall accuracy of 0.789—
compared with 0.661 for Subsample 1 and 0.629 for Subsample 2—for students with disabilities.
Clearly, including detailed special education predictors increased classification accuracy for
students with disabilities.
5.

What is the impact on variable importance and classification accuracy when models are
trained using records from only one student group?
This study considered two comparisons to answer this question. One comparison was

done using a student-level variable (specifically, the flag that indicates whether a student
received special education services) and a second comparison was done using a district-level
variable (specifically, the flag that indicates whether a record is from an Alliance District). In
both cases, the single-group model resulted in increased specificity and precision versus the allstudents training set. The single-group model for students with disabilities was the only model
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for which SBAC scale scores did not have the highest variable importance; credits earned and
attendance in 7th grade ranked higher than SBAC scores for this student group. For students
without identified disabilities, free-reduced lunch category ranked slightly ahead of attendance.
For students enrolled in Alliance Districts, credits earned ranked slightly higher in
variable importance than attendance, and race/ethnicity ranked ahead of free-reduced lunch
category. For students not enrolled in Connecticut’s lowest-performing districts, attendance
ranked slightly higher than credits earned, and free-reduced lunch category ranked ahead of
race/ethnicity.
5.2

Unexpected Results
Although hypotheses were not explicitly stated in relation to the study’s research

questions, some of the results were unexpected. Since graduation rates vary greatly across SWD
categories (Gwynne et al., 2009), it would be fair to assume that including detailed special
education fields such as primary disability, hours of special education services, and TWNDP as
covariates would improve classification accuracy for models predicting whether students will be
on-track to graduate. While including these variables did improve model performance, the
classification accuracy metrics for models trained with binary SWD predictors were surprisingly
comparable with the more complex models. More remarkable, however, was that, although the
classification accuracy of these models was shown to be markedly improved when only SWD
records were considered, other predictors not related to special education (e.g., attendance and
course performance) were deemed to be more important than the student’s primary disability,
hours of special education services, and percentage of school time with non-disabled peers.
Another unexpected result was the fact that the classification accuracy metrics of the
snapshot models were comparable with those of their longitudinal counterparts. The fact that the
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inclusion criteria for the single-year dataset was less restrictive than that of the longitudinal
dataset led to student group proportions that were very similar to the full dataset. This reduced
the impact of non-random missingness and the resulting classification accuracy values showed
that the snapshot models performed well.
5.3

Implications of Results
This study provides additional support for researchers to learn regularized logistic

regression and machine learning methods and apply them to social science studies. Moreover,
the study demonstrates that preprocessing data—oversampling and imputing missing
standardized test scores, in particular—and optimizing thresholds using Youden’s index improve
classification accuracy when identifying which students are at risk. In addition, this study
showed that there is value in including special education-related predictors to improve
classification accuracy for students with disabilities.
The study showed how course-, school- and district-level variables can all add to the
classification accuracy of high school prediction models. Furthermore, training models using
records from only one student group improved classification accuracy for students with
disabilities and for students from Connecticut’s lowest-performing districts. Lastly, the study’s
results offered strong evidence that standardized test scores in middle school are highly
predictive of course performance in 9th grade.
As of August 31, 2018, Connecticut was one of 13 SBAC member states, along with
California, Delaware, Hawaii, Idaho, Michigan, Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, Oregon,
South Dakota, Vermont, and Washington (SBAC, n.d.). Educational leaders from SBAC
member states could look to conduct similar studies and analyze whether their results converge
with the current study’s findings with respect to classification accuracy and variable importance.
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More generally, they can use this study’s findings to explore ways to improve EWSs and
increase graduation rates in their respective states.
Since the random forests models calculated probabilities of being on-track and performed
well at identifying at-risk students, Connecticut can use these probabilities to classify students
into high, medium, and low support levels and present this information through secure
dashboards similar to the Massachusetts Early Warning Indicator System (EWIS) (Massachusetts
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, & AIR, 2013a, 2013b, 2014).
Classification into high, medium, and low support levels can also help to illustrate the
relationship between variables and classification levels. More important, it can highlight the
importance of going beyond single-variable, single-threshold early warning systems (e.g.,
systems that focus on only one indicator, such as all students with attendance below 90%), which
overlook complex interactions among predictors. For example, Figures 23 and 24 show two
different “Support levels by predictor” views. Figure 23 shows a mosaic plot of support levels by
chronic absentee status (i.e., those students who missed more than 10% of school days).

All students

Figure 23. Mosaic plot of support levels by chronic absentee status
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The smaller square to the left of the arrow shows the overall distribution of support levels for all
students entering 8th grade. The support levels were assigned based on each student’s probability
of being on-track by the end of 9th grade: The 25 percent of students with the lowest probabilities
were assigned to the High Support group, the next 35 percent of students were classified as
Medium Support, and the 40 percent of students with the highest probabilities were assigned to
the Low Support group. To the right of the arrow, the mosaic plots show that students who are
chronically absent are more likely to be in the High or Medium Support groups. However, there
are chronic absentees with high probabilities of being on-track (i.e., Low Support) and there are
students without chronic absences who have a low probability of being on-track (i.e., High
Support). Clearly, one variable is not sufficient to predict a student’s probability of being ontrack.

All students

Figure 24. Mosaic plot of support levels by suspensions
Figure 24 shows a mosaic plot of support levels by suspensions. Again, the smaller square to the
left of the arrow shows the overall distribution of support levels for all students entering 8th
grade. When we look to the right of the arrow, the first thing to notice is that the 1+ Suspensions
section is wider than the Chronic Absentees section in Figure 23, which shows that there were
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more suspended students than chronic absentees in Grade 7. Again, the probabilities from the
random forests model did not result in all students who met a particular single-variable threshold
(in this case, having one or more suspensions) being placed in the same support level. By
considering a student’s entire profile—including attendance, behavior, course performance,
credit accrual, mobility, detailed special education data, standardized assessment scores, English
learner status and family income status—policymakers will have a more complete picture from
which to make more informed decisions regarding the timing, type, and target of interventions to
implement.
5.4

Limitations and Future Studies
5.4.1 Limitations. This study has several limitations. Principal among them is the fact

that one risk outcome (i.e., being off-track in 9th grade) on the path to high school graduation was
used. Second, while some of the study’s models incorporated longitudinal data, the modeling
approaches employed did not explicitly model growth. Third, the analysis centered on
Connecticut education data, so external validity concerns warrant that generalizability will be
constrained. Finally, the dataset had shortcomings with respect to missingness, newness, and
context. The data did not include factors beyond those available in the Connecticut State
Department of Education (CSDE) data warehouse, so there are plenty of opportunities for
improvement with respect to data, including information related to school climate and social and
emotional learning (SEL).
5.4.2 Future Studies. Since the CSDE only recently started storing course-level data,
and Connecticut adopted statewide administration of the SBAC and SAT School Day exams
within the last few years, the requisite course and test data was not available to train models to
predict graduation. The study could, however, predict students being on-track in 9th grade. In
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other words, the current study included a full cohort of students, but the study predicted a
convenience outcome of sorts. Future studies in Connecticut will look to build on work from
New York City and elsewhere (e.g., Kemple, Segeritz, & Stephenson, 2013) to predict high
school graduation, and college and career readiness. It will be interesting to see the impact of the
Early Indication Tool on high school outcomes, since studies have shown that the
implementation of systems around the on-track indicator has improved outcomes throughout
Chicago Public Schools (CPS), most notably an increase in the graduation rate from 64 percent
in 2009 to 82 percent in 2013 (Roderick et al., 2014).
With longitudinal data for predictors and graduation outcomes, future studies could also
use modeling approaches that explicitly model growth. In addition, comparisons could be made
to determine how the importance of predictors varies in different states that administer the SBAC
exams. Interactions between variables could be explicitly modeled in the regularized logistic
regression models to see if classification accuracy improved. Finally, future studies could look to
incorporate new measures and random forests approaches for dealing with missing data
(Hapfelmeier, Hothorn, Riediger, & Ulm, 2014; Hapfelmeier, Hothorn, Ulm, & Strobl, 2014;
Hapfelmeier & Ulm, 2014; Strobl, 2014).
The evolving nature of education data will provide much needed context in painting a
more complete picture of students. There has been a national effort to measure “student access to
courses, programs, instructional and other staff, and resources—as well as school climate factors,
such as student discipline and bullying and harassment—that impact education equity and
opportunity for students” (U.S. Department of Education and the Office for Civil Rights, 2016).
In the 2018-2019 school year, flags that identify students as homeless, under foster care, and/or
part of a military family will be added to the CSDE data warehouse. In addition, Connecticut has
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recently adopted Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) exams, so standardized test scores
for science will also be available for consideration in future models. Within course data, more
nuanced predictors could be considered, such as curriculum track (Mohd Kamalludeen, 2012).
Finally, a small sampling of Connecticut districts has started to collect social emotional data; this
data from validated surveys could certainly provide additional perspective. Privacy, collection,
and data validation concerns will provide a unique set of challenges going forward.
5.5

Conclusion
This study is filling a practical void in the education marketplace to support the

development of more sophisticated predictive models. The modeling methods and extensive
predictors go beyond the logistic regression methods and binary flag predictors (i.e., 0-1 fields
that indicate broad membership in student groups such as students with disabilities) that are
pervasive in educational EWSs. The methods, variable importance and accuracy measures
presented herein will be usable by researchers, educational leaders, and policymakers seeking to
develop and/or use EWSs optimally. Ideally, this study provides practitioners the opportunity to
leverage new knowledge about students who are at-risk and to test interventions at many levels
in an attempt to improve graduation outcomes.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Data definitions
Table 23
Data definitions for fields considered to predict On-Track in Grade 9 for Connecticut students
Field
GenderCode
Race/Ethnicity

OnTimeFlag

HighNeedsFlag

LunchCode
SpedFlag

PrimaryDisabilityCode

Description
M for Male; F for Female
American Indian or Native Alaskan - a person having origins in
any of the original peoples of North and South America
(including Central America) and who maintains tribal
affiliation or community attachment.
Asian or Pacific Islander - a person having origins in any of the
original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the Indian
subcontinent or Pacific Islands. This area includes, for
example, China, Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands, Samoa,
India, and Vietnam.
Black or African American, not of Hispanic Origin - a person
having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa.
Hispanic or Latino - a person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban,
Central or South American or other Spanish culture or origin,
regardless of race. The term, "Spanish origin," can be used in
addition to "Hispanic or Latino."
White, not of Hispanic Origin - a person having origins in any
of the original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle
East.
Two or more races - a person having origins in two or more
races.
A student who is on time for grade progression (OnTimeFlag =
1) is one who is < 15 years old on entering 9th grade (< 14
years old on entering 8th grade, etc.); otherwise OnTimeFlag =
0.
A student with High Needs status (HighNeedsFlag = 1) is one
who is economically-disadvantaged, an English learner (EL), or
a student with disabilities (SWD); otherwise HighNeedsFlag =
0
F for free; R for reduced-price; N for non-subsidized
A student with Special Education status (SpedFlag = 1) is one
with an identified disability who needs specially designed
instruction to meet his/her unique needs and to enable the
child to access the general curriculum of the school district;
otherwise SpedFlag = 0
Primary disability code; this field contains the code
corresponding to the student’s primary disability only for
those students for whom SpedFlag = 1, otherwise it defaults
to 99
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Table 23: Continued
Field
PrimaryDisabilityName

TWNDP_pct_g<G>a

ELFlag

DistrictCode_g<G>
DistrictName_g<G>
DistrictType_g<G>
DPI_ELA_g<G>
DPI_Math_g<G>
DPI_Science_g<G>
DistrictNextGenPct_g<G>
SchoolCode_g<G>
SchoolName_g<G>
SchoolLevel_g<G>
SchoolType_g<G>
SchoolSize_g<G>
SPI_ELA_g<G>
SPI_Math_g<G>
SPI_Science_g<G>

Description
Primary disability name; this field contains the name of the
student’s primary disability only for those students for whom
SpedFlag = 1, otherwise it defaults to NONE
Percentage of Time with Non-Disabled Peers (reported for
grades 5 to 8)
(Hours inside regular education classroom ÷ hours in school
day) x 100
A student with English Learner (EL) status (ELFlag = 1) is one
who meets at least one of the following criteria:
 English is not the primary language spoken in the
home, regardless of the language spoken by the
student;
 English is not the language most often spoken by the
student;
 English is not the language the student first acquired;
AND whose English language proficiency test results met
English Learner requirements; otherwise ELFlag = 0
Code of student’s public school district (reported for grades 5
to 9)
Name of student’s public school district (reported for grades 5
to 9)
Type of student’s public school district (reported for grades 5
to 9): Urban, Suburban, or Rural
ELA District Performance Index (DPI) of student’s public
school district (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Math DPI of student’s public school district (reported for
grades 5 to 9)
Science DPI of student’s public school district (reported for
grades 5 to 9)
Next Generation Accountability Percentage of Points for
student’s school district (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Code of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Name of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Level of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9):
Elementary, Middle, High
Type of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9):
public, charter, magnet, innovation
Size of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
ELA School Performance Index (SPI) of student’s public school
(reported for grades 5 to 9)
Math SPI of student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to
9)
Science SPI of student’s public school (reported for grades 5
to 9)
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Table 23: Continued
Field
SchoolNextGenPct_g<G>
SchoolClassification_g<G>
SchoolPctMinority_g<G>
SchoolPctHighNeeds_g<G>
SchoolPctPoverty_g<G>
SchoolPctInexpTeach_g<G>
SchoolPctNHQTeach_g<G>
SchoolGradRate_g<G>
SchoolPromotRate_g<G>
SchoolChronAbs_g<G>
Fac1AttendanceDays_g<G>
Fac1MembershipDays_g<G>
Pct_Attendance_g<G>

Repeat_g<G>
Repeat_LY
ISS_g<G>
ISS_Tot58
ISS_L2Yms
OSS_g<G>
OSS_Tot58
OSS_L2Yms
SchoolMoves_g<G>

Description
Next Generation Accountability Percentage of Points for
student’s school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
School classification (1 (Excelling) through 5 (Turnaround)) of
student’s public school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Percentage of minority students in student’s school (reported
for grades 5 to 9)
Percentage of high needs students in student’s school
(reported for grades 5 to 9)
Percentage of students in poverty in student’s school
(reported for grades 5 to 9)
Percentage of inexperienced teachers in student’s school
(reported for grades 5 to 9)
Percentage of not highly qualified (NHQ) teachers in student’s
school (reported for grades 5 to 9)
Graduation rate for student’s school (reported for grades 5 to
9)
Promotion rate for student’s school (reported for grades 5 to
9)
Chronic Absenteeism rate for student’s school (reported for
grades 5 to 9)
Number of school days the student attended (reported for
grades 5 to 9)
Total days student’s school was in session during Grade 5
Percentage of school days attended (reported for grades 5 to
9)
(Fac1AttendanceDays_g5 ÷ Fac1MembershipDays_g5) * 100
Flag indicating whether the student repeated grade, with a
value of 1 for Yes and 0 for No
Flag indicating whether the student is repeating the current
grade, with a value of 1 for Yes and 0 for No
Student’s in-school suspension days during grade (reported
for grades 5 to 8)
Total number of in-school suspension days in grades 5 to 8
Total number of in-school suspension days in last two years of
middle school (i.e., grades 7-8)
Student’s out-of-school suspension days during grade
(reported for grades 5 to 8)
Total number of out-of-school suspension days in grades 5 to
8
Total number of out-of-school suspension days in last two
years of middle school (i.e., grades 7-8)
Number of times the student changed schools during grade
(reported for grades 5 to 8)
NOTE: School moves does not include in-district promotions
such as elementary school to middle school.
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Table 23: Continued
Field
SchoolMoves_Tot58
SchoolMoves_L2Yms
SBELA_g<G>b
SBELA_PerfLvl_g<G>
SBMath_g<G>
SBMath_PerfLvl_g<G>
Tot_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Tot_Core_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Core_Failed_g<G>
CoreFailFlag_g<G>
OnTrack_g<G>c
Tot_EnrAdv_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Honors_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Basic_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Basic_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_English_Cred_Failed_g<G>
English_EnrAdv_Cred_Earned_g<G>
English_Honors_Cred_Earned_g<G>
English_Basic_Cred_Earned_g<G>
English_Basic_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Math_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Math_EnrAdv_Cred_Earned_g<G>

Description
Total number of times the student changed schools in grades
5 to 8
Total number of times the student changed schools in last
two years of middle school (i.e., grades 7-8)
Connecticut Smarter Balanced English language arts (ELA)
scale score (reported for grades 7 and 8)
Performance Level on Connecticut Smarter Balanced ELA
assessment (reported for grades 7 and 8)
Connecticut Smarter Balanced mathematics scale score
(reported for grades 7 and 8)
Performance Level on Connecticut Smarter Balanced math
assessment (reported for grades 7 and 8)
Total credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total core (i.e., ELA, math, social sciences and history, and
science) credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total core credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
1 if total core credits failed >= 1; 0 otherwise (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
1 if CoreFailFlag_g<G> = 0 and Tot_Cred_Earned _g<G> >= 5;
0 otherwise (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in enriched or advanced courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in honors courses (reported in grades 7
to 9)
Total credits earned in basic or remedial courses (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed in basic or remedial courses (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
Total English credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total English credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in enriched or advanced English courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in honors English courses (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in basic or remedial English courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed in basic or remedial English courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Math credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Math credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in enriched or advanced Math courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
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Table 23: Continued
Field
Math_Honors_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Math_Basic_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Math_Basic_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_Science_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Science_EnrAdv_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Science_Honors_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Science_Basic_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Science_Basic_Cred_Failed_g<G>
Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g<G>
Tot_SocSt_Cred_Failed_g<G>
SocSt_EnrAdv_Cred_Earned_g<G>
SocSt_Honors_Cred_Earned_g<G>
SocSt_Basic_Cred_Earned_g<G>
SocSt_Basic_Cred_Failed_g<G>
a
b
c

Description
Total credits earned in honors Math courses (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in basic or remedial Math courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed in basic or remedial Math courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Science credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Science credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in enriched or advanced Science courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in honors Science courses (reported in
grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in basic or remedial Science courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed in basic or remedial Science courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Social Studies credits earned (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total Social Studies credits failed (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in enriched or advanced Social Studies
courses (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in honors Social Studies courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits earned in basic or remedial Social Studies
courses (reported in grades 7 to 9)
Total credits failed in basic or remedial Social Studies courses
(reported in grades 7 to 9)

<G> is used as a placeholder when a variable is reported in more than one grade level, as noted in the description.
Starting in 2015, the SBAC was the standard assessment administered in Connecticut grades 3 through 8.
A student is on-track in 9th grade if s/he earns at least five full-year credits in the year and no more than one
failing grade in English, mathematics, science, or social studies (CSDE, 2016).
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Appendix B: Correlation matrix, missing data, and summary statistics for Part 1

Figure 25. Correlation matrix for a subset of binary and continuous student-level variables for
the full dataset. Values are color-coded on a continuum from green to red, with higher positive
correlations in green, near-zero correlations in yellow, and higher negative correlations in red.
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Table 24
Missing data counts for full dataset
Variable
Attendance
SBAC ELA
SBAC Math
SchoolGradesType
IndexSch
SchoolOrgType
sciSPISch
mathSPISch
elaSPISch
PctPovertySch
PctNHQClassesSch
EnrollCntSch; PctMinoritySch
AbsPctSch; PctHighNeedsSch
IndexCategorySch
Grad4YrPctDist
sciDPIDist
elaDPIDistr; mathDPIDist
PctNHQClassesDist; AbsPctDist; AcctOutcomeRateDist;
EnrollCntDist; PctHighNeedsDist; PctMinorityDist; PctPovertyDistr

Level
Student
Student
Student
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
School
District
District
District
District

Missing records in grade
5
6
7
8
4,701 4,006 3,174 2,444
6,249 3,810
6,103 3,924
3,571 2,658
3,549 2,731
3,549 2,599
3,421 2,428
3,320 2,386
3,319 2,392
3,305 2,211
3,261 2,222
3,005 1,923
2,989 1,903
2,748
5,362 4,141
3,034 1,957
3,026 1,956
-

-

2,989

Table 25
Summary statistics for full dataset
Variable
Pct_Attendance_g5
Pct_Attendance_g6
Pct_Attendance_g7
Pct_Attendance_g8
Total_ISS_g5
Total_ISS_g6
Total_ISS_g7
Total_ISS_g8
Tot_OSS_g5
Tot_OSS_g6
Tot_OSS_g7
Tot_OSS_g8
SBELA_SUM07
SBELA_SUM08
SBMATH_SUM07
SBMATH_SUM08
Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
Tot_Cred_Earned_g8
Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
Tot_Cred_Failed_g8
Tot_Core_Earned_g7

n
4719
4843
4974
5149
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
3218
4552
3239
4528
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607

Off-Track
mean
sd
94.13
92.93
92.11
91.12
0.11
0.27
0.46
0.51
0.08
0.22
0.36
0.42
2469.77
2483.16
2443.36
2444.03
5.01
6.85
0.47
0.90
2.85

6.19
7.64
7.91
9.18
0.78
1.14
1.55
1.42
0.46
0.92
1.14
1.15
84.98
82.81
87.71
86.66
5.23
5.10
1.66
2.46
3.38

median
95.56
94.55
93.96
93.41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2464
2478
2446
2442
5.39
7
0
0
3
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n
30588
31159
31860
32415
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
30541
31646
30666
31556
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401

On-Track
mean
sd
96.30
96.17
95.95
95.81
0.03
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.05
2562.27
2586.79
2543.67
2566.54
7.99
8.61
0.10
0.09
4.09

3.88
4.01
4.33
4.68
0.48
0.46
0.54
0.46
0.22
0.32
0.40
0.36
93.66
94.82
100.16
110.42
4.11
4.21
0.70
0.57
2.47

median
97.22
97.22
96.72
96.70
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2569
2595
2549
2570
8
9
0
0
4

1,913

Table 25 (continued).
Variable
Tot_Core_Earned_g8
Tot_Core_Failed_g7
Tot_Core_Failed_g8
Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g8
Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
Tot_English_CredFailed_g8
Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g8
Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
Tot_Math_CredFailed_g8
Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g8
Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
Tot_Science_CredFailed_g8
Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g8
Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g8
Schoolmove_g6
Schoolmove_g7
Schoolmove_g8
Districtmove_g6
Districtmove_g7
Districtmove_g8
SpEdHrs_2012
SpEdHrs_2013
SpEdHrs_2014
SpEdHrs_2015
PctTWNDP_2012
PctTWNDP_2013
PctTWNDP_2014
PctTWNDP_2015
ELL
FRL
HighNeedsFlag
OnTimeFlag
SexCode
SpEd

n
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607
5607

Off-Track
mean sd
median
3.82 3.41
4
0.31 1.22
0
0.59 1.80
0
1.02 1.41
1
1.38 1.48
1
0.11 0.56
0
0.19 0.72
0
0.64 0.78
1
0.84 0.83
1
0.07 0.38
0
0.14 0.56
0
0.61 0.79
1
0.83 0.81
1
0.08 0.40
0
0.13 0.53
0
0.58 0.68
1
0.77 0.72
1
0.05 0.31
0
0.13 0.48
0
0.34 0.53
0
0.71 0.52
1
0.03 0.18
0
0.10 0.32
0
0.18 0.40
0
0.02 0.13
0
0.68 2.96
0
0.84 3.40
0
0.83 3.36
0
0.84 3.36
0
98.59 7.74
100
98.32 8.84
100
98.38 8.62
100
98.18 9.33
100
0.12 0.32
0
0.70 0.46
1
0.80 0.40
1
0.57 0.49
1
0.61 0.49
1
0.26 0.44
0
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n
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401
34401

On-Track
mean sd
4.15 2.06
0.06 0.53
0.05 0.44
1.29 1.04
1.28 0.87
0.02 0.23
0.02 0.20
0.95 0.58
0.96 0.52
0.01 0.17
0.02 0.19
0.94 0.58
0.97 0.52
0.01 0.18
0.01 0.13
0.91 0.53
0.95 0.50
0.01 0.16
0.01 0.13
0.05 0.23
0.92 0.31
0.01 0.09
0.03 0.17
0.18 0.39
0.01 0.07
0.78 3.30
0.88 3.55
0.88 3.59
0.87 3.54
98.44 8.14
98.33 8.59
98.32 8.74
98.21 9.24
0.03 0.18
0.30 0.46
0.38 0.49
0.92 0.27
0.50 0.50
0.13 0.33

median
4
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100
100
100
100
0
0
0
1
0
0

Appendix C: Classification Accuracy Measures for Part 1
Table 26
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 regularized logistic regression models for Sample
1 with 0.5 threshold
Over
0.892

Value by model
Lasso
Imb Under Over
0.890 0.890 0.892

Imb
0.892

Measure
AUC

Imb
0.887

Ridge
Under
0.889

Elastic Net
Under Over
0.888 0.891

TP
FN
FP
TN

305
474
53
5352

595
184
925
4480

593
186
883
4522

305
474
59
5346

597
182
954
4451

587
192
877
4528

318
461
66
5339

603
176
949
4456

590
189
873
4532

Accuracy
95% CI Lower
95% CI Upper

0.915
0.908
0.922

0.821
0.811
0.830

0.827
0.817
0.836

0.914
0.907
0.921

0.816
0.806
0.826

0.827
0.817
0.836

0.915
0.908
0.922

0.818
0.808
0.828

0.828
0.819
0.838

Balanced Accuracy
0.691 0.796 0.799 0.690 0.795 0.796 0.698 0.799 0.798
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall) 0.392 0.764 0.761 0.392 0.766 0.754 0.408 0.774 0.757
Specificity
0.990 0.829 0.837 0.989 0.823 0.838 0.988 0.824 0.838
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.010 0.171 0.163 0.011 0.177 0.162 0.012 0.176 0.162
PPV (Precision)
0.852 0.391 0.402 0.838 0.385 0.401 0.828 0.389 0.403
NPV
0.919 0.961 0.960 0.919 0.961 0.959 0.921 0.962 0.960
Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 0.126% of students in the sample were off-track)

Table 27
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 machine learning models for Sample 1 with 0.5
threshold
Value by model
Imb
0.722

CART
Under
0.851

Over
0.855

TP
FN
FP
TN

297
482
68
5337

617
162
1175
4230

596
183
1098
4307

337
442
56
5349

626
153
969
4436

393
386
164
5241

Accuracy
95% CI Lower
95% CI Upper

0.911
0.904
0.918

0.784
0.773
0.794

0.793
0.783
0.803

0.919
0.912
0.926

0.819
0.809
0.828

0.911
0.904
0.918

Measure
AUC

Random Forests
Imb
Under
Over
0.897
0.899
0.898

Balanced Accuracy
0.684
0.787
0.781
0.711
0.812
0.737
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
0.381
0.792
0.765
0.433
0.804
0.504
Specificity
0.987
0.783
0.797
0.990
0.821
0.970
FPR (1 – Specificity)
0.013
0.217
0.203
0.010
0.179
0.030
PPV (Precision)
0.814
0.344
0.352
0.858
0.392
0.706
NPV
0.917
0.963
0.959
0.924
0.967
0.931
Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 0.126% of students in the sample were off-track)
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Table 28
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 regularized logistic regression models for Sample
1 with optimal thresholds
Over
0.892

Value by model
Lasso
Imb Under Over
0.890 0.890 0.892

Imb
0.892

Measure
AUC

Imb
0.887

Ridge
Under
0.889

Elastic Net
Under Over
0.888 0.891

TP
FN
FP
TN

585
194
839
4566

574
205
725
4680

580
199
778
4627

576
203
796
4609

574
205
743
4662

628
151
1066
4339

568
211
711
4694

645
134
1159
4246

647
132
1213
4192

Accuracy
95% CI Lower
95% CI Upper

0.833
0.823
0.842

0.850
0.840
0.858

0.842
0.833
0.851

0.838
0.829
0.848

0.847
0.837
0.856

0.803
0.793
0.813

0.851
0.842
0.860

0.791
0.781
0.801

0.783
0.772
0.793

Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
Precision (PPV)
NPV

0.798
0.751
0.845
0.155
0.411
0.959

0.801
0.737
0.866
0.134
0.442
0.958

0.800
0.745
0.856
0.144
0.427
0.959

0.796
0.739
0.853
0.147
0.420
0.958

0.800
0.737
0.863
0.137
0.436
0.958

0.804
0.806
0.803
0.197
0.371
0.966

0.799
0.729
0.868
0.132
0.444
0.957

0.807
0.828
0.786
0.214
0.358
0.969

0.803
0.831
0.776
0.224
0.348
0.969

Threshold
0.865 0.450 0.471 0.856 0.439 0.559 0.846 0.570 0.599
Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 12.6% of students in the sample were off-track)

Table 29
Classification accuracy measures for Grade 8 machine learning models for Sample 1 with
optimal thresholds
Value by model
Imb
0.722

CART
Under
0.851

Over
0.855

TP
FN
FP
TN

374
405
288
5117

617
162
1175
4230

596
183
1098
4307

582
197
748
4657

630
149
993
4412

638
141
1055
4350

Accuracy
95% CI Lower
95% CI Upper

0.888
0.880
0.896

0.784
0.773
0.794

0.793
0.783
0.803

0.847
0.838
0.856

0.815
0.805
0.825

0.807
0.797
0.816

Balanced Accuracy
Sensitivity (TPR or Recall)
Specificity
FPR (1 – Specificity)
PPV (Precision)
NPV

0.713
0.480
0.947
0.053
0.565
0.927

0.787
0.792
0.783
0.217
0.344
0.963

0.781
0.765
0.797
0.203
0.352
0.959

0.804
0.747
0.862
0.138
0.438
0.959

0.813
0.809
0.816
0.184
0.388
0.967

0.812
0.819
0.805
0.195
0.377
0.969

Measure
AUC

Random Forest
Imb
Under
Over
0.897
0.899
0.898

Threshold
0.844
0.485
0.514
0.831
0.505
0.809
Note. The Prevalence was 0.126 for all models (i.e., 0.126% of students in the sample were off-track)
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Appendix D: R output for Ridge Grade 8 model trained using oversampled training
Sample 1
Ridge Grade 8 Oversampled Training Sample 1:
177.19 sec elapsed
196 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-0.2254958514
SexCodeM
-0.2406933392
SpEd1
-0.1853152394
FRL_TYPEFree
-0.4268506305
FRL_TYPEReduced
-0.3108701788
ELL1
0.1397149256
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-0.1972144704
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
0.6203312736
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-0.1205557822
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-0.2036861928
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -0.0710748339
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-0.3635387220
SBELA07Flag1
0.5851067090
SBMATH07Flag1
0.6099350389
SBELA08Flag1
-0.0533313609
SBMATH08Flag1
0.0023768761
SchoolGradesType_20146-12 School
0.0395875560
SchoolGradesType_2014Elementary
0.1973879275
SchoolGradesType_2014High
-0.4344723175
SchoolOrgType_2014Endowed and Incorporated Acade
0.7290880565
SchoolOrgType_2014Public Charter Schools
0.1287636530
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Education Service Cen
0.2408001060
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Schools
0.3136943580
IndexCategorySch_20144
0.0780987227
IndexCategorySch_20145
0.0985489670
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS ELA
-0.2059945863
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS MATH
0.3698431009
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS SCIENCE
0.1691120306
IndexSupClassifSch_2014TURNAROUND
0.0687012471
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201201
0.3772239155
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201202
0.8261554114
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201203
0.3481534401
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201204
-0.0262653432
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201205
-0.0780082088
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201206
-0.9451705618
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201207
0.1890261087
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201208
0.0381520943
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201209
1.2620189018
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201210
-0.1286197136
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201211
0.8945627851
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201212
0.0698343593
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20127A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20128A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201301
-0.0039288150
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201302
0.8256042537
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201303
-0.0896648162
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201304
-0.0288753621
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PrimaryDisabilityCode_201305
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201306
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201307
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201308
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201309
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201310
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201311
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201312
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20137A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20138A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
OnTimeFlag1
z.EnrollCntDist_2014
z.AbsPctDist_2014
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014
z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014
z.PctMinorityDist_2014
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014
z.PctNHQClassesDist_2014
z.AcctOutcomeRateDist_2014
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
z.mathDPIDist_2014
z.sciDPIDist_2014
z.EnrollCntSch_2014
z.AbsPctSch_2014
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014
z.PctMinoritySch_2014
z.PctPovertySch_2014

0.1557625458
-0.1055670016
-0.2686931784
0.1215568062
0.1949828277
0.2118640724
0.8938114798
0.3817787228
.
.
0.6394479724
0.8253709928
0.1981856451
-0.0271998110
-0.3578184942
-0.8206002768
0.2821780619
0.0618723390
0.2814736093
0.4231441684
0.8934796917
0.0197327161
.
.
-0.4790808831
-0.6403568068
-0.2064791024
-0.7446047924
0.2346460202
-0.0572391765
-0.5870482586
-0.0165826268
-0.6759228917
-0.7373598327
-0.5400760280
0.3626764313
-0.0077249985
-0.0704812178
-0.1576992863
-0.3831104625
0.3464062319
0.0084798725
0.0807779251
0.0644570159
-0.0623518578
0.0057009394
-0.0284483830
-0.0270046968
0.0417513554
0.0706872050
0.0359014097
0.0101554462
-0.0610670301
0.0126221130
-0.0643336188
-0.0433315059
-0.0524054736
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z.PctNHQClassesSch_2014
z.elaSPISch_2014
z.mathSPISch_2014
z.sciSPISch_2014
z.IndexSch_2014
z.Repeat_G5
z.Repeat_G6
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g5
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g5
z.Tot_OSS_g5
z.Total_ISS_g6
z.Tot_OSS_g6
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g7
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g7
z.Schoolmove_g6
z.Districtmove_g6
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2012
z.PctTWNDP_2013
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2012
z.SpEdHrs_2013
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12

0.0506216366
0.0222163901
0.0249146788
-0.0148902858
0.0037037232
0.0142132105
-0.0224743128
-0.0044501355
0.0777930470
0.1210616115
0.1212392400
-0.0335569884
-0.0299903743
-0.0284646608
-0.0359435536
-0.0511346967
-0.0361344652
0.3283905929
0.3244559690
-0.0483734043
-0.0308108804
-0.0332997076
-0.0049397865
-0.1226914555
0.0468720329
0.0384108713
0.0618613883
-0.0599392350
-0.0057947765
-0.0233349163
0.0812343921
-0.0206303354
-0.0071665534
0.0209942322
0.0240984943
0.0102929438
0.0071415132
0.0163934194
-0.0324475389
-0.0005118742
0.0283378106
-0.0108318442
-0.0129263059
-0.0074539845
0.0227838533
0.0201183357
0.0037231860
0.0286980056
0.0046544047
0.0014847510
0.0285073403
0.0294526114
0.0662812002
0.0112266931
0.0039154670
-0.0058124627
-0.0226691655
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z.count_7A
z.hours_7A
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 593 883
1 186 4522
[1] 0.8271345
An object of class "performance"

0.0113904565
0.0202845535
0.0132542702
0.0008462225
0.0737459569
-0.0764371820
0.0584614593
-0.0026650153
0.1389670904
0.1429837465
-0.0058494709
0.0102232021
-0.0078425427
0.0045339808
-0.0035549422
0.0247396658
0.0070236303
-0.0105161636
-0.0347560398
-0.0128780718
0.0855293544
0.1360350214
0.0322232946
-0.0068648061
0.0195586485
-0.0093176553
0.0504340552
0.1139237652
0.0300011516
0.0108456717
0.0272752522
0.0106246088
-0.0119910352
0.0485098548
0.0360390800

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8917044
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Appendix E: R output for Lasso Grade 8 model trained using oversampled training Sample
1
Lasso Grade 8 Oversampled Training Sample 1:
189.18 sec elapsed
196 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-2.230858e-01
SexCodeM
-2.991963e-01
SpEd1
-1.295487e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-5.448998e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-4.350512e-01
ELL1
3.073139e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-5.496942e-02
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
8.025097e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-8.324437e-02
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-1.941153e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander .
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-4.597053e-01
SBELA07Flag1
5.325038e-01
SBMATH07Flag1
1.065707e+00
SBELA08Flag1
-2.632145e-01
SBMATH08Flag1
.
SchoolGradesType_20146-12 School
-1.331510e-01
SchoolGradesType_2014Elementary
2.680495e-01
SchoolGradesType_2014High
-7.782440e-01
SchoolOrgType_2014Endowed and Incorporated Acade
1.007310e+00
SchoolOrgType_2014Public Charter Schools
2.614121e-01
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Education Service Cen
3.915558e-01
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Schools
4.687321e-01
IndexCategorySch_20144
.
IndexCategorySch_20145
7.711834e-02
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS ELA
-1.084423e-01
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS MATH
5.353778e-01
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS SCIENCE
1.739909e-01
IndexSupClassifSch_2014TURNAROUND
1.602919e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201201
5.944500e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201202
3.300194e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201203
8.016313e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201204
-2.733965e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201205
-7.254962e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201206
-2.429174e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201207
1.519154e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201208
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201209
1.813475e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201210
-2.680265e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201211
2.849024e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201212
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20127A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20128A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201301
-4.403018e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201302
3.827470e-03
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201303
-3.672074e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201304
-1.715118e-03
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PrimaryDisabilityCode_201305
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201306
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201307
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201308
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201309
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201310
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201311
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201312
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20137A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20138A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
OnTimeFlag1
z.EnrollCntDist_2014
z.AbsPctDist_2014
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014
z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014
z.PctMinorityDist_2014
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014
z.PctNHQClassesDist_2014
z.AcctOutcomeRateDist_2014
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
z.mathDPIDist_2014
z.sciDPIDist_2014
z.EnrollCntSch_2014
z.AbsPctSch_2014
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014
z.PctMinoritySch_2014
z.PctPovertySch_2014

2.639518e-01
.
-9.869669e-01
.
.
.
.
1.019458e+00
.
.
1.910770e+00
7.287582e-04
6.250223e-01
-1.132169e-04
-5.724441e-01
-1.085545e+00
.
.
3.532291e-01
9.311661e-01
3.597920e-03
.
.
.
-1.070553e+00
-4.243809e-01
.
-1.100470e+00
2.276579e-02
.
-3.606460e-01
1.177527e-01
-4.043116e-01
-5.653889e-01
-3.929685e-01
6.541529e-01
1.868624e-01
5.078466e-01
2.505193e-01
.
3.494460e-01
.
2.556681e-01
1.634044e-01
-2.771251e-01
2.026551e-01
1.532131e-01
-1.891776e-01
1.403188e-01
3.875095e-01
-1.495887e-03
-2.614873e-01
-7.721540e-02
-1.643230e-02
-1.634055e-01
-2.246981e-01
.
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z.PctNHQClassesSch_2014
z.elaSPISch_2014
z.mathSPISch_2014
z.sciSPISch_2014
z.IndexSch_2014
z.Repeat_G5
z.Repeat_G6
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g5
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g5
z.Tot_OSS_g5
z.Total_ISS_g6
z.Tot_OSS_g6
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g7
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g7
z.Schoolmove_g6
z.Districtmove_g6
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2012
z.PctTWNDP_2013
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2012
z.SpEdHrs_2013
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12

1.982883e-01
-9.099782e-02
-1.969324e-02
-5.357509e-02
.
1.768173e-02
-3.092536e-02
.
7.724773e-02
1.465977e-01
1.464587e-01
-5.022784e-02
-3.110362e-02
-1.400210e-02
-3.962356e-02
-6.147312e-02
-3.249407e-02
4.054902e-01
4.344899e-01
.
-7.130977e-02
-2.684255e-02
.
-2.343196e-01
1.397615e-01
-3.051422e-03
8.302237e-02
-8.380182e-02
.
-3.369722e-02
1.612339e-01
-7.173413e-02
-8.329355e-03
.
.
.
.
.
-6.115994e-02
-1.921172e-03
5.048412e-02
.
-2.187757e-02
.
3.824901e-02
1.146451e-01
.
1.096869e-01
.
.
2.986265e-02
.
1.086326e-01
.
.
-3.059813e-02
-4.057503e-02
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z.count_7A
z.hours_7A
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 587 877
1 192 4528
[1] 0.8271345
An object of class "performance"

1.284532e-02
2.399112e-02
.
9.419404e-02
2.092796e-01
-2.019251e-01
.
.
2.114688e-01
3.575809e-01
-2.706724e-02
6.433792e-02
.
.
-6.466420e-02
-8.520902e-02
.
1.506414e-02
-8.311417e-02
.
3.655601e-02
7.606073e-02
5.372480e-02
.
.
.
1.221444e-01
2.515391e-01
.
4.083985e-02
1.526136e-02
4.439267e-05
-2.580377e-02
.
.

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8915743
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Appendix F: R output for Elastic Net Grade 8 model trained using oversampled training
Sample 1
Elastic Net Grade 8 Oversampled Training Sample 1:
Run 1: 487.75 sec elapsed
196 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-0.2025109958
SexCodeM
-0.3026230819
SpEd1
-0.1391644831
FRL_TYPEFree
-0.5415469776
FRL_TYPEReduced
-0.4654946267
ELL1
0.3234238362
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-0.0734262527
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
0.8090673773
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-0.1026567526
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-0.2006995396
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -0.0366710520
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-0.4837438345
SBELA07Flag1
0.5208446154
SBMATH07Flag1
1.1116291324
SBELA08Flag1
-0.2941221512
SBMATH08Flag1
.
SchoolGradesType_20146-12 School
-0.2409293471
SchoolGradesType_2014Elementary
0.2444561967
SchoolGradesType_2014High
-0.9171071104
SchoolOrgType_2014Endowed and Incorporated Acade
1.2945669770
SchoolOrgType_2014Public Charter Schools
0.0485673577
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Education Service Cen
0.5051635616
SchoolOrgType_2014Regional Schools
0.5745384232
IndexCategorySch_20144
.
IndexCategorySch_20145
0.0174868504
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS ELA
-0.0824276391
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS MATH
0.5352067186
IndexSupClassifSch_2014FOCUS SCIENCE
0.2298315008
IndexSupClassifSch_2014TURNAROUND
0.1894629535
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201201
0.9037690098
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201202
4.5390354406
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201203
0.9774612693
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201204
-0.3261895595
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201205
-0.5647495762
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201206
-5.0283620714
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201207
0.2117208908
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201208
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201209
2.6932160338
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201210
-0.5335883557
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201211
4.0668975403
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201212
0.1576156372
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20127A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20128A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201301
-1.4453360446
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201302
0.0125461922
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201303
-0.6683133145
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201304
-0.0010730770
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PrimaryDisabilityCode_201305
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201306
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201307
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201308
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201309
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201310
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201311
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201312
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20137A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20138A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
OnTimeFlag1
z.EnrollCntDist_2014
z.AbsPctDist_2014
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014
z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014
z.PctMinorityDist_2014
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014
z.PctNHQClassesDist_2014
z.AcctOutcomeRateDist_2014
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
z.mathDPIDist_2014
z.sciDPIDist_2014
z.EnrollCntSch_2014
z.AbsPctSch_2014
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014
z.PctMinoritySch_2014
z.PctPovertySch_2014

0.9491143916
.
-1.8816965154
.
.
0.0976205584
0.0005968757
1.6828230728
.
.
3.2272184663
.
0.9234697597
-0.0014136495
-0.6304273267
-1.1863283693
.
.
2.0978187001
1.1384506670
0.0070916594
0.7814992145
.
.
-1.1431931536
-0.4712954876
-0.0790817616
-1.2364168649
0.0465495067
-0.2104667681
-0.2915625470
0.2913106792
-0.4686969106
-0.6070967244
-0.3786017088
0.9067194075
0.1970845029
0.7716755810
0.5265116872
.
0.3462684492
-0.0292026073
0.3120875103
0.1839532943
-1.1434072940
0.3471700075
0.9497624651
-0.2408642669
0.3566540300
0.7020789194
-0.3702453733
-0.4078181297
-0.0711616476
-0.0390390633
-0.0505176092
-0.2979290846
-0.1349646294
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z.PctNHQClassesSch_2014
z.elaSPISch_2014
z.mathSPISch_2014
z.sciSPISch_2014
z.IndexSch_2014
z.Repeat_G5
z.Repeat_G6
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g5
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g5
z.Tot_OSS_g5
z.Total_ISS_g6
z.Tot_OSS_g6
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g7
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g7
z.Schoolmove_g6
z.Districtmove_g6
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2012
z.PctTWNDP_2013
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2012
z.SpEdHrs_2013
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12

0.2575088602
-0.2093453000
.
-0.0302371751
0.0050202816
0.0193674691
-0.0339919328
0.0033543896
0.0785583238
0.1523868182
0.1474930344
-0.0512487303
-0.0330780710
-0.0184533909
-0.0358241949
-0.0655713816
-0.0321922528
0.4075657536
0.4432405480
.
-0.0838164638
-0.0111549728
.
-0.2494829804
0.1529364410
-0.0232151320
0.0893082030
-0.0977101661
0.0170357030
-0.0532512602
0.1763806881
-0.0937021603
-0.0287096297
-0.0252151930
.
.
.
.
-0.0673253766
-0.0088576692
0.1541201059
.
-0.0257045838
.
0.0674905252
0.1887625815
-0.0034132484
0.1271639065
.
-0.1758889021
0.0913533053
.
0.1182641001
.
.
-0.2179894878
-0.0249316327
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z.count_7A
z.hours_7A
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 590 873
1 189 4532
[1] 0.8282665
An object of class "performance"

0.0108900248
0.0287395296
.
0.0657828094
0.2337452013
-0.2242243085
.
.
0.2395996750
0.4936694287
-0.0479973512
0.1048954290
.
-0.0027231591
-0.0858460586
-0.1630408192
.
0.0417966198
-0.1097322764
.
0.0245789683
0.0187283472
0.0836192131
.
.
-0.0010447950
0.2257115232
0.2642684921
.
0.0541743743
0.0113277255
.
-0.0366764970
-0.0376030504
.

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8911772
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Appendix G: R output for CART Grade 8 model trained using oversampled training
Sample 1
CART Grade 8 Oversampled Training Sample 1:
12.83 sec elapsed
Classification tree:
Variables actually used in tree construction:
FRL_TYPE
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
Root node error: 21622/43244 = 0.5
n= 43244
1
2
3
4
5

CP nsplit rel error
0.4387661
0
1.00000
0.0493016
1
0.56123
0.0263466
2
0.51193
0.0072611
5
0.43289
0.0050000
7
0.41837

xerror
1.01572
0.56549
0.51198
0.43793
0.41860

xstd
0.0048082
0.0043311
0.0041973
0.0039773
0.0039125

Call:
rpart(formula = OnTrackFlag ~ ., data = train.cart,
control = rpart.control(minsplit = 2, minbucket = 7, cp = 0.005))

1
2
3
4
5

CP nsplit rel error
xerror
xstd
0.438766072
0 1.0000000 1.0157247 0.004808209
0.049301637
1 0.5612339 0.5654889 0.004331128
0.026346622
2 0.5119323 0.5119785 0.004197276
0.007261123
5 0.4328924 0.4379336 0.003977324
0.005000000
7 0.4183702 0.4186014 0.003912534

Variable importance
z.SBELA_SUM07

13

z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7

8

z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7

8

z.SBMATH_SUM07

8

SBMATH07Flag

6

z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7

6

z.elaDPIDistr_2014

6

SBELA07Flag

6

z.mathDPIDist_2014

5

z.IndexSch_2014

4

z.elaSPISch_2014

4

z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7

3
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z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7

3

z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7

2

z.PctPovertyDistr_2014

2

z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7

2

FRL_TYPE

2

z.sciDPIDist_2014

2

z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014

2

Core_Failed_Flag_g7

2

z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7

2

CoreCoursesFailed_g7

2

z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014

2

z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7

1

Node number 1: 43244 observations,
complexity param=0.4387661
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.5 P(node) =1
class counts: 21622 21622
probabilities: 0.500 0.500
left son=2 (25175 obs) right son=3 (18069 obs)
Primary splits:
z.SBELA_SUM07
< -0.1653375 to the left, improve=4278.091,
(0 missing)
z.SBMATH_SUM07
< -0.03796899 to the left, improve=4257.998,
(0 missing)
FRL_TYPE
splits as RLL, improve=3781.470, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
< -2.063646
to the left, improve=3753.224,
(0 missing)
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7 < -1.971649
to the left, improve=3753.224,
(0 missing)
Surrogate splits:
z.SBMATH_SUM07
< -0.07635976 to the left, agree=0.825, adj=0.582,
(0 split)
z.elaSPISch_2014
< 0.2585362
to the left, agree=0.696, adj=0.271,
(0 split)
z.elaDPIDistr_2014 < 0.1036142
to the left, agree=0.693, adj=0.264,
(0 split)
z.IndexSch_2014
< 0.3029293
to the left, agree=0.692, adj=0.264,
(0 split)
z.mathDPIDist_2014 < 0.2479581
to the left, agree=0.692, adj=0.263,
(0 split)
Node number 2: 25175 observations,
complexity param=0.02634662
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.3115789 P(node) =0.5821617
class counts: 17331 7844
probabilities: 0.688 0.312
left son=4 (5609 obs) right son=5 (19566 obs)
Primary splits:
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
< -2.063646
to the left,
298.966, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
< -1.971649
to the left,
298.966, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
< -1.465506
to the left,
242.229, (0 missing)
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improve=1
improve=1
improve=1

z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
< -1.496466
to the left, improve=1
223.537, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7 < -1.378784
to the left, improve=1
201.378, (0 missing)
Surrogate splits:
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
< -1.971649
to the left, agree=1.000, a
dj=1.000, (0 split)
SBELA07Flag
splits as LR, agree=0.975, adj=0.886, (0
split)
SBMATH07Flag
splits as LR, agree=0.974, adj=0.883, (0
split)
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
< -1.632528
to the left, agree=0.971, a
dj=0.870, (0 split)
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7 < -1.192396
to the left, agree=0.944, a
dj=0.747, (0 split)
Node number 3: 18069 observations,
complexity param=0.04930164
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.2374786 P(node) =0.4178383
class counts: 4291 13778
probabilities: 0.237 0.763
left son=6 (1156 obs) right son=7 (16913 obs)
Primary splits:
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
< -2.063646
to the left, improve=1293.2
76, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
< -1.971649
to the left, improve=1293.2
76, (0 missing)
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7 < -1.138102
to the left, improve=1051.2
93, (0 missing)
SBMATH07Flag
splits as LR, improve=1036.222, (0 missin
g)
SBELA07Flag
splits as LR, improve=1031.267, (0 missin
g)
Surrogate splits:
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
< -1.971649
to the left, agree=1.000, a
dj=1.000, (0 split)
SBELA07Flag
splits as LR, agree=0.981, adj=0.700, (0
split)
SBMATH07Flag
splits as LR, agree=0.981, adj=0.698, (0
split)
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
< -1.632528
to the left, agree=0.979, a
dj=0.664, (0 split)
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7 < -1.465506
to the left, agree=0.965, a
dj=0.457, (0 split)
Node number 4: 5609 observations
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.01158852
class counts: 5544
65
probabilities: 0.988 0.012

P(node) =0.1297059

Node number 5: 19566 observations,
complexity param=0.02634662
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.3975774 P(node) =0.4524558
class counts: 11787 7779
probabilities: 0.602 0.398
left son=10 (4886 obs) right son=11 (14680 obs)
Primary splits:
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7 < 0.2310028
to the right, improve=737.3705, (0
missing)
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FRL_TYPE
splits as RLL, improve=684.9864, (0 missing)
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014 < 0.2369896
to the left, improve=673.4291, (0
missing)
z.PctPovertySch_2014 < 0.05311798 to the right, improve=669.7105, (0
missing)
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
< -0.1892327 to the left, improve=668.3868, (0
missing)
Surrogate splits:
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
splits as RL, agree=0.928, adj=0.713, (0 s
plit)
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
splits as RLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL, agree=0.928, a
dj=0.713, (0 split)
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
< 0.2171162
to the right, agree=0.928, ad
j=0.713, (0 split)
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
< 0.2188447
to the right, agree=0.928, ad
j=0.712, (0 split)
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7 < 0.6948323
to the right, agree=0.830, ad
j=0.318, (0 split)
Node number 6: 1156 observations
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.03892734
class counts: 1111
45
probabilities: 0.961 0.039

P(node) =0.02673203

Node number 7: 16913 observations,
complexity param=0.007261123
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.188021 P(node) =0.3911063
class counts: 3180 13733
probabilities: 0.188 0.812
left son=14 (4356 obs) right son=15 (12557 obs)
Primary splits:
FRL_TYPE
splits as RLL, improve=537.1435, (0 missing)
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7 < 0.09647304 to the right, improve=483.6590, (0
missing)
z.SBMATH_SUM07
< 0.182778
to the left, improve=467.2070, (0
missing)
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014 < 0.07347514 to the left, improve=419.6327, (0
missing)
z.sciSPISch_2014
< -1.766903
to the left, improve=380.0355, (0
missing)
Surrogate splits:
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014 < 1.038036
to the right, agree=0.799, adj=0.2
21, (0 split)
z.PctPovertySch_2014
< 0.9236897
to the right, agree=0.799, adj=0.2
21, (0 split)
z.sciDPIDist_2014
< -0.9883957 to the left, agree=0.796, adj=0.2
07, (0 split)
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
< -0.9164244 to the left, agree=0.795, adj=0.2
05, (0 split)
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014 < 0.8492403
to the right, agree=0.795, adj=0.2
04, (0 split)
Node number 10: 4886 observations
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.1596398
class counts: 4106
780
probabilities: 0.840 0.160
Node number 11: 14680 observations,

P(node) =0.1129868

complexity param=0.02634662
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predicted class=0 expected loss=0.4767711 P(node) =0.3394691
class counts: 7681 6999
probabilities: 0.523 0.477
left son=22 (9359 obs) right son=23 (5321 obs)
Primary splits:
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
< -0.1892327 to the left, improve=564.0280, (0
missing)
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014 < 0.2369896
to the left, improve=555.4021, (0
missing)
z.PctPovertySch_2014 < 0.05311798 to the right, improve=545.2758, (0
missing)
z.PctMinoritySch_2014 < -0.3019754 to the right, improve=533.1947, (0
missing)
z.mathDPIDist_2014
< -0.1457085 to the left, improve=526.6467, (0
missing)
Surrogate splits:
z.mathDPIDist_2014
< -0.1457085 to the left, agree=0.966, adj=0.
905, (0 split)
z.sciDPIDist_2014
< -0.04524144 to the left, agree=0.957, adj=0.
881, (0 split)
z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014 < 0.04773276 to the right, agree=0.951, adj=0.
864, (0 split)
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014 < 0.2520371
to the right, agree=0.940, adj=0.
833, (0 split)
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014 < 0.01325095 to the right, agree=0.938, adj=0.
830, (0 split)
Node number 14: 4356 observations,
complexity param=0.007261123
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.4019743 P(node) =0.1007307
class counts: 1751 2605
probabilities: 0.402 0.598
left son=28 (614 obs) right son=29 (3742 obs)
Primary splits:
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
< 0.09647304 to the right, improve=178.8614,
(0 missing)
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7 < 0.9371163
to the right, improve=135.7226,
(0 missing)
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
< 0.9330578
to the right, improve=134.7092,
(0 missing)
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
splits as RL, improve=133.7025, (0 missing)
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
splits as RLLLL-LLLLLLLLLL, improve=133.7025
, (0 missing)
Surrogate splits:
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
splits as RL, agree=0.949, adj=0.638, (0 s
plit)
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
splits as RLLLL-LLLLLLLLLL, agree=0.949, a
dj=0.638, (0 split)
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
< 0.2171162
to the right, agree=0.949, ad
j=0.638, (0 split)
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
< 0.2188447
to the right, agree=0.949, ad
j=0.637, (0 split)
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7 < 0.6948323
to the right, agree=0.907, ad
j=0.337, (0 split)
Node number 15: 12557 observations
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.1138011
class counts: 1429 11128
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P(node) =0.2903755

probabilities: 0.114 0.886
Node number 22: 9359 observations
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.372262
class counts: 5875 3484
probabilities: 0.628 0.372
Node number 23: 5321 observations
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.3394099
class counts: 1806 3515
probabilities: 0.339 0.661
Node number 28: 614 observations
predicted class=0 expected loss=0.2442997
class counts:
464
150
probabilities: 0.756 0.244
Node number 29: 3742 observations
predicted class=1 expected loss=0.3439337
class counts: 1287 2455
probabilities: 0.344 0.656

P(node) =0.2164231

P(node) =0.123046

P(node) =0.0141985

P(node) =0.08653224

n= 43244
node), split, n, loss, yval, (yprob)
* denotes terminal node
1) root 43244 21622 0 (0.50000000 0.50000000)
2) z.SBELA_SUM07< -0.1653375 25175 7844 0 (0.68842105 0.31157895)
4) z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7< -2.063646 5609
65 0 (0.98841148 0.01158852)
*
5) z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7>=-2.063646 19566 7779 0 (0.60242257 0.39757743)
10) z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7>=0.2310028 4886
780 0 (0.84036021 0.15963979
) *
11) z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7< 0.2310028 14680 6999 0 (0.52322888 0.4767711
2)
22) z.elaDPIDistr_2014< -0.1892327 9359 3484 0 (0.62773801 0.3722619
9) *
23) z.elaDPIDistr_2014>=-0.1892327 5321 1806 1 (0.33940989 0.6605901
1) *
3) z.SBELA_SUM07>=-0.1653375 18069 4291 1 (0.23747855 0.76252145)
6) z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7< -2.063646 1156
45 0 (0.96107266 0.03892734)
*
7) z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7>=-2.063646 16913 3180 1 (0.18802105 0.81197895)
14) FRL_TYPE=Free,Reduced 4356 1751 1 (0.40197429 0.59802571)
28) z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7>=0.09647304 614
150 0 (0.75570033 0.244299
67) *
29) z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7< 0.09647304 3742 1287 1 (0.34393373 0.65606
627) *
15) FRL_TYPE=No 12557 1429 1 (0.11380107 0.88619893) *
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_
Earned_g7
z.SBMATH_SUM07
SBELA07Flag
4278.0915
2592.2420
2592.2420
2489.3383
2056.0519
SBMATH07Flag
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.elaDPID
istr_2014
z.mathDPIDist_2014
z.elaSPISch_2014
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2049.4143

1989.5720
1637.9439
1160.6179
z.IndexSch_2014 z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_
Failed_g7
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
1128.8915
969.8820
916.2319
639.6775
639.6775
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.sciDPI
Dist_2014 z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014
639.6775
638.7825
608.1564
590.7006
586.9350
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014
FRL_TYPE
z.PctHighNeeds
Dist_2014 z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.PctPovertySch_2014
579.8586
537.1435
487.4957
294.6711
118.6254
An object of class "performance"
1804.5802

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8554057
true
pred
0
1
0 596 1098
1 183 4307
[1] 0.7928525
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Appendix H: R output for Random Forests Grade 8 model trained using oversampled
training Sample 1
Random Forest Grade 8 Oversampled Training Sample 1:
323.65 sec elapsed
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 11
OOB estimate of error rate: 1.66%
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 21616
6 0.0002774951
1
711 20911 0.0328831745
MeanDecreaseGini
SexCode
139.35
SpEd
78.17
FRL_TYPE
689.22
ELL
21.16
RaceEthnReportingText
360.17
SchoolGradesType_2014
38.03
SchoolOrgType_2014
16.72
IndexCategorySch_2014
34.55
IndexSupClassifSch_2014
64.38
SBELA07Flag
183.64
SBMATH07Flag
179.25
SBELA08Flag
16.37
SBMATH08Flag
18.07
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2012
87.93
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2013
91.32
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2014
92.82
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
126.91
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
169.94
OnTimeFlag
139.61
z.EnrollCntDist_2014
154.85
z.AbsPctDist_2014
186.62
z.Grad4YrPctDist_2014
382.10
z.PctHighNeedsDist_2014
415.67
z.PctMinorityDist_2014
203.70
z.PctPovertyDistr_2014
341.70
z.PctNHQClassesDist_2014
105.55
z.AcctOutcomeRateDist_2014
244.98
z.elaDPIDistr_2014
390.88
z.mathDPIDist_2014
298.55
z.sciDPIDist_2014
309.73
z.EnrollCntSch_2014
229.15
z.AbsPctSch_2014
240.09
z.PctHighNeedsSch_2014
422.13
z.PctMinoritySch_2014
286.43
z.PctPovertySch_2014
452.62
z.PctNHQClassesSch_2014
74.91
z.elaSPISch_2014
281.59
z.mathSPISch_2014
338.28
z.sciSPISch_2014
373.33
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z.IndexSch_2014
z.Repeat_G5
z.Repeat_G6
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g5
z.Pct_Attendance_g6
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g5
z.Tot_OSS_g5
z.Total_ISS_g6
z.Tot_OSS_g6
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g6
z.Total_Schoolmove_Through_End_g7
z.Total_Districtmove_Through_End_g7
z.Schoolmove_g6
z.Districtmove_g6
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2012
z.PctTWNDP_2013
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2012
z.SpEdHrs_2013
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.count_7A
z.hours_7A
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7

279.93
2.99
4.05
8.01
617.61
750.62
739.47
65.05
43.27
105.01
61.34
143.93
92.73
1685.81
1587.20
197.06
118.92
209.69
173.34
132.97
27.93
90.77
118.08
68.11
61.89
63.31
71.04
70.21
70.07
1.99
2.37
0.08
0.06
11.92
16.45
0.15
0.12
7.88
9.72
0.43
0.36
4.39
5.58
22.65
47.10
2.91
3.09
6.99
6.98
0.01
0.03
13.86
17.94
0.45
0.66
364.40
154.57
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z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
An object of class "performance"

767.94
301.54
825.71
152.58
51.55
25.46
347.56
24.72
141.33
24.06
10.89
5.63
371.74
35.01
113.24
31.05
21.19
12.67
414.28
15.09
112.31
14.68
0.08
5.64
268.78
10.10
102.53
8.57
1.07
3.59
27.98

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8977782
true
pred
0
1
0 394 165
1 385 5240
[1] 0.9110608
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Appendix I: ROC Curve Comparisons for Part 1 Undersampled
ROC Curves for Grade 8 Undersampled Sample 1

Ridge (AUC 0.889)
Lasso (AUC 0.890)
Elastic Net (AUC 0.888)
CART (AUC 0.851)
Random Forests (AUC 0.899)

Figure 26. ROC Curve Comparison for models trained using undersampled training Sample 1
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Appendix J: Correlation matrix and related plots for Part 2

Figure 27. Correlation and related plots for OnTrackFlag and SBAC scale scores for Sample 2
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Figure 28. Correlation matrix for Sample 2
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Appendix K: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample
1 in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 80.31 sec elapsed
113 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-6.406073e-01
SexCodeM
-3.780347e-01
SpEd1
-1.004621e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-6.291077e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-4.686049e-01
ELL1
4.358744e-01
IsAlliance1
-5.270925e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-4.141163e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
1.021564e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-2.194850e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-2.618096e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -1.136011e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-4.782137e-01
SBELA07Flag1
1.158573e-01
SBMATH07Flag1
1.811588e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
1.347723e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
3.718215e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
1.277736e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
-2.912649e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
-9.706158e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
-2.860495e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
4.021864e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
1.348350e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
6.999368e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
3.813147e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
.
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-9.358337e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-2.080593e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-1.898058e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
5.001444e-03
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
3.291350e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
-4.504146e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
-5.172160e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-4.983213e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-3.208949e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
-2.874336e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
8.457649e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
8.357549e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
4.120252e-02
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
2.629361e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
-3.381380e-01
OnTimeFlag1
4.869076e-01
z.Repeat_G7
-1.469781e-02
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
2.235546e-01
z.Total_ISS_g7
-1.175743e-01
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z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7

-5.259567e-03
3.806548e-01
3.704105e-01
4.419067e-02
9.844669e-03
-3.261746e-02
3.044059e-02
.
1.031653e-01
4.068523e-04
.
.
1.869203e-02
.
4.188745e-02
-3.255197e-04
3.311396e-02
-1.001767e-05
2.534964e-02
.
5.010616e-02
2.920818e-03
-3.702080e-02
2.673121e-04
2.575443e-02
7.413541e-05
2.001242e-01
.
1.403778e-03
.
-5.021146e-03
.
4.740748e-03
1.470672e-01
-2.363038e-01
.
1.134833e-01
3.018513e-01
6.641616e-02
-2.339374e-02
.
.
1.947069e-02
-1.054070e-01
-3.200968e-02
1.390702e-02
.
.
.
-2.346844e-02
2.373407e-01
9.930712e-03
1.338081e-02
.
.
1.447483e-01
9.918345e-02
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z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 770 1201
1 222 5166
[1] 0.8066313

.
.
6.858463e-03
1.677529e-02
-2.393181e-02
-1.028124e-02
1.254451e-01

An object of class "performance"
Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8828386
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Random Forest Grade 8: 231.14 sec elapsed
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 8
OOB estimate of error rate: 5.05%
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 24711
759 0.02979976
1 1811 23659 0.07110326
MeanDecreaseGini
SexCode
220.32
SpEd
170.09
FRL_TYPE
995.83
ELL
58.80
IsAlliance
649.74
RaceEthnReportingText
935.57
SBELA07Flag
326.30
SBMATH07Flag
381.63
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2014
199.61
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
177.00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
260.69
OnTimeFlag
315.19
z.Repeat_G7
23.56
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1382.09
z.Total_ISS_g7
358.12
z.Tot_OSS_g7
236.30
z.SBELA_SUM07
2154.54
z.SBMATH_SUM07
2347.16
z.Schoolmove_g7
196.68
z.Districtmove_g7
252.44
z.PctTWNDP_2014
175.99
z.SpEdHrs_2014
188.07
z.count_01
4.97
z.hours_01
7.62
z.count_02
0.39
z.hours_02
0.48
z.count_03
14.56
z.hours_03
30.33
z.count_04
0.44
z.hours_04
0.44
z.count_05
10.24
z.hours_05
17.54
z.count_06
1.92
z.hours_06
1.78
z.count_07
9.91
z.hours_07
17.17
z.count_08
34.64
z.hours_08
96.63
z.count_09
6.37
z.hours_09
9.82
z.count_10
19.83
z.hours_10
29.97
z.count_11
0.09
z.hours_11
0.07
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z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
An object of class "performance"
Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"

21.99
43.77
706.53
187.82
1466.07
530.12
1388.74
202.54
103.02
58.15
609.25
57.09
342.00
57.42
28.82
12.15
482.88
32.27
204.16
32.33
33.80
29.51
605.19
26.11
247.16
32.72
0.64
4.16
495.65
24.28
241.10
23.68
3.89
11.13
59.79

Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8895504
true
pred
0
1
0 596 474
1 396 5893
[1] 0.8817774
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Appendix L: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample 2
in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 45.24 sec elapsed
72 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-5.227384e-01
SexCodeM
-3.445150e-01
SpEd1
4.336550e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-6.226714e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-4.717063e-01
ELL1
3.727665e-01
IsAlliance1
-5.213313e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-5.492574e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
1.054718e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-2.312252e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-2.901592e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -1.135312e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-4.782106e-01
SBELA07Flag1
4.166542e-02
SBMATH07Flag1
1.678119e+00
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-1.006533e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-2.144785e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-2.589510e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
1.654525e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
5.405317e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
-5.806239e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
-4.565120e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-5.144105e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-2.874488e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
-2.952574e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
8.353067e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
8.721517e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
1.822596e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
3.522004e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
-2.951509e-01
OnTimeFlag1
4.867006e-01
z.Repeat_G7
-1.626718e-02
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
2.493711e-01
z.Total_ISS_g7
-1.329083e-01
z.Tot_OSS_g7
-1.555883e-02
z.SBELA_SUM07
3.686776e-01
z.SBMATH_SUM07
3.385749e-01
z.Schoolmove_g7
7.367582e-02
z.Districtmove_g7
.
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
.
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
5.632975e-03
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
1.722245e-01
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
-2.632690e-01
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
.
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
1.240494e-01
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
3.270438e-01
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
1.612695e-01
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
-2.627168e-02
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z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
true
pred
0
1
0 769 1231
1 223 5136
[1] 0.8024188
An object of class "performance"

.
.
2.401222e-02
-1.183364e-01
-8.359777e-02
1.756660e-02
.
5.956318e-05
.
-4.609681e-02
2.004793e-01
1.963106e-02
3.757989e-03
.
.
2.099972e-01
8.675760e-02
.
1.496872e-03
.
2.100680e-02
-2.860437e-02
-2.732938e-02

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8767994
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Random Forest Grade 8: 142.93 sec elapsed
Call:
randomForest(formula = OnTrackFlag ~
ntree = 500)
Type of random forest:
Number of trees:
No. of variables tried at each split:

. - SASID, data = train.rfandcart,
classification
500
7

OOB estimate of error rate: 2.94%
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 25313
157 0.006164115
1 1340 24130 0.052610915
MeanDecreaseGini
SexCode
279.52
SpEd
231.19
FRL_TYPE
1249.69
ELL
70.50
IsAlliance
713.16
RaceEthnReportingText
984.79
SBELA07Flag
277.29
SBMATH07Flag
339.55
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
158.22
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
258.39
OnTimeFlag
300.18
z.Repeat_G7
25.32
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1798.39
z.Total_ISS_g7
365.72
z.Tot_OSS_g7
235.17
z.SBELA_SUM07
2585.69
z.SBMATH_SUM07
2888.40
z.Schoolmove_g7
210.12
z.Districtmove_g7
304.06
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
658.97
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
211.55
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
1860.36
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
557.88
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
1804.89
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
225.15
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
121.09
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
53.52
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
625.51
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
40.59
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
331.09
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
40.40
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
32.65
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
10.63
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
507.95
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
31.07
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
197.50
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
31.07
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
31.26
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
24.70
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
681.67
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
25.90
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
216.70
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z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
An object of class "performance"
Slot "x.name":
[1] "None"

26.56
1.35
4.53
473.91
17.13
280.15
18.70
3.08
12.43

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "alpha.name":
[1] "none"
Slot "x.values":
list()
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8869586
Slot "alpha.values":
list()
true
pred
0
1
0 554 348
1 438 6019
[1] 0.893192
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Appendix M: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample
3 in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 19.42 sec elapsed
112 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
6.964769e-02
SexCodeM
-3.090400e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-5.616132e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-2.085771e-01
ELL1
.
IsAlliance1
-4.663641e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-5.975771e-03
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
1.448312e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-2.375950e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-8.015479e-02
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -6.195790e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-8.650510e-03
SBELA07Flag1
.
SBMATH07Flag1
8.025677e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
5.423673e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
1.728627e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
-7.182085e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
-1.516367e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
1.113561e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
8.968532e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
7.566371e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
7.484153e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
-4.691908e-02
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
.
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-9.153349e-02
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-7.554573e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-3.958813e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
-5.200440e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
1.347314e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
6.236656e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
-9.635873e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
1.171510e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-1.310502e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-3.478825e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
6.648002e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
1.154184e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
.
OnTimeFlag1
4.709917e-01
z.Repeat_G7
.
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1.506652e-01
z.Total_ISS_g7
-1.300400e-01
z.Tot_OSS_g7
-1.704679e-02
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z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7

1.909901e-01
3.239827e-02
1.029739e-01
3.106611e-02
.
1.396993e-01
2.097890e-03
1.595326e-01
4.581333e-05
1.487706e-02
.
6.686934e-02
.
4.061698e-02
-7.799512e-04
1.281314e-02
.
-1.121458e-01
.
1.800059e-02
2.062883e-03
-9.462028e-02
1.378709e-04
.
4.787542e-04
3.142382e-01
2.376594e-05
5.180726e-03
-8.197629e-03
-9.190117e-02
.
.
1.758958e-01
-1.292348e-01
.
.
1.624217e-01
-1.096641e-04
.
.
.
.
.
-2.782902e-02
.
.
.
.
-5.967275e-02
.
4.860658e-02
-1.927143e-02
.
-9.028212e-16
.
3.527683e-02
.
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z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 196 189
1 73 646
[1] 0.7626812
An object of class "performance"

.
1.350105e-02
.
.
.
3.135026e-01

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8334261
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Random Forest Grade 8: 16.06 sec elapsed
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 8
OOB estimate of
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 3253
89 0.02663076
1 260 3082 0.07779773

error rate: 5.22%

SexCode
FRL_TYPE
ELL
IsAlliance
RaceEthnReportingText
SBELA07Flag
SBMATH07Flag
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2014
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
OnTimeFlag
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12

MeanDecreaseGini
32.21
94.66
15.51
65.42
92.36
29.67
32.21
112.81
15.16
43.73
43.19
4.47
210.60
55.56
60.73
199.72
179.99
32.22
34.41
110.46
119.78
2.68
4.62
0.18
0.12
5.72
12.58
0.36
0.38
4.82
10.35
1.29
1.83
4.09
9.59
12.72
53.98
2.75
5.65
12.34
17.65
0.00
0.00
9.58
28.24
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z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
An object of class "performance"

115.78
19.53
228.71
44.21
214.38
21.18
10.32
2.75
81.49
13.05
79.60
11.64
2.38
0.75
54.87
4.94
50.62
4.85
2.30
0.79
54.30
4.65
52.92
4.00
0.07
0.05
32.72
3.91
26.97
3.96
0.78
1.98
40.42

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8421365
true
pred
0
1
0 147 50
1 122 785
[1] 0.8442029
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Appendix N: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample 4
in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 35.95 sec elapsed
71 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-0.9876199705
SexCodeM
-0.3434482558
FRL_TYPEFree
-0.7219245192
FRL_TYPEReduced
-0.4619603794
ELL1
0.5608183958
IsAlliance1
-0.5437695577
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-0.0692862094
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
0.6306112898
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-0.0454647696
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-0.2037944765
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -0.9093400536
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-0.3966420866
SBELA07Flag1
.
SBMATH07Flag1
2.3671983234
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-1.2271937462
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-0.0997637879
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-0.1080246469
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
0.9850852041
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-0.2019563130
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-0.0677648114
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
0.5858464626
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
0.1281124812
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
0.0505557682
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
-0.1236625271
OnTimeFlag1
0.4208175352
z.Repeat_G7
.
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
0.2375427543
z.Total_ISS_g7
-0.0812449357
z.Tot_OSS_g7
-0.0277115740
z.SBELA_SUM07
0.3478403489
z.SBMATH_SUM07
0.4328416527
z.Schoolmove_g7
0.0236694042
z.Districtmove_g7
.
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
.
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
0.0662187372
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
0.1764845292
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
-0.1594829407
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
.
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
.
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
0.2879554659
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
0.2134591356
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
-0.0454566531
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
0.0018326218
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
.
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z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
true
pred
0
1
0 557 967
1 166 4565
[1] 0.8188649
An object of class "performance"
Slot "x.name":
[1] "None"

.
-0.0847828943
.
.
.
.
.
.
0.1805965287
.
0.0290895141
.
.
0.0762015575
0.0018615783
.
0.0002720315
0.0077877058
0.0031039754
-0.0255980903
-0.0177022303

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "alpha.name":
[1] "none"
Slot "x.values":
list()
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8877688
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Random Forest Grade 8: 110.63 sec elapsed
Call:
randomForest(formula = OnTrackFlag ~
ntree = 500)
Type of random forest:
Number of trees:
No. of variables tried at each split:

. - SASID, data = train.rfandcart,
classification
500
7

OOB estimate of error rate: 2.7%
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 22022
106 0.004790311
1 1089 21039 0.049213666
MeanDecreaseGini
SexCode
242.61
FRL_TYPE
1192.88
ELL
45.29
IsAlliance
697.22
RaceEthnReportingText
919.14
SBELA07Flag
273.98
SBMATH07Flag
339.75
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
156.86
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
234.73
OnTimeFlag
222.30
z.Repeat_G7
12.46
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1514.15
z.Total_ISS_g7
255.09
z.Tot_OSS_g7
158.04
z.SBELA_SUM07
2555.10
z.SBMATH_SUM07
2658.10
z.Schoolmove_g7
182.26
z.Districtmove_g7
280.60
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
528.12
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
172.53
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
1488.21
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
458.35
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
1533.73
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
211.95
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
118.94
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
60.50
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
528.44
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
36.47
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
280.74
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
41.43
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
29.81
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
9.65
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
292.43
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
29.65
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
189.04
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
20.87
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
35.76
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
23.28
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
446.46
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
19.93
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
140.14
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
16.66
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z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
An object of class "performance"
Slot "x.name":
[1] "None"

0.54
3.83
526.95
20.26
215.34
19.52
2.65
11.64

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "alpha.name":
[1] "none"
Slot "x.values":
list()
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.8902911
Slot "alpha.values":
list()
true
pred
0
1
0 383 252
1 340 5280
[1] 0.9053557
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Appendix O: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample
5 in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 23.76 sec elapsed
111 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-1.303980e+00
SexCodeM
-2.696189e-01
SpEd1
1.621840e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-4.626090e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-8.358604e-02
ELL1
1.536697e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
-1.299986e-02
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
8.698869e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-1.827471e-02
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-1.486150e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 8.763195e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-3.660657e-01
SBELA07Flag1
.
SBMATH07Flag1
2.048082e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
1.528619e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
1.940840e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
-8.990170e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
1.628607e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
3.249267e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
2.154313e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
8.862579e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
1.047135e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
-1.892287e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
.
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-8.317069e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-1.682216e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-7.274941e-02
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
-6.892256e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
-2.039194e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-2.601879e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-2.137685e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
2.325921e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
1.399014e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
1.814093e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
.
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
.
OnTimeFlag1
3.802841e-01
z.Repeat_G7
.
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1.768520e-01
z.Total_ISS_g7
-9.754992e-02
z.Tot_OSS_g7
-5.165429e-02
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z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7

3.406676e-01
3.146435e-01
6.220239e-02
1.764017e-01
-4.879647e-02
1.331835e-02
8.931901e-03
3.740656e-02
1.095653e-04
1.503634e-02
.
2.109425e-02
.
3.792538e-03
.
2.808794e-03
-8.067120e-04
-7.335588e-13
2.876285e-04
5.997630e-02
2.659575e-03
-4.894690e-02
8.796077e-03
.
.
1.428952e-01
.
.
-1.111146e-04
.
.
.
1.055501e-01
-2.042969e-01
.
.
2.061763e-01
1.944149e-01
-7.470210e-02
.
.
7.303121e-02
-8.325211e-03
.
.
.
.
.
7.355549e-02
-2.580933e-02
3.796704e-02
1.330532e-02
.
.
.
4.001701e-02
.
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z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 469 384
1 214 1688
[1] 0.7829401
An object of class "performance"

.
9.515436e-02
-8.024435e-02
3.357599e-02
6.004776e-02

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8381092
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Random Forest Grade 8: 48.88 sec elapsed
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 8
OOB estimate of
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 7568 721 0.08698275
1 764 7525 0.09217035

error rate: 8.96%

SexCode
SpEd
FRL_TYPE
ELL
RaceEthnReportingText
SBELA07Flag
SBMATH07Flag
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2014
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
OnTimeFlag
z.Repeat_G7
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
z.Total_ISS_g7
z.Tot_OSS_g7
z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12

MeanDecreaseGini
82.06
51.27
182.44
31.83
204.52
141.17
190.86
73.96
53.60
88.00
171.63
7.89
506.65
117.32
122.27
653.70
666.42
89.24
96.59
60.90
68.02
2.86
3.72
0.13
0.19
6.13
10.43
0.27
0.26
3.68
5.58
0.08
0.10
2.39
3.62
14.41
38.00
2.00
3.00
6.88
8.98
0.02
0.03
8.08
15.95
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z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
An object of class "performance"
Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"

197.65
52.68
572.61
167.98
589.54
65.38
45.48
12.18
159.64
19.90
138.88
20.34
5.84
2.35
121.05
11.26
80.11
12.64
8.23
4.40
135.00
10.09
90.54
12.74
1.10
83.60
7.54
63.59
7.08
2.65
0.90
22.60

Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.8551131
true
pred
0
1
0 392 160
1 291 1912
[1] 0.8362976
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Appendix P: R output for elastic net and random forests models trained using Subsample 6
in Part 2
Elastic Net Grade 8: 138.7 sec elapsed
112 x 1 sparse Matrix of class "dgCMatrix"
1
(Intercept)
-7.312891e-01
SexCodeM
-2.970263e-01
SpEd1
-6.129307e-01
FRL_TYPEFree
-7.286323e-01
FRL_TYPEReduced
-7.275475e-01
ELL1
7.742511e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAmerican Indian or Alaska Native
3.191636e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextAsian
1.134992e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextBlack or African American
-3.169878e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextHispanic/Latino of any race
-3.392927e-01
RaceEthnReportingTextNative Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander -1.403459e+00
RaceEthnReportingTextTwo or More Races
-3.669687e-01
SBELA07Flag1
8.471652e-01
SBMATH07Flag1
7.565693e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201401
7.287283e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201402
6.185877e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201403
1.813550e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201404
4.261428e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201405
-4.787686e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201406
4.904640e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201407
2.171966e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201408
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201409
1.094010e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201410
1.049126e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201411
3.102516e+00
PrimaryDisabilityCode_201412
9.157601e-01
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20147A
.
PrimaryDisabilityCode_20148A
.
Core_Failed_Flag_g71
-7.430014e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7En
-1.548308e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMa
-1.028776e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSc
3.474362e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaScSS
5.672101e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnMaSS
1.139032e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSc
-4.017036e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnScSS
1.825236e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7EnSS
-1.385635e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Ma
-1.117496e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSc
-1.227208e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaScSS
3.253657e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7MaSS
-9.277258e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7Sc
3.094977e-01
CoreCoursesFailed_g7ScSS
1.243975e+00
CoreCoursesFailed_g7SS
-1.450603e-01
OnTimeFlag1
7.267569e-01
z.Repeat_G7
-2.625809e-02
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
3.198221e-01
z.Total_ISS_g7
-1.654894e-01
z.Tot_OSS_g7
1.035192e-02
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z.SBELA_SUM07
z.SBMATH_SUM07
z.Schoolmove_g7
z.Districtmove_g7
z.PctTWNDP_2014
z.SpEdHrs_2014
z.count_01
z.hours_01
z.count_02
z.hours_02
z.count_03
z.hours_03
z.count_04
z.hours_04
z.count_05
z.hours_05
z.count_06
z.hours_06
z.count_07
z.hours_07
z.count_08
z.hours_08
z.count_09
z.hours_09
z.count_10
z.hours_10
z.count_11
z.hours_11
z.count_12
z.hours_12
z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7

3.475468e-01
4.414644e-01
6.139352e-02
-1.918230e-01
2.715970e-03
2.228656e-01
3.550554e-03
-1.760140e-01
7.616283e-04
.
1.788332e-04
-1.344101e-01
7.800230e-04
4.654003e-02
-1.251757e-03
5.335696e-02
8.307495e-05
-5.134554e-02
1.383636e-03
1.072329e-01
.
5.835558e-02
5.494959e-04
3.790412e-02
6.655304e-04
2.484042e-01
3.611241e-03
1.530724e-02
5.580042e-04
-8.780053e-02
.
5.624152e-03
5.838943e-02
-1.803200e-01
.
.
1.922434e+00
8.237909e-01
.
.
1.129883e-01
.
-7.533654e-01
-2.895663e-01
-4.619907e-02
1.157127e-01
.
.
-8.283961e-01
-1.077166e-01
6.393428e-03
6.084379e-03
1.692070e-05
4.621906e-05
2.310856e-02
-7.409354e-02
.
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z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
true
pred
0
1
0 232 716
1
78 3579
[1] 0.8275787
An object of class "performance"

.
5.839873e-02
-1.959017e-02
.
-9.175700e-02
1.149662e-01

Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"
Slot "y.values":
[[1]]
[1] 0.867247
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Random Forest Grade 8: 138.06 sec elapsed
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 8
OOB estimate of error rate: 3.19%
Confusion matrix:
0
1 class.error
0 16849
332 0.01932367
1
763 16418 0.04440952
MeanDecreaseGini
SexCode
149.82
SpEd
184.59
FRL_TYPE
601.58
ELL
13.89
RaceEthnReportingText
426.03
SBELA07Flag
162.74
SBMATH07Flag
161.06
PrimaryDisabilityCode_2014
164.76
Core_Failed_Flag_g7
101.10
CoreCoursesFailed_g7
157.68
OnTimeFlag
164.48
z.Repeat_G7
20.90
z.Pct_Attendance_g7
1223.99
z.Total_ISS_g7
272.77
z.Tot_OSS_g7
68.41
z.SBELA_SUM07
1597.85
z.SBMATH_SUM07
1913.65
z.Schoolmove_g7
162.20
z.Districtmove_g7
221.68
z.PctTWNDP_2014
131.27
z.SpEdHrs_2014
146.07
z.count_01
2.86
z.hours_01
3.11
z.count_02
0.49
z.hours_02
0.53
z.count_03
9.45
z.hours_03
16.32
z.count_04
0.15
z.hours_04
0.12
z.count_05
7.27
z.hours_05
14.00
z.count_06
0.80
z.hours_06
1.05
z.count_07
6.95
z.hours_07
11.25
z.count_08
24.46
z.hours_08
81.07
z.count_09
5.05
z.hours_09
6.11
z.count_10
16.60
z.hours_10
21.64
z.count_11
0.06
z.hours_11
0.03
z.count_12
13.45
z.hours_12
28.57
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z.Tot_Core_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Core_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Cred_Failed_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_English_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_English_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_English_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Math_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Math_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Math_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_Science_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_Science_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_Science_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Cred_Earned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Basic_CredFailed_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_EnrAdv_CredEarned_g7
z.Tot_SocSt_Honors_CredEarned_g7
z.totspedcount
An object of class "performance"
Slot "y.name":
[1] "Area under the ROC curve"

429.59
194.62
875.54
292.28
875.98
157.10
70.68
71.79
444.52
46.43
215.73
32.09
30.75
14.54
263.51
26.75
161.72
22.92
37.60
45.86
490.50
14.64
198.84
11.92
1.61
2.72
378.16
17.10
205.74
18.50
1.17
11.32
44.00

Slot "y.values":
[1] 0.865488
true
pred
0
1
0 130 170
1 180 4125
[1] 0.9239957
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